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INTRODUCTION 

Anna Freud's 'The Ego & The Mechanisms of De fence ,1 is often held to 

be her ''most celebrated pililication,,2 and her "most significant 

theoretical contrib uti on" 3• T~ese two statements are hO'Aever by no 

means synonymous. In the present study, whilst the former statement 

is accepted as a matter of proven record, the latter viewpoint is 

rejected as no longer tenable in the light of the author's monumental 

contributions to the developmental field since 1960 (Chapter 9). 

The scientific world's acknowledgement of the importance of Anna 

Freud's work on ego defence-mechanisms was virtually immediate, with 

important reviews in both German and English journals. In the 

Internationel Journal of Psycho-Analysis the collected reviews amounted 

in effect to a critical symposium4, and other valuable articles 

exist from the same periodS. The discussion has, over the years, 

continued to be one of the most productive in the analytic literature 

- the present study's master-index card on 'defence' lists over 40 

authors who in the period 1938-1978 assess in detail this aspect 

of Anna Freud's work. In April 1973 . the Philadelphia Association 

for Psychoanalysis incltrled in its 20th Annml Fretrl Memorial 

Programme a special panel on 'The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence'S. 

Panel members were Arthur Valenstein, Erik Erikson, Hans Loewald, 

Jacob Arlow, Eli Marco vi t£ and Jenny Waelder-Hall, with Anna Freud 

as special guest. 

Whilst it is thus a relatively simple matter to document the extent 

to which The Ego & The Mechamisms of Defence is a 'most celebrated 

pUblication', the same is no longer true with regard to Anna Freud's 

1 Anna Freud (1936a). 

2 Kaplan (1971). 

3p • M· '1" (1966) ump1an- 1na 1n • 

4Jones (1938), Fenichel (1938), Kris (1938). 

SFrench (1938), Hendrick (1938), Reik «1937)1941). 

6 See: SLAP (1974) for panel report. 
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'most significant contribution'. In particular, and since the 

p~lication in 1965 of her Normality & Pathology in Childhoodl , 

it becomes increasingly evident that a new 'contender' has emerged 

for the latter honour. 

PRECURSORS 

The term 'defence' is "the earliest representative of the dynamic 

standpoint in psychoanalytic theory,,2, and was first used by Freud 

in 1894. As is widely knCMn, Freud soon 'abandoned' the term 

'defence' - only a single citation is catalogued in the very 

thoroughly-indexed Interpretation of Dreams 3 - and replaced it by 

the term 'repression'. When in February 1926 there appeared 

Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety4 Freud is said to have "reverted" 

to the term 'defence' 

by that of 'repression' 

It m\Bt not be thought 

''which for ove r twenty years he had replaced 
,,5 

••• • 
on account of the above. that Freud's 

abandonment of the tenn 'defence' was total in the period c.1900-

1926, nor that he had any particular loathing for the term. In his 

correspondence wi th Jung around 1908 - in which we find Jung 

suggesting that incurable psychoses "should probably be regarded as 

defensive encapsulations which have misfired,,6 - Freud wrote telling 

his colleague that "your ideas about 'defence' are certainly correct, 

but not only for paranoia. I believe that they apply to all neuroses 

1Anna Freud (1965a). 

2Anna Freud (1936a), in Writings, II, p.42. 

3Freud (1900A), Strachey edn., 1954, p.260. 

4rreud (19260). 

5 
Jones (1957), chap.4. 

6 
Jung to Freud, 20th February 190b; Letter 72J, in McGu-ire (Ed) (1974). 
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1 and psychoses". Later, in his notable 'Winter Lectures' of 1915-16 

which were attended by the young Anna Freud, Freud spoke of the 
2 "principle of defence against unpleasant memory by forgetfulness" • 

Following Freud's Ire-introduction' of the dis9ussion of defence 

per se in 1926, a number of authors contributed to the topic. In 

1929 at the Oxford Psa. Congress - which Anna Freud attended -

Sigmund Pfeiffer2b presented a typically unsystematic early attempt 

to further develop Freud's ideas. Joan Riviere 3 contributed 'Jealousy 

as a mechanism of defence'; and Melanie Klein4 observed that anxiety 

situations affecting the child "callout special mechanisms of defence 

on the part of his ego and determine the specific character his 

psychoti c disorder w ill assume". Thirty years later Melanie Klein 

would quite legitimately claim to have been interested in defence 

issues since her 1932 book. 

The massive study of primitive cultural types published in 1932 by 

Geza Rohei~ of Budapest5, included a long discussion of the ego in 

which was a section headed 'Defence mechanisms' 6. There Roheim 

viewed 'displacement' as the prototypic transformation, and went on 

to discuss 'repression', 'regression' and 'projection'. 

The work of Herman Nunberg on defence mecha.'11isms - also pub lished in 

19327 - is of such i"lportance and interest as to merit fuller 

~reud to Jung, 3rd March 1908; Letter 76F, in McGuire (Ed) (1974). 

2Freud (19l6X), Lecture 4. 

2bPfeiffer, S., (1930), 'A form of defence', Journal, 11, 492-496. 

3Riviere, J., (1932), in Journal, 13, 414-424. 

4Klein (1932), p.202. 

SRoheim G., (1932), 'Psychoanalysis of primitive cultural t'ypes'. Journal, 
13, 2-224. 

Gibid., Chap.6, Pt. II, (a). 

7 Nunberg (1932). 
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consideration, and a detailed comparison with Anna Freud's work is 

deferred until the next section of this chapter. 

On 5th May 1936 - one day before Freud's 80th birthday, for which 

Anna Freud hastened to complete her book 'The Ego and The Mechanisms 

of Defence' - Joan Riviere of London read before the Vienna Psa. 

Society a paper entitled 'On the genesis of psychical conflict in 

earliest infancy,l. The author was apparently completely unaware of 

Anna Freud's imminent book, and altho~h mentioning the early 

operation of defence-mechanisms Riviere's 40-item bibliography 

contains no citation of Anna Freud. The omission was corrected by 

Robert Walder~ who in his remarks on Riviere's paper included a 

somewnat premature and unsatisfactory use of Anna Freud's book. 

MECHANISMS OF DEFENCE: A r4ISPLACED PRIORITY? 

It is authoritatively stated that from its very beginning psycho

analysis "was concerned with the ego and its aberrations ••• and ••• 

the proper field for our c:bservation is always the ego,,3. Moreover, 

and as is in effect self-evicent, "the ego itself is the object of 

analysis, in that the defensive operations in which it is perpetually 

engaged are carried on unconsciously,,4. Thus Anna Freud seeks to 

focus upon the ego per se, and goes on to consider the defence 

mechanisms largely on the basis of their function in mediating the 

ego's tri-fold relations with the external world, the drives or id 

and the super-ego. With Anna Freud's allocation of priority to the 

ego the present study is in full agreement. 

1 in Journal. (1936) , 17, 395-422 •. 

2waelder (1937). 

3Anna Freud (1936a), chap.l , 'The Ego as The Seat of Observation', 
pp. 3-5. 

4ibid ., chap.3 , p.30. 
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A number of other authors however are here criticised in so far 

as they focus upon the defence mechanisms per se, and these same 

psychologists and others err even more in attributing by implication 

their own orientation in this respect to Anna Freud. 

Goodenough's influential text on child development for example states 

that one of Freud's contributions was to identify and name many 

defence mechanisms, and the solitary reference to Anna Freud is to say 

that ''his daughter Anna Freud elaborated them in some detail"l. 

MacKinnon & Dukes, in a distinguished article on 'Repression', say 

that "the fullest and clearest relegation of repression to a position 

of one among many mechanisms came in Anna Freud's book The Ego & 

The Mechamisms of Defence ••• Increasingly after the publication '0£ 
this most influential book psychoanalysts focussed their attention 

upon the problems of defense,,2. Others3 similarly emphasise Anna 

Freud's contribution as being to a psychology of defence. at the 

expense of acknowledging any contribution to a more comprehensive 

and meaningful psychology of the ego. 

This is not to ignore the fact that in her book Anna Freud does 

indeed make a contribution to the strict realm of defence. Even 

here though, what is most particularly due to Anna Freud is often 

missed or obscured, whilst that which receives acclaim is neither 

original nor particularly hers. 

A widely recognised list of ten defence mechanisms - repression. 

regression, introjection, projection, reaction-formation. turning 

against self, undoing,isolation, reversal and sublimation - is for 

1 Goodenougp & Tyler (1959, p.486). 

~acKinnon & Dukes (1962). 

3Mi.::er & Swanson (1960), Mahl «1969)1971), Toman (1972). 
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example 1 even by psychoanalysts , and in addition to wide currency 

in general psychology, commonly attributed to Anna Freud. In actual 

fact the author of The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence attached 

little importance to the itemisation of the now celebrated 'list of 

defences', "and relegated to a mere sentence 'in parentheses' the 

"nine methods of defence which are very familiar in the practice,,2. 

To these nine she then adds sublimation, "a tenth, which pertains 

rather to the study of the normal than to that of neurosis,,2. With 

bel' allusion to the familiarity of practising analysts with this 

material, together with the comprehensive locating of the sources 

for individual defences in the prior writings of Freud, Anna Freud 

underlines the fact that the chapter in question3 is in reality the 

least original and most recapitulatory of the entire book. The 
paradoxically great popularity and familiarity of this same section 

of her work is perhaps to be found in the 'convenience value' and 

'nodal quality' of such neat listings. 

An early reviewer of The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence warned 

against the "mere enumeration" of defence mechanisms ~, whilst more 

recently the supposedly fundamental 'list' of defences has been 

criticised as staying simply "on the taxonomic level"S and as having 

"a certain arbitrariness ,,6 • The present study maintains that, in the 

light of the foregoing, there is no case here for the author of The 

Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence to answer. other authors are less 

fortunate in this respect. Hendrick7 extends the list of basic 

.-

~rench (1938), Wyss «1961)1966, p.206), Rycroft (1968a, p.28), (1968b, p.73) 
Rangell (1975). 

2 Anna Freud (1936a, p.~~). 

3'The mechanisms of defence', Anna Freud (1936a), chapter ~. 

~French (1938). 

5SclH'.fer (1968). 

6 Suppes & Warren (1975). 

7Hendrick (1938). 
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defences by adding 'flight from an object', 'avoidance of an abject' 

and 'motor inhibitions', though without providing any further description 

of these suggestions. More recently, in attempting a major reclass

ification of defence mechanisms, Grete Bibring & Arthur Valenstein 

and their co~orkersl list 26 'basic or first-order' defences plus 

19 'complex or second-order' defences. Ludwig Eidelberg2 describes 

18 defence mechanisms. An extreme illustration of this enumerative 

progression is provided by a recent team who, using mathematical

combinatorial methods, generate 29 possible mechanisms of defence 

together with a further 15 'elementary mechamisms' specifically 

termed identification3• As with trait-listing and the later 

mathematically sophisticated studies of personality involving factorial 

analysis, such methods are here judged to be 'a priori' of fundament

ally poor validity for the study of the individual 'person' in any 

dynamic and meaningful context. Suc::q methods are of course 

recommended for the study of 'individual variation' and other 

population-related parameters. 

It should here be mentioned that in a subsequent and general article 

on defence mechanisms written for Encyclopaedia Britannica Anna Freud 

does herself add the further defence 'intellectualization', and refers 

also to "other, minor mechanisms"~. However the author then criticises 

her own "foregoing enumeration". and points out that a further draw

back is "that it includes under one heading a number of heterogeneous 

processes" .+ 
With regard to the widely accepted 'list' of ten or so commonly found 

defence mechanisms. the criticism must be made of The Ego & The 

lBibring et al.(196l). 

2Eidelberg (1968), pp.92-95. 

3 Suppes & Harren (1975). 

~Anna Freud (1964a). 
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Mechanisms of Defence that it nowhere explicitly acknowledges or 
1 considers the prior st~dy of Herman Nunberg on 'Die Abwehrvorgange' 

Not only does Nunberg's list of defences compare interestingly with 

Anna Freud's - cf. Fig. XXII where the first 8 comparisons are 

identical - but with his concept of "defence as narcissistic 

protection,,2 and elsewhere in the book Nunberg implies and utilises 

important notions of ego boundaries and stimulus barriers. A cons

ideration and discussion of this work would inevitably have enhanced 

the value of Anna Freud's book, for example with regard to the nature 

of any fundamental process underlying defence mechanisms generally. 

• 

As a close friend and colleague of the Freud's Nunberg's ideas en

jqyed wide currency in Viennese psychoanalytical circles, as did those 

of Paul Federn another pioneer of 'ego boundary' concepts. However, 

the theoretical ideas of both these men were in a particularly nascent 

and sensitive state in the early 1930's, which may well explain why 

the author of The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence preferred to defer 

their consideration. Erik Erikson3 who listened to Federn lecturing 

on ego boundary concepts around 1930, humourously depicts his teacher 

at the end of the difficult presentation quizzically gazing into the 

distance and asking aloud 'Now, have I understood myself correctly?'. 

Certainly in later years Anna Freud made good any such omissions, 
4 and frequently acknowledged the work of both Nuriberg and Federn • 

To return to the question of Anna Freud's distinctive contribution 

to the realm of defence mechanisms per se, a discerning commentatorS 

1 Nunberg (1932), Kap.VII; transl., (1955), chap.8. 

2"Abwehr als narzisstischer Schutz", op. cit. 

3£rikson (1968), Preface. 

II- See: Appendix IX. 

5 Brown (1961), p.69. 



FIG. XXII 

COMPARISON OF DEFENCE MECHANISMS LISTED BY 
HERMAN NUNBERG (1932) AND ANNA FREUD (1936) 

, 

NUNBERG (1932) 
I<api tel VII 

Identifizierung 

Projektion 

Verkehrung in Gegentei1 

Die Verdrangung 

Regression 

Reaktionsbildungen 

Ungeschehenmachen und Isolieren 

~verscheibUng (=Displacement) 

IIIIj Widerstande (=Resistances> 

'Obertragung (=Transference) 

\ 

ANNA FREUD (1936a) 
Chapter 4 

Introjection (Identification) 

Projection 

Reversal into Opposite 

Repression 

Regression 

Reaction-formation 

Undoing and Isolation 

Turning against the 

Sublimation 

) 
self ~~ 
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notes that essentially five mechanisms of defence are described in 

The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence viz. denial in phantasy, denial 

in word and act, restriction of the ego, icentification with the 

aggressor and 'a form of altruism'. Otto Fenichel;an even surer 

guide, notes that the first three of these are "the first measures 

taken by the ego to avoid pain" whilst the remaining two - 'identi

fication with the aggressor' and 'a form of altruism' - are "two 
1 new, that is, new as far as evaluation goes, types of defence" • 

Special attention is also directed in Anna Freud's book to the 
2 defences peculiar to puberty, and the 'new contribution' therefore 

approximates to the following:-

Defence Mechanism Area of Interest 

1. Denial in phantasy 

} 2. Denial in word & act Preliminary stages of defence 

3. Restriction of the ego 

4. Identification with the aggressor] Special forms of defence. 
5. A form of altruism 

6. Asceticism J 7. Intellectualization Defences characteristic of puberty 

It would seem to be in the descriptive evaluation of these seven 

mechanisms of defence that the work of Anna Freud in this limited area 

of its overall scope should principally be known, rather than for any 

'listing' of better-kno'dn defence mechanisms. Some commentators, in

cluding J. C. Flugel3 in an otherwise widely-respected work, present 

~eniche1 (1938). 

2Anna Freud (l936a). chap. 11 & 12. 

3Flugel (1945), pp.85-88. 
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"Anna Freud's 'mechanisms of defence '" without differentiating the 

old (such as repression) from the new (such as ego restriction). 

The concepts of 'preliminary stages of defence· 1 and of 'denial' 

as an early ego technique of this kind were present in the work 

of Freud, a point brought out by Edward Glover2 in his paper to the 

Oxford Congress in 1929. 

AN ERIKSONIAN CRITIQUE AND RAPPROCHD1ENT 

Erik Hamburger Erikson (b.1902)3 undertook his training analysis 

with Anna Freud in Vienna, studied also with Aichhorn, Bibring, 

Helene Deutsch, Federn, Hartmann and Kris and graduated from the 

Vienna Psa. Institute in 19334 • In the same year he emigrated to 

the U.S.A., became influenced by cultural anthropology and in 

particular Margaret Mead, and came gradually to the presentation 

of a socially-orientated critique of orthodox psychoanalytic views. 

Erikson is undoubtedly one of the most gifted psychologists to have 

emerged from Anna Freud's 'Vienna School of Child Analysis', though 

the deep basis of his early training in child analysis is often 

ignored. He is widely acclaimed as belonging to the 'cultural 

psychology' school, and no studies appear to exist on the formal 

relationship between Erikson as an ego psychologist and Anna Freud. 

Pumpian-Mindlin's account of 'Anna Freud and Erik H. Erikson' is 

not acceptable in thts sense, since it is really two separate and 

individual accounts in one. Also rejected is Pumpian-Mindlin's viewV,a.t 

"Their foci a.hcl. fra.mes of l'e£e~ettce compleh1ettt eo.c:.h otirer, but do riot ove-rLip in 
the formal sense, at least at the present time,,5. If it ever was 

1 . 
Anna Freud (1936a), Pt. II Caption. 

2G1over (1930). 

3Present address (1977-78); l705~ Centro West, Tiburon, California 94920. 

4Letter of Erik H. Erikson, 1st Nov, 1977. See: Appendix XI. 

5Pumpian-Hindlin (1966); Present writer's underlining. 
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true that the two authors in question showed no formal overlap 

this is certainly no longer the case. In point of fact, both Anna 

Freud and Erik Erikson can demonstratwely be shown to have based 

their most important work of the past two or three decades securely 

in a 'psychoanalytical-metapsychological' and specifically 'develop

mental' framework (cf. Chapter 9). 

The purpose of the following section is to examine closely Erikson's 

modification of Anna Freud's defence theory of the ego. 

Already in 1945. after field work amongst the Sioux and Yurok, 

Erikson
l 

questioned the term 'defence mechanism', sought to relate 

the implied process to wider areas of the personality and provided 

determinants in terms of adult models and wider environmental factors, 

in addition to the 'infantile drive' determinants of the classical

orthodox analytic view. A year later EriksonZ had developed his 

critique of 'mechanisation' in ego theory to the point of seeing such 

descriptions of ego processes as reflecting not the ego processes 

themselves, but more nearly the contemporary historical dilemmas 

manifest in the discussion of those processes. Clearly, Erikson's 

approach is relevant to such modern technologically-accelerated 

tyrannies as the 'mechanization of man' and the 'dehumanization of 

industry'. In child rearing, writes Erikson, certain modern trends 

"seem to represent a magic identification with the machine, analogous 

to the identifications of primitive tribes with their principal prey. 

If modern man's ego seems to crave mechanical adaptation ••• then we 

are not dealing with the nature of the ego, but with one of its 

historical adaptations, if not (one of its) dysfunctions,,2. The 

writer is also critical of the classical 'structural' view since 

"id, ego and superego are not static compartments ••• they reflect 

three major processes the relativity of which determines the form of 

human behaviour,,2. 

lErikson (1945). 

2Erikson (1946). 
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The key word here .-lould appear to be 'process', and others have 

approached a similar critical stance. Charles Rycroftl for 

example notes that "Defences are better regarded less as mech-

anisms than as techniques, manoeuvres. strategies or ploys". 

Here we may note that all such reformulations imply a degree of 

conscious ego control, whereas the orthodox freudians are in

dubitably correct in emphasising the automatic, repetitive nature 

of unconscious defence processes. This whole question is thus 

part of the larger area of contention between 'metapsychology -v

personology,2, between 'instinct theory -v- object-relations theory,3, 

or between 'classic freudian psychobiology' versus an 'interpersonal 

relations theory' in terms appropriate to man as a 'person' rather 

than as an 'organism,4 (cf. Chapter 9). 

By 1950, in a study which has attained the status of a major classic 

in its own right. Erik Erikson clearly recognised his work as 

producing "a psychoanalytic book on the relation of the ego to society,,5. 

The author quickly distances himself from prior analytic formulations 

hCMever, and essays to extend his reach "beyond the mere defensive 

aspects of the ,ego which have been so conclusively formulated in 

Anna Freud's The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence,,6. The ego to 

Erikson is uan'inner institution' evolved to safeguard that order 

within individuals on which all outer order depends. It is not 'the 

individual't nor his individuality, although it is indispensable to it,,6. 

~ycroft (1968b). p.72. 

2Brierley (1951). (1969). 

3Fairbairn (1952). 

"'Guntrip (1961). 

5trikson (1950). Forward to 1st tdn. 

6Erikson (1950), Pt.3, "r·187-188. 
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In April 1950 Erikson and Anna Freud met in Stockbridge Mass., 

where Erikson was a senior staff member of the Austen Riggs 

Foundation. The occasion did not arise - indeed the conditions 

were not yet ripe - for any discussion or rapprochement between 

the two on defence theory, and over 20 years would elapse before 

such a valuable opportunity was capitalised upon. 

In 1956 Erikson raised the issue of "whether the concept of identity 

is essentially a psychosocial one, or deserves to be considered as 

a legitimate part of the psychoanalytic theory of the ego"l. In 

the same paper the author stands on identical ground with Anna 

Freud in viewing adolescence as a 'normative crisis' rather than 

an affliction. 

More recently, and whilst in no way retracting any part of his 

own theoretical views, Erikson has looked with greater sympathy and 

insight at the \mrk of his early teacher Anna Freud. Thus, in 

quoting from Anna Freod2 the identical passage which in 1946 had 

spurred him to cogent criticism, Erikson3 now noted that whilst 

Anna Freud "describes a tendency which the ego has in common, in 

more than once sense, with the nervous system and the brain ••• 

she certainly does not intend to advocate mechanical adaptation as 

the goal of human life ~ In fact. her 'mechanisms of defence', 

whilst a highly necessary part of mental life, render the person 

dominated by them impoverished and stereotyped": Here it would 

seem that Erikson has, at least to his own satisfaction, successfully 

and finally harmonised his own views with those of his early forma

tive analytical training. 

In April 1973 Erik Erikson and Anna Freud came face to face once 

more on a panel discussing The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence at 

lErikson (1956). 

2 
~nna Freud (1945), writings, IV, p.29. 

3Erikson (1968). 
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the 20th Annual Freud Memorial Meeting of the Philadelphia Psa. 

societyl. There Erikson "took up the ques tion of sharing of 

defences, and the relationship of that sharing to the inner 

economy of the individual,,2. In presenting examples of groups of 

children and others using the same defence mechanisms in similar 

circumstances, Erikson illustrates both his thorough grounding in 

the psychoanalysis of the individual and his own particular 

synthesis of this with group dynamics and wider social forces. 

For her part Anna Freud "responded that at first she was surprised 

when she learned that Professor Erikson was going to talk about 

the social aspect of defense, because it was her feeling that 

defense mechanisms were high individual matters; however, on 

reflection, she could see that he was correct,,2. With this 

memorable rapprochement of the two potentially conflicting view

points we may leave the 'Eriksonian critique', It had, after all, 

sought 'not to destroy, but to fulfill'. though at the present 

time it is not possible to predict the outcome of any future con

frontation between formal studies of individual dynamics and group 

dynamics respectively, What is more certain is that the work of 

Anna Freud and of Erik Erikson each in its respective manner shows 

where some of the vital 'middle ground' lies. What now must also 

appear self-evident is that teachers have here a valuable role

opportunity, since they are ideally placed to make studies of a 

theoretical or of an applied nature concerning this hybrid psycho

social field (cf. Chapter 10). 

DENIAL AND EXAHPLES IN NORHAL SCHOOLING 
i 

Particular importance has been attached to Anna Freud's elaboration 
3 of the 'preliminary stages of defence' • and especially to the various 

IPane1 (1974). 

2S1ap (1974). 

3Zetzel (1971). 
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Forms of 'denial,l. 'Denial in phantasy' was described from a 

number of sources viz.Ca) Freud's classic pioneering case of Little 

Hans, (b) a seven year old boy patient of Anna Freud's who imagined 

he tamed ferocious wild animals and Cc) stories from folk-lore and 

children's literature2• In the latter type of material- Anna Freud 

there cites Alice Hodgson Burnett's 'Little Lord Fauntleroy' and 

Annie Fellows Johnston's 'The Little Colonel' - children are depicted 

as 'taming' powerful bad-tempered adults, i.e. as reversing reality 

(denial). A further instance of this kind, and one which has 

more recently attained popularity as a televised cartoon-film, 

would be the story of 'The Giant's Garden' with its involvement of 

the 'christ-child' parallel. 

So plentiful are the observations which may be made in relation to 

'denial' in the normal school setting that these undoubtedly add 

weight to Anna Freud's view that such a process, aimed at the 

avoidance of objective (i.e. real outer world) unpleasure and 

objective danger, "does not come under the heading of the psychol08Y 

of neurosis. but is a normal stage in the development of the ego,,3. 

The defences proper are in this view distinguished as largely 

unconscious processes resultin~ in neurotic comnromise solutions to 

internal dangers, e.g. to instinctual drives seeking gratification. 

Haurits Katan 4 • trhilst agreeing that Anna Freud has "clearly pointed 

out that. in general, denial is directed against the outer world" 

nevertheless adds "this does not mean that denial of inner reality 

does not exist': It is not clear \'lhether such 'denial of inner 

reality' would constitute a defence proper or a preliminary stage -

a neurotic or a normal solution. 

~endrick (1938, p.482), Shevrin & Toussieng (1965). 

2Anna Freud (1936a, chap.6). 

3Anna Freud (1936a), Writings, II, p.102. 

4H• Katan (1964). 
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!he following examples are considered as demonstrating the efforts 

of the normal child's ego in reversing mpleas urable facts of the 

outer world by means of denial: 

1. A boy R.D. aged 7 years had no father at home, and knew 

only the single relevant fact that his father had once 

served in the Royal Navy. Hhen school friends began 

contin \.ally to relate the alleged exploits of war, R.D. 

elaborated a whole series of daring exploits on behalf 

of his own father, culminating in the father's loss at 

sea in a torpedo attack. 

To the extent that R.D. was thoro~hly involved in the 

mental elaboration of these stories the appropriate 
'denia./I" plra.tlta.s,Y') whilst t~e ccl)IIrJunicQiion of tMese 

process would beApsychological productions to peers 

would fall under'denial in word and act'. 

R.D. was of course the present writer. 

2. Children judged to be from materially less affluent homes, 

when mixing with peers from materially more affluent 

families, may frequently be heard up-grading their own 

family attributes and possessions to include imagined 

new cars, exotic trips abroad and so forth. 

"Keepi ng up with the Jones" is clearly a variant of this 

in which the denial is acted out in the real world and is 

thereby reinforced, though at the cost of becoming danger

ously close to a rigidly established defensive stereotype 

in itself. 
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3. Two brothers Sand D aged 5 and 8 years respectively, 

regularly played the following game when journeying by 

car. Each takes one side of the route as 'his' and 

begins to 'collect' objects of value and importance in 

their shared estimation with a view to out-doing the 

other. Petrol-stations and sweet-shops appear to have 

particular points-score valle. Inevitably an increasing 

element of phantasy elaboration becomes apparent, and 

with great insistence many scores are claimed for objects 

with no real existence in the outer world. Attempts to 

refute the other player's more outlandish claims soon 

regress to efforts aimed at cOlnltering by producing even 

greater fabrications of one's own. 

Games such as this based largely on 'denial in word and 

act' may be overhearO almost daily on Infant and Junior 

playgrounds, and typify the developing ego's efforts to 

reverse or avoid any sensed inferiority in 'outer world' 

terms. 

'One UpManship' is clearly a variant of this. On the 

continuum proposed by Anna Freudl -

CA) • (B) • ee) 
Denial in Phantasy Impersonation in Play Denial in Word 

& Act 

- it probably fits between (B) and (C). A similar position 

may also be assigned to the circus clown's game of 'Oh yes 

it is, Oh no it isn't' with his audience, and to the 

children's game of 'tis, tisn't'. To the right of (C) may 

be placed deliberate lying, which under certain circumstances 

may be accepted as normal. To the extreme right of this 

lAnua Freud (l936a), \-Iri tings, II, p.90, fn. 2. 



Fig.xxIII. 

Pictorial Example of Denial From Normal Schoolchild 

Age 9 Years,December 1977. 
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may be placed 'logical or correct denial', as when the 

child correctly denies a self-evident untruth or in

justice. 

~. The example of denial represented pictorially in Fig. 

XXIII" is particularly interesting, and was collected 

during the actual writing of this chapter. 

The girl G. aged 9 years regularly attended gymnastics 

sessions and showed herself very accomplished in move

ment vocabulary. At Christmas she sent her gymnastics 

coach the card depicted,with the additional material 

inked in as shown. G's obvious pleasure associated 

with the gymnastics coach is denied as shown, presumably 

on account of either (i) a particularly strong (moral) 

super-ego or (ii) fear of an ego-dystonic rebuff (un

requited love ). 

When approached afterwards and hurnouzwsly asked "Who is 

this then?" G's answer was consistent with her initial 

drawing - "I don't know, but it isn't me". 

DEFENSIVE AVOIDANCE IN NOR~AL SCHOOL BEHAVIOUR 

Within the Primary School age-range 7-11 years one may encounter 

certain children who, whilst maintaining a consistent and positive 

attitude in general academic work-orientation, nevertheless manifest 

in relation to the class teacher certain avoidance behaviours. This 

is here termed 'defensive avoidance', and is differentiated from 

negative avoidance behaviour i.e. where the child is consistently 

hostile or markedly ambivalent. 

Typically, in the 'defensive avoidance' here being conceptualised, 

the child makes relatively few direct approaches to the t~acher. 

Wh(ID an approach is required there is characteristic avoidance of 
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eye-contact. If approached by the teacher at their seating places 

such children will frequently lower their gaze, avert the face and 

generally reduce 'contact points' whilst responding verbally. Some

what similar is the tactic employed in therapy sessions by certain 
. 1 

children "and termed 'double-distancing device' by Anna Maechen • 

Here the child-patient communicates with the analyst in writing 

and with eyes closed, thereby circumventing difficulties raised by 

free association and verbal response generally. 

In some curricular areas forms of greater motor avoidance may 

appear. Two girls, S.D. aged 8 years and S.P. aged 10 years, were 

among a group of 12 who came regularly to a lunch-time gymnastics 

'club'. Whereas S.D. spent a good deal of time in 'spectator 

behaviour' S.P. was more exhibruonistic and clearly enjoyed being 

watched. In one aspect of their behaviour however these two 

pupils responded in identical fashion. Whenever the coach (male) 

approached either pupil they would retreat away around the mat 

square. This item of behaviour was observed many times. 

When the school situation restricts the child to its desk and 

requires expression in writing the following peculiarity was on 

rare occasions observed, and is suggested to~motivated by 'defensive 

avoidance'. M.C., aged 8 years and having entered a new class with 

his first male teacher, developed minute forms of handwriting and 

drawing as compared with his previous work, and attempted to compress 

Whole pages of work into the tiniest corners. This was interpreted 

as reflecting a need to withdraw, hide and avoid some sensed danger. 

All of the above examples are held to indicate the child's perhaps 

temporary need to avoid 'objective unpleasure' from sources in the 

external world. Flight and avoidance reactions are common in the 

~aenchen (1970). 
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animal world, particularly when appearing in juvenile individuals, 

and one possible explanation for the behaviours described here i3 

that the children in question are seeking simply to avoid any un

pleasure associated with being subject to adult p~~er and authority 

i.e. the child denies or reverses the adult's prerogative to control 

or manipulate him. The fact that some at least of the instances 

detailed here involve children recently deserted by their fathers 

suggests the further hypothesis that the 'defensive avoidance' 

may have been motivated by fear of a recurrence of the pain of 

desertion. 'Avoiding' the teacher by any means available would 

thus be a denial of the adult's emotional significance to the child, 

and a refusal to libidinally cathect t~e teac,er as a significa~t 

interpersonal object. In such ways as this, certain susceptible 

children may be reflecting something analogous to 'auto-immunisation' 

and protection against future separation and distress •. 

With her important concept of normal pre-stages of defence Anna 

Freud opens up to the teacher's understanding a whole range of 

previously paradoxical and obscure behaviours. In The Ego & The 

Mechanisms of Defence the forms of 'denial' are related to the 

avoidance of objective unpleasure. In the further examples offered 

here 'defensive avoidance' is related to the denial of certain 

unpleasurable aspects of outer reality. Clearly with the human 

child avoidance and 'denial' are closely related, in ways neither 

conceivable nor relevant to the simpler avoidance responses of lower 

animals. 

EGO RESTRICTION & THE SCHOOL CURRICUW'1 

With the concept of 'Ich-Einschrankung' or ego-restriction Anna Freud
l 

offers a further preliminary defensive process, and one moreover with 

potentially great significance to learning situations and the school setting. 

1 Anna Freud (l936a), chap.a; Anna Freud (l937b). 
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In the now classic description of 'ego 
restriction' a small child-patient is draw
ing on a writing block, notices the parallel 
productions of the adult-therapist, judges 
his own efforts to be inferior and thereafter 
.ref~ses to produce any more drawings of his 
own. 

Anna Freud adds similar accounts of a number of other children from 

varying situations.. The following example comes from the present 

writer's childhood. At 9 years of age R.D. was first introduced to 

the game of football when the teacher organised a class game. 

ImmediQtely recogni~ing the superior skills of his peers. R.D. declared 

a total lack of interest in participating. and elected to be a 

spectator. This anathema to the playing of football spread and came 

to include as its resultants poor knowledge of clubs and their 

colours, lack of familiarity with famous players and so on. 

Physical sports generally were in some danger of becoming classed as 

'boring', and the reversal of this undesirable trend required the 

powerful intervention provided by the advent of adolescence and the 

encounter with the quite different skills of rugby. Other examples 

exist in the literature2• 

So graphic and familiar-sounding are such observations that one 

cannot avoid concluding that similar phenomena must have been noted 

many times previously by teachers and others involved with youngsters. 

What differs in Anna Freud's observations however is that they are 

not made in isolation. but are integrated with a psychological 

theory of the ego. What might otherwise have been a relatively minor 

observation noted en passant is in the hands of psychoanalysis 

given Clarity and depth of meaning. The single observation is wedded 

lAnna Freud (1936a). chap.B, Anna Freud (1937b). 

2E• ~<leil1 (1949). Alpert & Krown (1953). 
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1:0 significant theoretical points of reference such as 'ego' t 

'defence stage' and so on, which incidentally assist its memory 

re ten ti.on and recall. The theoretical framework is enlarged, 

co rrob ora ted and strengthened. Such reciprocal interaction of 

'theory and observation is typical of Anna Freud's approach to 

child study and psychoanalytic science. 

Ego restriction has in the present writer's experience been 

observed only in the curriculun area of Art, in addition to the 

occurence already noted for Sport & Games. In a class of 30 

mixed 10-11 year olds, when it became known that a girl V.S. 

could draw extremely good likenesses of horses and other animals, 

the majority of her classmates thereupon 'discovered' that they 

were totally incapable of drawing animals at all. Whenever any 

illustration was required for topic work/nature study, class 

members would 'commission' the appropriate sketch from V.S. This 

practice continued even when the class-teacher prohibited it and 

instituted a scale of penalties for any future malpractice, so that 

it was not self-evident that children were simply taking a 'lazy 

option' in employing V.S. 

No evidence has here been found to support a general 'ego-restriction 

syndrome' in basic academic areas such as Maths, English, etc., and 

'this is at variance wi th suggestive evidence supplied by teachers 

of Anna Freud's acqlBintancel • However, it must be noted that 

following another Viennese, the philosopher Karl Raimund popper2, 

lack of evidence per se neither corroborates nor refutes an 

epistemological statement - 'negative evidence is no evidence at all' 

as others have said. 

lWritings, II, pp.95-96. 

2Logik der Forschung, Vienna 1935, (The Logic of Scientific Discovery). 
B.1C)02j now in Et'lj la.",d.. 
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The above discrepancy may well result from a difference in educa

tional method and philosophy between analytically-orientated 

teachers of the 1930's and those of today such as the present 

a uthor. As regards the former, Anna Freudl notes "kindergartens 

and schools I'm on modern lines, where less prominence is given 

to class teaching than to self-chosen, individual work ••• the 

method used in the school is scrupulously to avoid cd ticism and 

blame". In such a school setting it was found that children of 

the 'type' described as manifesting ego restriction were "not at 

all rare ••• (and) ••• a new intermediate class of children has 

sprung up", someway between the intelligent-diligent and the dull-
2 workshy. 

It is suggested here that the analytical educators of the 1930's 

had moved too far towards passively understanding and tolerating, 

rather than actively edu.::ating the child. As a result, a school 

environment and psychological milieu was created in which the 

susceptible child could see as the greatest threat to his individtal 

prestige and status a situation involving competition in which he 

was at an apparent disadvantage vis-a-vis peers. The choices 

available to the child in this particular educational situation 

included, paradoxical though it may seem, the choice of opting out 

of academic education itself when the latter offered relatively 

poor achievement prospects. 

In contrast to this the present study favours educational and 

teaching situations in which the adult does not of necessity and 

on principle 'scrupulously avoid' criticising the child. Rather, 

attempts are introduced to make 'reasonable demands' of the child 

lAnna Freud (1936a), Writings, II, p.95. 

2AnnaFreud. OPt cit. 
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in terms of what might - following D. W. Winnicottand Anna Freud -

be termed his 'average expectable developmental level' or 'average 

age-adequate criteria'. Together with the achievement expectations 

generated by parents, this provides a psychological milieu and 

teaching" environment in which the child has opportunities to sense 

as an ego threat his own potential failure to meet the academic 

hopes and expectations of school and parents. In Britain today 

such expectations centre largely in literacy, nurneracy and general 

scholastic competence at Primary level whilst at Secondary level 

the 'examination success' is still, for better or worse, our major 

shibboleth. In situations such as this the individual tends to 

continue the task elf imp~ving his own aca demlc mastery, even \-1hen 

confronted by peers with manifestly superior talents. Ego restric

tion, apparently, is avoided in the interests of obtaining higher 

grades, more G.C.E. passes, a worthwhile job and, inter-alia, 

parental approval and social acceptability. 

It is undoubtedly correct to view the educator qua educator as 

having the narrower concept of the child's ego tasks, whilst the 

modern child analyst can claim the more comprehensive overview 

(c£. Chapter g). Whilst the professional educator-teacher can 

rightly criticise philosophies and methods which are detrimental to 

academic achievement, it would be correspondingly unforgivable if 

the contributions of psychoanalysts to ego development and mental 

health were ignored. No educational philosophy or teaching approach 

can be accepted as sound if it endangers the pupil's wider personality 

development and psychological security in the interests of a merely 

academic curriculum. To that extent the present author's use of 

lego threat' as an educational technique must be viewed in relative 

terms (cf. Chapter 10). 
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EGO SYNTHETIC FUNCTION & ADAPTATION 

By 'synthesis' we generally understand an integrative process, the 

opposite of 'analysis' proper. Nunbergl gives a comprehensive 

definition of 'synthetic function', which involves ego processes 

such as the assimilation of internal and external elements, recon

structing conflicting ideas, uniting contrasts and activating 

"mental activity". Clearly the ego synthetic function plays some 

considerable part in mediating internal conflict, psychological 

processes generally, and in shaping the defensive processes which 

characterise much of the compromise-formation of human personality 

and experience both in our relations with ourself and with others. 

In The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence the ego synthetic funct~on 

is noted - along with superego anxiety, objective anxiety and 

instinctual anxiety ('dread of the strength of instinctual drives') -

as a further motive for "defence against instinct ,,2 • Elsewhere in 

the same work it is noted as an organising and unifying process 

which, for the maturer ego, opposes the use of the defensive 'denial' 

of reali ty3 • 
. 

Despite the clear importance of such an ego function and its specific 

interest to educators and teachers, the attitude taken towards it 

in The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence is neutral to negative, and 

with good reason. In the first pages of her book the author4 clearly 

shows how inimicable is the ego synthetic function to the process of 

analysis per see The observation of internal conflict is obscured by 

successful repression, but is made transparent by the 'return of 

repressed material' as happens in neurosis. As Anna Freud emphasises 

1 Nunberg (1955), p.l5l. See: Nunberg (1932). 

2Writings, II, p.60. 

3Wr!tings, II, p.90. 

4Anna Freud (1936a), Chapter 1, 'The ego as the seat of observation'. 
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however, "owing to another function of the ego - its tendency to 

synthesis - this condition of affairs, which is particularly 

favourable for analytic observation, lasts only fOr a few moments 

at a time"l. The Ego & The Mechanisims of Defence could hardly 

therefore stress the significance of the ego synthetic function, 

since the book had as one of its principal aims the publication of 

a therapeutic and analytic technique - "from the psychic surface 

inwards" - designed to utilise and outflank the ego's resistances 

and defensive processes, and thus profitably to illuminate the 

compromise-formations and conflicts within the individual's 

personality. In emphasising 'defence' as a broader concept than 

'resistance', Anna Freud is seen as advancing significantly bey?nd 

Wilhelm Reic~'s earlier-formulated 'character analysis' and 

'permanent defence phenomena,2. The further discussion of such 

technical-therapeutic aspects of child analysis does not however 

fall within the scope of the present work. 

An early cornmentator3 made the following valuable observations on 

the apparently antithetical and opposed 'defense and synthesis' in 

ego functioning. The ego was viewed as a delicately-balanced 

organisation, which may lose its fine adjustment of "adaptation 

according to the reality principle" under conditions of great stress. 

In these latter circumstances a cruder adjustment process may 

operate, and "The normal synthetic activity of the ego must degenerate 

into a defense mechanism" (op. cit,). Thus, according to this 

view the more correct relationship between defence processes and 

the ego synthetic function is that the former are a more primitive -

in the sense of being phylogenetically and ontogenetically earlier -

lAnna Freud (1936a), Chapter 1, 'The ego as the seat of observation'. 

2Sterba (1953), Waldhorn (1960), Van Del' Leeuw (1971). 

3 French (1938). 
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form of the latter. Insofar as defences allow for ~ adjustments 

and compromises in reality-orientated behaviour, they could 

possibly be termed a 'sub-set' of all synthetic activity. 

In the years following publication of The Ego & The Mechanisms of 

Defence 'Anna Freud directed attention to the way in which the 

'synthetic function', in attempting to unify and centralise mental 

processes, "is opposed to the free and easy manner in which the 

infant lives out his most divergent emotions and instinctual urges"l. 

'Splitting' of the personality, which is considered to be a defence 

method. is in the same paper noted as resulting in damage to the 

ego's synthetic function. 

In 1950, and modifying her 1936 position, Anna Freud showed that 

therapeutically and analytically profitable situations may also be 

produced by the 'synthetic function', which latter sometimes brings 

about "painful opposition between incompatible urges such as love 

and hate, activity and passivity ••• (etc) ••• ,,2. More recently 

the work of Nunberg3 on ego synthetic activity is acknowledged as 

"an exciting paper which inevitably arouses the envy of many other 

authors on the subject of ego psychology"4 • In a paper on obsess

ional neurosis we find the view that "it is above all the failure 

of fusion and synthesis which determines the occurence of an 

obsessional neurosis"S; and attention is also directed to 'functional 

regression', which includes lessening of the ego synthetic function. 

The 'synthetic function' may become a diagnostic criterion, since 

with the passing of early childhood "conspicuous absence of the 

synthetic function,,6 indicates. as does the absence of reality testing, 

lAnna Freud (1945a). 

2Anna Freud (l9S1a). 

3a. Nunberg (1930), 'The synthetic function of the ego', ~u.'Y"""LL ("3.),'2.. .. 

4Anna Freud (l969k). (first presented in 1964). 

SAnna Freud (196Gb). 

6Anna Freud (1969d). 
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"that the borders of neurosis have been overstepped", (op. cit.). 

Many other references to ego synthetic function occur in Anna 
. 1 

Freud's writings: in her major study of child development; in a 

technical discussion where it is shown how interpretations may 

lead to the return of repressed material to the ego's synthetic 

function2; and elsewhere 3• 

The foregoing review of the use throughout Anna Freud's publications 

of the concept of ego synthetic function is taken as sufficiently 

indicating that the author of TheEgo & The rlechanisms of Defence 

was and is above any criticism of having stressed a narrow, one

sided view of the ego. The early reViet'lers 4 of the book certainly 

took just such a critical stance, but the present study suggests 

that HofferS was the more correct when he pointed out that The 

Ego & 'rne i-1echanisms of Defence implicitly accounted for adaptive 

measures taken by the ego, particularly during puberty. Sperling6 

likevlise is both percipient and correct when he observes that Anna 

Freud's book recognised the ego's prime integrative role,for 

example in establishing harmonious relations between id, superego 

and external world. 

The alleged marked divergence frequently alluded to between the 

work of Anna Freud on defensive ego activity and that of Heinz-· 

Hartmann' on adaptive ego activity may now be seen in its proper 

context. Each author chose to follow in detail a relatively 

lAnna Freud (1965a). 

2Anna Freud (1968a), Writings ,VIr, p.10S. 

3 Anna Freud (19.69a), Writings,VII, p.140; (19'8a). 

4Fenichel (1938), French (1938), Hendrick (1938). 

SHoffer (1946). 

6Sperling (1959). 

7 
H. Hartmann, 1939, Ego Psychology & The Problem of Adaptation, r.u.r. 
New York, 1950. 
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circumscribed approach to ego functioning. This reflects in fact 

a widely-accepted scientific approach to phenomena, where some 

degree of isolation and simplification is required from a more 

complex totality before the objects of study become fully amenable 

to effective scrutiny. In the recent Philadelphia 'Panel' 

discussionl on 'The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence', Anna Freud 

recalled that simul'laneously wi th her giving the first chapters of 

the book before the Vienna Psa. Society, Heinz Hartmann presented 

his work on the ego's 'conflict-free sphere'. At that time Hartmann 

bad said to Anna Freud that "Defence activity is not everything 

that can be said about the ego". Anna Freud conceded the truth 

of this remark, observing that the development of ego theory had 

gone off in two directions, namely the defensive activity and the 
2 ego building up its own organ! sation. "Somehow", she notes , "these 

3 two trends are apart and are never fully unified ••• In my talk 

yesterday I tried to find a solution by showing that these two 

areas of phenanena ••• belong to two different types of psycho
pathology".AIt-Uhdiv'e ({S~ of UJ.1it~ !.,ave.. been iltJdiC4ted. i?ere. 

~ Kanzer & Blum , in overviewing the important pre-war publications 

in ego theory of Anna Freud and Heinz Hartmann respectively, conclude 

that "Both were interrelated approaches to the total personali ty". 

The specific rationale which lay behind Anna Freud's preferred 

approach was apparently provided by the technical-therapeutic re

quirement of' analytic progress, and the especial efficacy of that 

approach is indicated by the knowledgeable remark that "No ego 

function so sensitively reflects the balance be~Neen drives and 

1aecorded in Slap (1974). 

2 See: Slap (197~). 

3Anna Freud (197~d). 

~Kanzer & Blum (1967). 
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1 ego as do defences". Not surprisingly then, the analysis of ego 
2 defences remains a quite essential part of orthodox freudian therapy • 

In her work after 1936 Anna Freud would frequently return to 

clarify and augment her initial work on ego defences. War-time 

experiences with evacuee children provided much corroborative material, 

as with the case of 'Anne' 6 years old graphically and poignantly 

described uttempting to defend herself against anxiety3; the many 

children variously defending themselves against aggressive behaviour 

from peers4; and individuals such as 'Peter', 4 years old, whose 

daddy though killed in an air-raid 5 was "taking me to the zoo today" • 

All these and related observations. as the author notes, reflect 

"inevitable defences against the inner feeling of loss and deprivation,,6. 

In her post-war work Anna Freud stressed the notion of 'age-adequate' 

behaviours7 , and was then able to say of the ego's defensive activity -

"formerly, educative and therapeutic measures were 
directed towards lessening or increasing the amount 
of repression. According to the view outlined ••• 
educators and therapists should now be concerned with 
the question of whether the methods of defence used 
by a child's ego are appropriate to his age level, e 
and adequate for dealing with his current problems" • 

Other references to and use of defence concepts are too numerous to 

catalogue, occurring as they do throughout the subject's published 

1 Alpert et al (1956). 

2Sterba (1953). Morgenthaler (1966), Hoffer (1968), Van Der Leeuw (1971), 
Lampl-de Groot (1957), Zetzel (1971) etc. 

3 'Report 21~t January 1943', in Writings, III. 

4 • ° . III Wrl tlngs, • p.570-571. 

Sibid., p.642. 

6""'°to III 6"2 nJ."l. lngs, ,p. 't • 

'Anna Freud (1945a). 

SAnna Freud (1950a). 
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writings. A particularly valuable historical synopsis was provided 

in 1968 when the author discussed the emergence of ego analysis -

sanetimes referred to as 'defence analysis' - and placed The Ego & 

The Mechanisms of Defence in harmony with the approaches of such 

contemporaries as Edward Bibring, Otto Fenichel and Heinz Hartmannl • 

Space does not permit the further discussion of the following areas 

associated with ego defence theory:-

(i) chronology or developmental sequence of defence 

mechanisms; Hartmann({1950) 196~; Brenner (1955, 

1973), Beres (1956), Lustman (1957), Spitz (1961). 

Frankl (1963), Hoffer (1968), W. E. Freud (1975). 

(ii) 'negativism' and fear of emotional surrender to 

(iii) 

others - Anna Freud (1952d), (1968g, Pt. II). 
A1so:-

Mahler (1952, 1971), Fraiberg (1955), Sterba (1957), 
Freeman (1959). Spiegel (1959), Rosenblatt (1963), 
Khan (1965), Va1enstein(1973). 

internal 'conflict' and the discussion of Anna Freud's 

contribution, Kris«1950) 1975). Hartmann(1951)l964), 

walder (1937), Rosen (1955), Wallach (1961), Rangell 

(1963), Sandler (1974), Modell (1975b). 

(iv) 'identification with the aggressor', Reik (1941), 

Thompson (1940), Sperling (1944), Tarachow (1945), 

Wae1der-Ha1l(1930)1946~ Grinker (1957), Racker (1957), 

Olden (1953), Sperling (1954), Green et a1.(1959), 

Arlow (1969), Sarlin (1970), Kaplan (1965), Steingart 

(1969), Schowalter & Lord (1972), Kohut (1972). 

1 Anna Freud (1969a), Writings. VII, pp. 142-144. 

~ . 
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(v) the relation of Anna Freud's work to studies of 

major defence-mechanisms,. 

e.g. 'repressionl 

'projection' 

Johnson (1951), Brenner (1957) 
Leveton (1961), Kernberg (1966), 
Frank (1969). 

Novick $ Kelly (1970), Sarnoff 
(1972), Zinner & Shapiro (1972). 

However, for 'sublimation' - See: Chapter 11. 
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THE 'PRINCIPAL TASK' OF CHILD ANALYSIS 

In a lecture to the Tenth Anniversary Celebrations of The Cleveland 

Centre for Research in Child Development on 4th May 1977 and later 

published in the inaugural issue of the Bulletin of The Hampstead 

Clinic, Ilnna Freud asserted 'the principal task' of child analysis. 

In a fashion whichm tEt inevitably signal to a wider audience the 

decline in pre-eminence of ego defence theory, this foremost child 

analyst stated that her specialist f1ela should take as its specific 

goal lithe vicissitudes of forward development and exploration of the 

ego's synthetic function"l. 

In stating this Anna Freud gave more dramatic form and impetus to 

the conclusion she had presented previously in the 49th Maudsley 

Lecture to the Royal College of Psychiatr.ists on 21st November 1975. 

There. it was acknowledged2 that reconstructive work with adults 

was largely responsible for the psychoanalytic view of psycho

pathology, but what specifically characterised child analytic 

observation was the ability to account for the normal as opposed to 

the abnormal course of development. The "chart of normal personality 

development" which Anna Freud alluded to on that occasion holds 

the greatest possible significance for teachers and educators, as 

also for paediatricians, parents, play organisers and others. It 

is to the detailed consideration of this key developmental 'tool' 

that we now turn. 

Anna Freud's signal contribution to this area is her beautifully 

systematic and metapsychologically complete presentation of the 

psychoanalytical concept of 'lines of development'. Such a notion 

had of course for long existed, in psychoanalysis and· elsewhere. 

However, and as noted by a number of child analytical commentators 3, 

lAnna Freud (1978a). 

2Anna Freud (1976c). 

3Nagera (1963), Neubauer (1963), 'Panel' (1963). 
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it was left to Anna Freud's now celebrated New York lectures of 

September 1960 to first advocate the systenatic formulation of 

'lines of development'. Though the important 'Four Lectures' \ .... ent 

unpublishedl at the time, they resulted in the publication five 
2 years later of a major and nOl" classic study in child development • 

EARLY EI1ERGENCE OF DEVELOPHENI' AL VIEWS 

As early as 1922, in her first scientific contribution. Anna Freud 

had shown interest in developmental considerations, when she followed 

in great detail - albeit at that period by largely reconstructive 

methods - the development of a day-dreamer's phantasy from the 

child's fifth or sixth to her fifteenth year3• 

Over the next decade or so, by contrast. pioneering technical 

considerations were to figure largely in Anna Freud's publications4• 

though an interesting and relatively little-known exception was her 

survey of 'Psychoanalysis and the child' written for Murchison's 

influential child psychology text. There. Anna Freud devoted much 

attention to early infancy and latency respectively, with the classic 

'oedipus complex' accounting for the marked difference in drive 
5 intensity between the major developmental phases • 

In 1936 our subject's first large-scale theoretical contribution 

gave to many the appearance of emphasising structural and defensive 

aspects of the psyche, though an original contribution was also 

included on puberty and adolescence as being significant in deve1opment6• 

lSee: Appendix I I • 

2Anna Freud (l965a). Also known as Writings, Vol.VI. 

3Anna F~ud (1922a). 

4Anna Freud (1927a), (1928a), (1928c). 

SAnna Freud (193la). 

SAnna Freud (1936a), chap. 11 & 12. 
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Thereafter, powerful methodological techniques of direct child

observation were increasingly brought to bear, initially in the 

Jackson Nursery in Viennal and later with much greater rigour and 

longi tudinal span as the wartime evac lee children arri ved in the 

Hampstead Nurseries2• 

By 1945, and on the basis of what by then amounted to an immense 

experience with many children in all phases of development, Anna 

Freud was ready to publish the first of her major diagnostic 

studies of childhood based on developmental considerations. In the 

opening number of the new Psychoanalytic Study of the Child Anna 

Freud essayed a radical new approach to assessing the child's 

'indications for analysis'. Such assessment, it was cogently argued, 

could no longer be based upon manifest neurotic symptoms and 

suffering but should be linked to observed disturbance or otherwise 

of normal development, its capacities and tasks. In discussing "the 

sequence of libidinal development", "the intactness of development", 

ego maturation processes and other aspects of her thesis, Anna 

Freud clearly demonstrated that emphasis was thereby shifted "from 

the purely clinical aspects of a case to the developmental aspect,,3. 

This germinal scientific paper was reprinted a year later as 'Part III' 

of the author's republished technical lectures4 • 

THE SEQUENCE OF LIBIDINAL DEVELOPMENT (c.1905-c.1945) 

As indicated elsewhere above5 psychoanalysis had, as early as· 1905, 

elucidated a sequence, 'line' or chart of ontogenesis for psycho

sexual (libidinal) development. The classic account of the child's 

1 See: Chapter 4. 

2 See: Chapter 5. and Writings, Vol.III. 

3Anna Freud (1945a). 

4Anna Freud (1946d), Pt.III. 

5 See: Chapter 2. 
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progression through 'oral', 'anal' and 'genital' phases was due 

largely to Sigmund Freud and later Karl Abraham, and in the 

earliest period of her work and writing Anna Freud had recourse 

to this sequence on several occasions in order to illustrate her 
1 own account of the child. After extending the sequence or 'line' 

with her' own contribution to adolescence2, the classical libidinal 

stages continued to occupy a central position3 to circa 1945, when 

radical new approaches became more apparent both in the work of 

Anna Freud and of a number of other leading theorists. 

OBJECT-RELATIONS DEVELOPt1ENTALLY CONSIDERED 

As an alternative - more correctly a parallel - approach to that 

based on libidinal considerations, psychic development may be 

followed and described from the viewpoint of emergent object

relations. A predominant stream of 'object-relations theory' is 

closely associated with the pioneering emphasis of Melanie Klein4, 

and with the vigorously pursued theoretical revisionism of Ronald 

F .-l... 5 al..I.val.rn • 

It would not be entirely unfair to characterise both these latter 

authors as reflecting a predominant orientation to and interest in 

endopsychic structure and function, i.e. to 'inner world reality' 

as opposed to 'outer world reality'. One consequence of such an 

inward-looking bias is that the resultant theoretical edifice is 

more suited to the needs of psychopathology than to the study of 

normal education. The parent-teacher-other, as an external construct 

1 Anna Freud (1930a. Lect. 2), (193la). 

2 Anna Freud ( 1936a, Chap. 11 & 12), 

3 Anna Freud (1944b). (l944c) • 

4 Klein (1932). 

Slairl>airn (1952). 

J 

J 

l 
1 
I 

j 

.. 
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with continued on-going significance for the mediational processes 

of the child's internal psychological milieu, merits little 

attention in such a theory. 

No doubt considerations such as these were what prompted Willi 
1" 

Hoffer to state explicitly that "the educational implications of the 

Kleinian concept are almost entirely negative ••• the antithesis of 

educational psychology". The same cannot be said however of the 

later expressions of object-relations theory, as for example in 

the work of educationalists such as Ben Morris 2• 

As an analyst-educator Anna Freud has always recognised the 

importance of hoth the internal mental object-representation e.g. 

superego, 1!!!2. the external real object or person. In her early 

technical lectures 3 she used the example of infant bowel-training 

to illustrate the relative effect and importance of each of these 

influences - 'internal' and 'external' respectively - upon the 

child. Thus the child becomes 'clean' under the impress of the 

adult world around him, but a wealth of observation shows that 

separation of the child at too early an age from the person who 

toilet-trained him leads to regressive soiling and 'accidents'. 

Anna Freud clearly shows the complementary relationship between the 

'internal' and 'external' psychological situations - "the impression 

that the child demanded cleanliness of himself was not altogether 

deceptive. The inner prompting exists, but it is valued by the 
c;l.$ 10"5 45 t~e pe.1'5011 l'espol1slble for 

child only forAthe establishment of the demands is actually present 

in reality,,4 ti 

~offer (1945). CI. Glove-x (1'~5). 

2~lorris (1966). 

3Anna Freud (1927a). 

4Writings, I, p.SS. 
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These particular ideas centering upon the educational significance 

of the superego concept were pursued furt~er in the earliest phase 

of Anna Freud's wOrk l , and a discussion along more educational 

lines is Included below (Chapter 10). 

Further elaboration of the developmental aspect of object-relations 

theory forms no small part of Anna Freud's post-war theoretical 

writings. though she nowhere cites or refers to \-1. R. D. Fairbairn 

by name. In her concern to conceptualise and understand the early 

infant-parent relationship in particular, Anna Freud makes a marked 

contribution to the understanding of the emerGence of object

relationships. It is here· too that her viei-ls differ signific,antly 

from Fairoairn's persuasive theorising. 

It remains enigmatic as to why Anna Freud should have so completely 

ignored the work of Ronald Fairbairn. Such is the calibre and 

complementariness of both authors' work that a detailed comparison 

of their differing vieNpoints is long overdue. Marjorie B'l'ierley2 

has offered a wide-ranging survey of psychoanalytic personality 

theory which does embrace the two authors in question. However, 

BrierJeJ finds "bewildering" the contrasting types of theory 

associated on the one hand with Fairbairn, Guntrip and others, and 

on the other hand with Anna Freud and Hartmann amongst others. 

ANNA FREUD AND W.R.D. FAIRBAIRN: A CmlPARISON 

W. Ronald D. Fairbairn (1889-1964) was an immensely well-scholared 

academician, who at one time held lectureships in both Psychology and 

Psychiatry at Edinburgh where he worked with G. M. Robertson. Against 

his great breadth of learning must be set his corresponding isolation 

1 Anna Freud (1930a, Lectures 3 & 4), (1934a). 

2BrIer1ey (1969). 
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as one of tile few practising psychoanalysts outside of London, though 

Ernest Jones l viewed Fairbairn's geographical solitude as conducive 

to his great original! ty. 

Beginning wi th Fr-eud's classical work, and extracting from Melanie 

Klein her emphasis upon internalisation and 'good' and 'bad' object

representations, Fairbairn began around 1940 to pUblish a radical 

series of scien tific con trib utions. In their conceptual-range and 

philosophic-epistemological sophistication these clearly reflect 

their author's monunental standing as an independent thinker. In 

the space of six years - during which time he also undertook military 

psychiatric service - Fairbairn drew attention to 'schizoid' 

phenomena as being of more fundamental significance than Klein's 

'depressive' position in personality development (1940); presented 

a 'revised psychopathology' of psychosis and psychoneurosis (1941); 

formalised a scheme of 'endopsychic structure' (1944); and achieved 

a thorough-going and consistent 'object relations theory of personality' 

based upon a persuasively elegant psychology of 'dynamic structure' 

(1946)2. 

Fairbairn's eduring contribution is undoubtedly that, more than any 

other analytical author, h~ . offers a truly psychological concept of 

personality as opposed to one based upon 'instinct', 'drive', 'impulse' 

or other psychobiological basis. This is particularly seen in the 

work of Fairbairn's pupil Harry Guntrip, who initially trained in the 

school of though t of John MacMurray and Martin Bwer, and who develops 

Fairbairn's initiative in the field of individual psychology into 

the social-psychological field of 'human interpersonal interaction,3. 

I t has been stated that Fairbairn's theory ''has not replaced The Ego 

and The Id. His was an unsuccessful revolution ••• (and) ••• he has 

~. Jones, 1952, 'Preface' to Fairbairn (1952). 

2Fairbairn (1952). 

3Gmtrip (1961). 
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1 
few adherents amongs t contemporary psychoanalysts". Nevertheless 

a number of prominent workers have made good use of Fairbairn's 

'object-relations theory of personality', and include Anthony Storr, 

J. D. Sutherland, Henry Dicks, R. E. D. Harkillie, !~arjorie Brierley, 

Ben Morris, r~sud Khan, Friedman, Wisdom, Kernberg and doubtless 

o1hers. 

Fairbairn's major source of data consisted of reconstructive analytical 

worle with mainly 'schizoid' adults. With the point of view and 

interests of a psychopathologist he is led to emphasis~ the internalised, 

endopsychic si tlBtion of the indi vidml. He at taches great importance 

to the process of 'ego splitting' as underlying continuing 'infantile 

dependence' and adult psychopathology. As a largely philosophical 

posit Fairbairn is led to assune the existence from birth of a 

pristine \.I1i tary ego, which then undergoes the various forms of 

'splitting ,2. 

It is in his assumption regarding the extremely early presence of an 

'ego' that Fairbairn partic ularly differs from Anna Freud, and from a 

number of other 'orthodox' analytical authors, many of whom include 

direct child observation in their methodology of approach. In the 

light of the more empirically-based and rigorous theorising of this 

latter group of child analysis and related workers it is probably 

no longer tenable to maintain the apparent advantageous purity and 

simplicity of Fairbairn's 'pristine ego theory'. The ego it must 

now appear, in keeping with the observed development of its earliest 

phases, has a definite period of synthesis and emergence from an 

earlier \Ildifferentiated state. Whilst in what follows attention 

is necessarily confined to the work of Anna Freud, much supportive 

~ode11 (1975). 

2Fairbairn, W.R.D., (1963), 'Synopsis of an object-relations theory of 
1he personality', Journal, 44, 2?4-225. 
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evidence could be cited from authors su:h as l1argaret Mahler, 

Ernst Kris and his co-workers, Rene Spitz and so on. 

In a najor paper which integrated existing orthodox psychoanalytical 

views with her own extensive wartime observations on early infant 

feeding behaviour, Anna Freud discussed the relationship between 

feeding and the stages of development of 'object love,l. Feeding 

behaviour in the newborn manifests itself as an urgent though 

intermit tent bodily need, and the very young infant "periodically 

establishes connections with the environment which are withdrawn 

again after the needs have been satisfied and the tension is relieved,,2. 

On the basis of observations such as this repeated many times on 

many infants - to which the present writer may add his own three 

offspring - Anna Freud is led to conclude that "the newborn infant 

is self-centred and self-sufficient as a being when he is not in a 

state of tension" (op. cit.). 

On general psychological grounds it may be pointed out that in this 

earliest period of life neither visual acuity, nor other sensory 

facili ty, nor indeed time itself have usually permit ted the awareness 

and introjection by the infant of 'objects'. It is accordingly very 

difficul t to refute Anna Freud's contention that at this stage it is 

'the ple~rable experience of feeding' per se which the infant 

libidinally cathects (loves), and only later. with growth of awareness 

does the infant cathect the milk, breast, bottle ('part objects') 

and finally the mothering person. 

At this early stage in development therefore the appropriate theoretical 

conceptual vehicle for an approach to these phenomena would appear to 

be best found in the orthodox freudian 'libido' orientation, rather 

than in 'object-relations theory', The following synopsis may be made 

lAnna Freud (l9~6a). 

2Writings, IV, pp.47-48. 
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of the development of 'pre-object' and object-relations as outlined 

by Anna Freud in her early feeding-behaviour paperl; 

Stage 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Behavioural Aspects 

Infant self-centred and 
periodically self
sufficient. Cathects 
pleasurable experiences. 

Growth of awareness. 
Infant cathects part
objects. 

Perceives food-provider; 
cathects mothering 
person. 

Infant still egotistic 
but less dependent on 
basic need satisfaction. 

Less egoistic~ cathects 
even non-beneficial 
aspects of mothering 
object. 

Inferred Dynamics 

Narcissistic love; Undiffer
entiated id-ego. 

Transitional stage of 
libido attachments. 

Object-love ('stomach love', 
'egotistic love'). 

Object-love (non-material) 

Altruistic love. 

On the grounds of ambiguity Pulver2 criticises the term 'narcissistic' 

in Stage 1. of the above, and suggestS 'pre-objectal' instead. The 

latter term is here accepted as both more precise and more consistent 

with the later object-relations stages proper. 

In a subsequent paper3. Anna Freud noted deprivations which may lead 

in the infant's first year of life to irregularities in the smooth 

transi tion from 'primary narcissism' to 'object love'. Such early 

disturbances in the development of object-lOve, with the consequent 

weakening of ego and superego functions, lead to a wide variety of 

social maladjustments. These latter generally become evident from 

lAnna Freud (1946a). 

2Pulver (1970). 

3Anna Freud (1949a). 
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the early latency period onwards, when the child's "aggressive actions 

begin to direct themselves to the wider environment, outside the 

imnediate family circle"l. Clearly schooling would here be implicated. 

With her later contributions Anna Freud has accepted and found use 

for significant concepts from other workers. Thus, she has advanced 

the account of the infant's progression from the first to the second 

stage of object-relationship: (a) in terms of Hoffer's progression from 

'mileu interne to psychological object', (b) Hartmann's transition 

from 'need-satisfYing object to object constancy' and (c) using 

Melanie Klein's 'part-objects to whole objects,2. The contribution 

of Winnicott on 'transitional-object phenomena' is also gratefully 

harvested by Anna Freud3, thereby becoming indelibly associated with 

the storehouse of enduring ~nalytical data and insights which she 

has set herself to amass. The emerging 'developmental line for 

object-relations' eventually employed in addition contributions 

from Mahler and Spitz respectively4, and the development of Object

relations continues to attract Anna Freud's attentionS. 

. 6 
The following synopsis is taken from a recent paper by Anna Freud , 

and comparison of this with the synopsis presented above from her 

1946 paper clearly shows some of the important theoretical advances 

in this area over the last 30 or so years. 

!writings, IV, p.78. 

2Anna Freud (1952e). 

3Anna Freud (1967b). First presented 1953. 

4Anna Freud (1963a), (1965a). 

SAnna Freud (1967a), (1974d), (1976c), (1977c), (1978a). 

6Anna Freud (1974d). Cf. also (1965a), Writings, VI, pp.61ff. 
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Synopsis for Development of Object-Relations 

Stage 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Behavioural Characteristics 

Biological unity of infant-mother 

(Undifferentiated) 

Need-fulfilling relationships 

Stable internal image(s); suffers 
brief separations longer, (Bowlby, 
Spitz) 

Ambivalent, pre-oedipal relations 

Obj ect-centred. 

Wider, extra-familial choices of 
objects 

Return of Stage 2 & 4- relations 

Struggles over conflicts. 
Cathexis of objects of opposite sex 
outside of family 

Dynamics 

(a) Symbiotic (Hahler) 
(b) Aut ist ic 
(Narcissistic) 

Part-objects (M. Klein)~ 
Separation-individuation 

(M. Mahler) 

Object-constancy 

Anal-sadistic 

Phallic-oedipal 

Latency 

Pre-adolescence 

Adolescence 

The above scheme is an attempt to 'rationalise' earlier presentations, 

and the categorisation of various aspects under 'behavioural' (observed) 

or 'dynamic' (inferred) headings is due to the present writer. In 

the original author's presentationl the various stages are presented 

in the same chronological sequence, which I have carefully followed, 

whereas the characterisation of each stage is for some in terms of 

'behavioural' and for others in terms of 'dyna~ic' constructs. Thus, 

Anna Freud refers to stage 1 as the 'Phase of biological unity' 

lAnna Freud (l974d). 
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(behavioural), stage 2 as the 'Phase of need-fulfilling relations' 

(behavioural), stage 3 as the 'Phase of object constancy' (dynamic) 

and so on. 

Only one other psychoanalytical psychologist has contrived a fUll 

chart of-personality development which is known to the present study. 

In 1950 Erik H. Erikson pUblished an 'epigenetic chart' showing 

'Eight ages of Man,l. Erikson employed socio-relational concepts 

such as 'trust' set against the orthodox freudian stages of psycho

sexual development. In his 'identity' and other concepts the author 

implies object-relational levels of experience and conceptual frame. 

The hallmark of Erikson's approach consists of visualising the 

individual as gaining in certain ego qualities, resulting from progress 

through the various psycho-social tasks appropriate to each successive 

developmental level. Steingart2 accepts and extends parts of 

Erikson's 'epigenetic chart', which latter is very widely known in 

academic circles. 

Anna Freud does not acknowledge Erikson's early scheme in her own 

subsequently much fuller outline of personality development. 

Erikson's contribution to adolescence is cited in Anna Freud's post-
3 war study of adolescence, and the schemes or 'charts' of develop-

mental stages by both authors not unnaturally contain much in common 

from earlier psychoanalytical work. Further detailed comparison of 

Anna Freud and Erik Erikson was attempted above4 with respect to 'ego 

defence theory', though a full consideration of the interaction and 

divergencies between these two prominent child psychologists would 

inevitably comprise a major study in its own right. 

THE DEVELOP!-1ENT AL PROFILE 

Following the above examination of the scheme(s) for the development 

of object relations - a scheme which Anna Freud has termed 'the proto-

lErikson (1950), chap. 7. 

2Steingart (1969). 

3 
Anna Freud (1958b). 

4 Chapter e, (tEriksonian critique and rapprochement'). 
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type of a developmental line', and one which '~as received attention 

from analysts from the beginning"l - we now draw attention to other 

'lines of development', to problems of childhood task mastery and 

to Anna Freud's important Diagnostic Profile, which latter deserves 

to be m~re widely c~brated. The Profile is in fact a 'tour de 

force' of detailed conceptual synthesis and organisation, and offers 

for any stage of childhood a cross-sectional insight into overall 

development, with diagnostic indications for deprivations, deficits 

and failures. 

The Profile as originally presented contained an extensive section 

on Lines of Development 2 , which. latter were then gi ven additional 

prominence by their author3• Earlier, at the Ernst Kris Memorial 

Heeting in New York in 1957 t Anna Freud had indicated the powerful 

influence of Kris's studies of prediction and diagnosis in orienting 

herself and others to the problems of re-classifying psychoanalytic 

diagnostic categories, and of formulating developmental-diagnostic 
4 schemes • 

The present section has taken as its heading one which best typifies 

its own emphasis upon the normal and developmental (educational) 

rather than the pathological and diagnostic (clinical). Hence, 

~Developmental Profile' rathe!" than 'Diagnostic Profile'. This in 

no way implies that the Profile's author herself over-emphasises 

pathological considerations to the detriment of normality. The 

very titleS of the major \-lork in which the 'lines of development' 

and the Diagnostic Profile receive their fullest consideration is 

lW .. 
r~t~ngs , VI, p.Gl. 

2 Anna Freud (l962c) , Sect. V(c). 

3Anna Freud (1963a) , (1965a, Chap. 3 (II». 

4 Anna Freud (l9Sac). 

SNormality and Pathology of Childhood: Assessments of Development, 
See: Anna Freud (l965a). 
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sufficient to refute any such view. Anna Freud's fundamental 

contributions to the study of normality have also been stressed 

by others, though Lottie Newman apparently overstates the case 

when she insists that Anna Freud paved the way "without doubt" 

(eindeutig) to a psychology of normalityl. Anna Freud herself 

indicates that the child analysts associated with her were by no 

means the first in the field, and extended their interest gradually 

from abnormal to normal psychology "In line with developments in 

adult analysis, and as Melanie Klein, D. W. Winnicott and their 

followers had done from the outset,,2. 

Anna Freud's Profile, whether termed 'diagnostic' or 'developmental', 

is in fact a thorough-going and psychologically elegant "comprehensive 

metapsychological profile of the child, i.e. a picture which contains 

dynamic, genetic, economic, structural and adaptive data,,3. It is 

the total view of the child as presented by the complete 'profile' 

which matters, since "it is basic to analytic thinking that the value 

of no single item should be judged independently,,4. Bodily mal

formation. for example would be weighed against the child's environmental 

circumstances and mental capacity, whilst anxiety would be assessed 

against the ability of the ego to cope and defend itself. 

The productive heart of the Profile is found in Pt. V, Assessments 
5 of Development , and a much-abbreviated outline ie included here as 

Fig. XXIV, Even this brief scheme is sufficient to indicate the 

conceptual range and metapsychological elegance of the device. 

PLAY AND GAr·IES CONSIDERED DEVELOPMENI' ALLY 

Of particular note for teachers are 'lines' (v) and (vi) as presented 

INewman (1975) 

2Anna Freud (1966e), Writings, VII, p.S7. 

3writings, VI, p.119, (1965a). 

4ibid• 

5Writings, VI, pp.l20-121, and 61-76. 

-



A. 

B. 

FIG. XXIV 

Brir;f Schcri:0. for Anna Freud's '1etap~ycholo~ical Profile 

~ LIBIDO: Phase, distribution, object level 

DRIVE DEVELOP:~ENT ~ 

AGGRESSION: Presence/absence, quality, direction 

EGO & SUP1~REGO DEVELOPHENT 

(a) ego apparatuses for perception, memory, motility etc. 

(b) ego fWlctions - memory, reality testing, synthesis, control of 
motility, speech, secondary-process thinking etc. 

(c) defence organisation - age adequacy, balance,effectiveness 

(d) secondary losses of ego due to upkeep of (c) 

c. LINES OF DEVEWP1'IENT 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

from dependency to emotional self-reliance and adult Object
relationships 

from suckling to rational eating 

from wetting & soiling to bladder and bowel control 

from irresponsibility to responsibility in body management 

from egocentricity to companionship 

(vi) from the body to the toy and from play to work 

(Cf. Anna Freud, 1965a, pp.l20-l26). 
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in Fig. XXIV. Indeed, one of Anna Freud's earliest published 

prononouncements on 'developmental lines' - involving the progression 

'from play to work' - occurs in a presentation aimed at teachersl. 

The two "lines' in question may be presented in further detail as 

follows:-

(v) Egocentricity to (Sociable) Companionship developing through 

these stages: 1. Narcissistic-Selfish; little perception of 

. others; asocial. 2. Viewing others as inanimate objects ('toys'); 

asocial. 3. Viewing others as helpmates; brief co-operative 

partnerships. 4. Seeing others as partners and objects in own 

right; Peers. 

(vi) From Body to Toy and Work to Play progressing through these 

stages; 1. Auto-erotism. 

2. Transitional Object phenomena; exclusivity. 

3. Symbolic Object phenomena; indiscriminate ambivalence. 

4. Toys proper,·without object status, and serving ego 

needs -
Ca) emptying, filling, opening~shutting & 

'messing 'toys (body orifice substitutes), 

(b) movable toys (motility pleasure), 

(c) building materials; construction-destruc
tion (Anal-sadistic phase), 

(d) toys serving male-female sex roles in 
situations of (i) solitary play, (ii) 
oedipal display, (iii) group oedipal 
situations. 

S. Displacement of pleasure from play activity per se to 
the finished product (Task completion, Problem Solving, 
etc). 

6. Playability becomes work ability; requires -

(a) inhibition of destructive impulses;. 
controlled, positive, constructive 
orientation, 

lAnna Freud (19S2b), Cf. also (l960b). 
Wit IT IN GS, ~ p. s", 
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(b) postponement of immediate grat
ification; tolerance of intervening 
frustrations; maximisation of goal
seeking, 

(c) change from primitive instinctual 
gratification to sublimated pleasure; 
high level of neutralisation of drive 
energy; transition from 'pleasure l principle' to 'reality principle' • 

Daydreaming, games and hobbies may also be considered in terms of their 

relation to the latter 'developmental line', On the question of the 

origin and dynamics of games in particular Anna Freud is worthy of 

close attention when she says: 

"Games derive their origin from the imaginative group 

activities of the oedipal period, from which they develop 

into the symbolic and highly formalised expression of 

trends to\-lards aggressive attack, defence, competition, 

etc •••• Games may require equipment ••• Since this is in 

many instances of symbolic-phallic, i.e. masculine-aggresive 

significance, it is highly valued by the child. In many 

competitive games the child's own body and the body skills 

themselves play the role of indispensable tools. Proficiency 

and pleasure in games are thus a complex achievement, 

dependent on contributions from many areas of the child's 

personali ty ••• endol-nnent and intactness of the motor 

apparatus; a positive cathexis of the body and its skills; 

acceptance of companionship and group life; positive 

employment of controlled aggression in the service of 

ambit • ,,2 l.on ••• • 

Correspondingly, as the author notes, the area of physical activity and 

1L~·t· VI 71 76 nJ."l. l.ngs, , pp. - • 

2u .... •· VI 75 n~l.tl.ngs, , p. • 

--
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games is open to an equally large number of disturbances, inadequacies 

and inhibitions. 

A great many clinical and theoretical applications have been made 

of Anna Freud's 'developmental lines' - the present study's Master 

Index card (Developmental Lines) lists over 20 such contributions l -

though few are specifically orientated to the educational field. 

Of particular interest is a developmental line for musical ability2 

which has been further refined and extended . to include early 

autoerotic babbling, transitional lullabies, organised musical 'play' 

and finally 'working' at music 3• Most recently and as an alternative 

application, the instance of school phobia has been used to illustrate 

the essential difference between 'description' and 'diagnosis,4. 

Here, three different children all presented identical symptoms in 

refusing to go happily to school, but detailed analysis showed these 

sarne symptoms to be the product of three different underlying dis

orders. Clearly the developmental-diagnostic 'Profile' promises to 

be a valuable instrument, not only in the application to individual 

study but also in relation to groups (classes schools), popUlations 

(age bands inter-sex) and to variational studies of normality 

generally. 

It is probably fair to accept that educationalists have for decades 

been interested in some sort of social and academic 'profile' on 

i1 A ds f 1 t Bi t & H • 5 k • pup s. s regar orma assessmen ne enrl , wor lng on 

1a1au (1962), Gould (1970), Kestenberg (1971), Neubauer (1967), 

2 

Pulver (1970), Wiedeman (1964), Schwarz (1977), Yorke (1977), Ekstein 
& Caruth (1969), Frankl (1963), W. E. Freud (1975), Joffe & Sandler 
(1965), Kleeman (1966, 1967), Lopez (1974), Nagera & Colonna (1965), 
Newman et al (1973), Oremland (1973), Ross (1965), Shane (1967), Spitz 
et a1 (1970), Tolpin (1971) etc. 

Noy 1968. 

1McDona1d (1970). 

4 Hayman (1978). 

5Binet, A. & Henri, V., (1895 -<)6), L1. psycho1ogie individuelle, L' Ann5',.! 
Psychologigue, 2, 411-465. 
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behalf of the Paris school authorities of the ]89,0's may be said to 

have introduced the practice of rigorous, standardised 'profiles' 

of intellectual abilities, and the later 'Mental Tests Manual' of 

Whipplel shows how the range of abilities sampled had increased by 

the First World ~lar period. Despite much su:>seqoont work, often 

of great ~athematical sophistication, in areas such as the cognitive

factorial domain (Spearman, Terman, Burt), the personality field 

(Cattell, Vernon, Eysenck, Allport), eli vergent thinking (Guilford, 

Torrance, Hudson), concept development and emergence (Fiaget, 

Inhelder, Peel, Lovell) and diagnostic testing (Rorschach, Despert, 

Goodenough), a meaningful. and comprehensive individual 'profile' 

still proved elusive if not indeed illusory. Only the metapsycho

logically complete Profile which has emerged from Anna Freud's 

school of child analysis appears to offer the required insight into, 

and concepttal co-ordination of, the individual's drive-behaviours, 

ego-behaviours and moral tendencies. The strength of the psycho

anal~ically-based scheme lies in its ability to differentiate and 

present dynamic, structural and economic aspects of the total self, 

together with their genetic-developmental unfolding. and environmental

adaptive characteristics. The drawback of this scheme from the 

teacher's yiewpoint is its lack of coverage of specific cognitive 

abilities (I.Q.). though workers in schools are of course familiar 

with the availability of separate instruments for the provision of 

I.Q. assessment. 

A particularly good instrument (i.e. test-battery) for early general 

intellectual and developmental abilities appears to have existed in 

Vienna in the 1920's-1930's, in the form of the 'BUbler-Hetzer 

Profile' 2. More recently, at an educational conference held in 

1 Whipple,· G. M. (1915), Manual of Mental & Physical Tests, 3rd edn., 
Baltimore, Md. 

2Jackson «1952)1955), Spitz (1965), 
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Bradford, England in 1977, Hr. Clifford Horris an executive member 

of the National Union of Teachers warned against the introduction 

of ever more tests, but admitted that "some kind of profile for each 
1 mild" would be welcomed as helpful by most teachers. Also in 1977 

the Headteachers Association of Scotland published results from a 

'prototype profile' which had been screened in 8 schools. The 

instrument covered basic skills, achievement in school subjects, 

personal qualities (perseverance, creativity) and was recommended 
2 for the provision of a broad assessment spectrum three times yearly • 

In a letter published in the Times Educational Supplement the 

present writer noted the essential complementarity between the 

'profiles' of on the one hand the schools-based workers, and on 
3 the other hand the Hampstead group centred about Anna Freud. . 

The present stu~, at the moment of writing, would recommend a chi1d

profile built up from the use of a battery of instruments incorporating 

the fOllowing 4 major elements: 

1. An all-round standard I.Q. test (culture-valid). 

2. Attainment tests in Maths and English (NFER or similar). 

3. A divergent-thinking test composed of both visual and 
verbal stimuli, but acoring only verbal (i.e. non
pictorial) responses • 

4. A personality-developmenta1 screening along the 1ine~ of 
The Hampstead Diagnostic (Metapsych010gical) Profile • 

As regards timing of the test-presentation in the school year the 

lReported in 'The Teacher', 4th March 1977. 

2PupilS in Profile, Hodder & Stoughton, 1977. Reviewed in Times 
Educational Supplement, 4th March 1977. 

3Dyer (1977). 

4:~r fuller rationale etc., See: Dyer, Ro, (1974), Scoring prQcedurcs, 
external criteria and effects of variables on divergent-thinking tests, 
M. Phil. thesis, University of Leeds. 
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follCM'ing ~ basic periods are suggested as essential: 

(a) between 4 and 8 weeks after commencement of the new 
school year (Autumn). This allows children to settle 

- into their new class and teacher relations, and 
provides a 'baseline' comparison for a second assess
ment at 

(b) between 4 and 8 weeks from the completion of the old 
school year (Summer). 

Each assessment should provide separate and valuable 'on-going' data 

for teachers, whilst comparison of the two - assuming reasonable 

'standardisation' etc. - should be useful for assessing (a) the 

child's long-term development over each school year, (b) the efficacy 

of each year's teaching and (c) the interaction of these two areas 

of major interest. A more general emphasis upon child-profiles would 

also reduce the negative impact of such educational 'dia~nostic naMe

calling' as is implied in terms such as 're~edial', 'gifted' and so on. 

Another area of great interest to teachers and based upon developmental 

progression or stages concerns the structuring of curricular material. 

Numeracy and related areas have justifiably received much attention, 

and continue in recent years to attract concern from various sections of 

the social order. Attention is here directed to the 'Guidelines in 

School Hathematics' of the Department of ~athematics of Manchester 

College of Educationl • The Junior sections of the guide present separate 

developmental progress-lines for concepts in area,length, weight, time, 

money and number. 'Number' for example is derived as a structural

cognitive element, and shown as emerging from the child's environmental 

exploration. Use of language is implied for simple sorting and 

ordering, and then a more earnest step-by-step 'line' begins Hi th 

'one-to-one correspondence' (Step 1), proceeds to a short 'ordinal 

IGllidelines in School Hathematics, Rupert Hart-Davis Educ'. Publ., (c.1969). 
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number track' (Step 6) and continues successively to introduce 

notation and 'operations'. Discussion with other teachers has indicated 

that the Manchester scheme's Step 1 to Step 10 may be sub-divided 

even further, in keeping with Infant children's observed early 

arithimetical performance. 

EGO REGRESSION IN DEVELOPMENT: EXAMPLES FRCl1 SCHOOL 

It is to Anna Freud's undoubted credit that as a psychologist she 

is able formally and rigorously to account for a phenomenon with 

which teachers have long been familiar, namely that pupils do not 

progress in a uniformly regular forward or 'upward' direction, but 

on the contrary often suffer pauses and may temporarily lose 

previously acquired skills and insights. 

Anna Freud began early as a student of regressive phenomenal, and 

more recently has indicated that her interest and observations date 

from as early as her own schooldays 2 • 

In a major paper devoted to the topic, Anna Freud accounted for regression 

both in terms of metapsychology and also in terms of common folk-

lore3• She also further advanced her father's earlier classification4 

of 'three types of regression'. Of particular note to teachers are 

the regressions in ego development. 

Unlike emotional (drive, libido) regressions, which involve return to 

definite fixation points acquired earlier in the individual's develop

ment and which manifest "stubborn adhesion of the drives to all 

objects and positions which have ever yielded satisfaction"S, ego 

lAnna Freud (1936, Unpubl.). See: Appendix II. 

2c.1912. See: Anna Freud (196Sa, p.90, (c». 

3Anna Freud (1963b), also (1965a, Chap.3 (III» 

4Freud (l900A), addenda to 1914 edn. See: Strachey's 1954 ed:~ion, p.548. 

5 Anna Freud (1965a, p. 87) • 
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regression on the contrary shows no such characteristics. 

The classic picture of the child's ego "deteriorating gradually 

and failing to perform one function after another"l is obtained by 

watching a young child at bedtime. Tiredness is similarly empha

sised as an important factor in school situations as also is the 

age of pupils, with younger pupils sha.ling a faster "regression 

rate" i.e. a shorter time during which optimal secondary-process 

thinking can be maintained. 2 

A number of examples are included by Anna Freud to illustrate the 

replacement of the logical 'secondary process' by the affective 

'primary process' in the child's thinking. In art work for example 

one child drew a battleship which gradually bristled more an~ 

more guns until it was entirely covered. In dramatic acting one 

group's phantasy elements such as aggression gradually became 

increasingly divorced from reality, until everyone began attacking 

everyone else and even pieces of furniture battled furiously3. 

The present study finds similar ego regression phenomena to show an 

average incidence4 of 1% or 2% for a cumulative population of some 

200 nine-eleven year olds studied in normal school situations and 

collected over a period of several years. The following examples 

were observed: 

(a) S.A., boy aged 10.6 of above-average I.Q. (115+). When 
writing an essay on a 17th century naval battle the 
incidents involving bodily mutilation and goriness grad
ually multiplied above any realistic level, until event
ually the entire ship was smothered in limbs, heads, 

1 Anna Freud (l965a, p.S7). 

2Anna Freud (l965a). p.90. after E. Kris. 

3 ibid., p. 89. 

4.t , b d""d ' ..• e. 0 serve lnCl. ence as opposed to any 'true incidence' • 
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intestines etc., all rolling and careering madly 
about the decks. When the story was read aloud the 
peer-group (N=30) showed obvious enthusiasm and 
'secondary concordance' with the regressive elements. 

(b) J.R., boy aged 10.9, average I.Q. (101) with some 
learning problems; above average originality and 
aesthetic abilities. Having produced a fine 
pictorial collage out of autumn leaves and matching 
ochres and other paint, J.H. decided that sporadic 
patches of pure white would add highlights to the 
work. The technique rapidly deteriorated into excess, 
and the entire collage disappeared under a 'mix' of 
white plus ochres. The previous subdued pleasure in 
aesthetic 'creativity' was then visibly replaced by 
elated pleasure in manual messing and daubing, until 
a more or less homogeneous pale-brown canvas remained. 
Peer-group observers showed a mixed reaction, the same 
individuals being both amused at the messing to 
excess but critical of the end product. 

(c) J.D., N.G., A.A., J.e. and A.H., girls aged 9.9 - 10.3, 
academically and socially average. In presenting a 
short drarnatised play to their classmates, the group 
chose a setting in late 19th century 'board school'. 
Beginning with a tightly-disciplined teaching situation 
involving demonstration, rote learning and simple 
multiplication tables, the mild physical punishments 
doled out by the 'teacher' rapidly escalated into a 
situation where the script was forgotten and all the 
actors began freely extemporising and madly attacking 
everyone else, but especially the 'teacher'. The 
audience (N=27) showed intense delight at the debacle, 
and were later unconcerned over both the historical 
licence , and the sudden and irreversible departure 
from rehearsall 

Observations such as these - which, presumably would show a higher 

incidence with younger age-groups - firmly corroborate Anna Freud's 

contention that havinz accepted regression as a normal process 

then during the whole of the growth process "it has to be considered 

legitimate for children to revert periodically, to lose controls again 
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after they have been established, to reinstate early sleeping and 

feeding patteres(for example in illness), to seek shelter and safety 

(especially in anxiety and distress) by returning to early forms of 

being p~otected and comforted ••• ,,1. 

That the normal, aRe-adequate coping efo so beloved by educati.onalists 

is suLject to regressive phenomena seems no,! to be beyond dispute, 

and a number of valuable studies could \o,ell be performed in this area. 

Any future work of that kind will undoubtedly be best served by basing 

itself, at least in part, upon the developmental and metapsychological 

framework provided by chila psychoanalysis. 

A NOTE ON AGGRESSIOn & 'DEATH INSTINCTS' 

In 1920, with his Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud abandoned his 

tentative conception of 'ego instincts' , which in the case of 

aggressive behaviour had given rise to the "so-called 'frustration 

theory' of aggression", and he now ascribed an "instinctual nature 

and origin to the aggressive manifestations, and thereby gave them 

in his evaluation equal status with the manifestations of sex,,2. 

Fran' :this radical theoretical initiative arose the now widely-known 

'theory of the life and death instincts'. 

The applied study of aggression as anti-social 'acting out' and 

delinquency formed the life-work of Anna Freud's close colleague 

and friend August Aichhorn3• Anna Freud's own studies in this 

field make valuable contributions to early childhood states, instinct 

transformation and so on4 , and subsequently to legal and diagnostic 

1 Anna Freud (1965a), p.94. 

2Writings, IV, p.SS. 

3Aichhorn (1925), Anna Freud (195lk). 

4Anna Freud (1947b), (l949a), (1949g), (1949f). 
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aspects of early failures in socialisationl • 

More recently on the occasion of her first post-war return to 

Vienna, Anna Freud presented an important and highly-acclaimed 

'main Congress-summary' on the theme of aggression2• In her 

concluding remarks it becomes clear that as regards the relationship 

between aggression and the notion of 'death drive' " Anna Freud stands 

essentially upon the same pessimistic ground as her father before 

her. She cites the recent work of Kurt Eissler, written with the 

avowed intent "to lend support to Freud's theory of a death drive,,3. 

Where Eissler gathers material from the physiologist Rudolph 

Ehrenberg, Anna Freud adds the poet Rainer Maria Rilke "who sees 

the move towards death as one of "the main purposes of life,,4. Anna 

Freud accepts and maintains the view that there are "two supra-ord-

inated biological forces with contrary goals", and she sees 'lib ido' 

and 'aggression' as each pursuing "their own limited and mundane 

aims while serving at the same time the vaster biological purposes 

of life and death,,4. Inevitably, her final sentence reflects an 

inverted priority when she writes that "on the higher plane, death 

cannot be attained except via the vicissitudes of life" (ibid). 

Re-phrased, this should say that life as we know it cannot be attained 

except by paying the price of mortality for the individual. Our 

philosophy thus becomes consistent with that of the optimistic 

biologist Julian HUXley. 

The present study cannot advocate death as an 'aim' of life. All 

theorising which tends towards such an illogical conclusion is symp

tomatic of the plight of human intellect when faced with the inevita

bility of man's ultimate individual fate. There are no 'death-instincts'. 

lAnna Freud (1965a), Chap. 5 (II), 

2Anna Freud (1972a). 

3~issler (1971). 

4Anna Freud (1972a). 
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Life has only a single 'supra-ordinate' biological aim, namely its 

own continuation. All instinctual drives evolved by living 

organisms are thus classifiable as 'life-instincts'. 

Max Schur and his co-workers, approaching this question from a 

behaviourist-psychoanalytical frame, have explained Freud's 

fundamental mechanism of 'repetition-compulsion' in terms of the 

biologist Schneirla's 'approach-withdrawal' of animal behaviour, 

and are thereby also able to refute the necessity of postulating 

a 'death drive,l. In point of fact child analysis had for decades 

accepted that "The developnent of aggression is inseparably bound 

up with the developmental phases of infantile sexuality ••• (and) 

••• Without this admixture of aggression, the sexual impulses remain 

unable to reach any of their aims,,2. It is one of the paradoxes of 

modern. observation-centred child analysis that such clear indications 

of the positive-striving and life-fulfilling nature of aggression 

are nevertheless interpreted as reflecting a 'death-drive'. 

In a Universe apparently everywhere subject to thermodynamic de

gradation life is apparently unique in being able to avoid entropic 

trends. There are two main methods by which this occurs, viz. 

(i) by the constant intake and expenditure of energy and 

materials in complex and largely self-renewing cellular 

structures. it is possible to temporarily evade the 'law 

of entropy trend', at least for the viable life-span of 

the individual organism, 

(ii) by the transmission of germ-plasm in a process which is 

potentially inexhaustible it is possible to ·permanently 

evade thermodynamic degradation in terms of the species. 

ISchur & Ritvo (1970). 

2Anna Freud (1949a), Writings, IV, p.67. 
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Life thus continues to survive and propagate to the limits of its 

capacities. Life is inherently positive and self-sustaining, and 

its unique emergence required the pre-formation of methods capable 

of evading an otherwise universal and inevitable 'thermodynamic death' 

or ultimate stasis. 

Freudl on the other hand postulated a group of non-libidinal 

instinctual forces -'death instincts' - which actually propel the 

organism towards return to the inorganic-inanimate state, and he 

attempts to support this with experiments reported by biologists 

working with simple unicellular forms of life. However, Freud goes 

too far in dragging into his theory a knowledge of chemistry and of 

pre-biological states. Admittedly by 1920 the error of attempts to 

'reduce' biology to chemistry (and inter alia chemistry to physics) 

had not yet been exposed, and the non-reductionist 'organismal' views 
2 of J. B. S. Haldane, Woodger, E. S. Russell, Bertalanffy and others 

were still some years away. But no such mitigation is available for 

authors who still advocate the 'death instinct' misconception today. 

Thus 'instinct' is a biological concept, It is therefore applicable 

only to a biological order of theorising i.e. to whole organisms. 

'Instinct' can have no meaning in relation to pre-biological states. 

No instinct can therefore from this viewpoint be accepted as 

tending to return living organisms to the inanimate i.e. merely 

complex, chemical and macromolecular state. 

If psychoanalysis is correct in asserting the existence of a group 

of instinctual drives tending to return the organism to an earlier 

state - e.g. as manifested in the 'repetition-compulsion' - then 

the earliest state which is biologically relevant is the initial 

state at which'the new individual came into being. Irrespective of 

whether one takes this to be conception or birth, the essential point 

is that here the individual is closest to being a thermodynamically 

'open' system with maximal cap~city for evading the 'law of entropy 

trend'. From this viewpoint tr.e 'repetition-compul~ion' becomes 

based upon a vigorous 'life instinct', and Freud's gloomy picture 

of it as presented in Beyond the Pleasure Principle is reverned. 

lfreud (192OG, Pt. VI). 
2Cf. Bertalanffy. L. von, Modern Theories of Development. Oxford 1933. 
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Alternatively, phenomena such as the 'repetition-compulsion' need 

not be instinct-driven at all, but may reflect the absence of 

biolo~ically-driven behaviour i.e. the ineviteble non-biolo~ical 

tenuency to revert to a condition of inertness and stasis. TlH~ 

ultimate- in repetition would after all be the absolute stasis of 

'entropic death I, when the entire Universe had as thermodynamically 

pr·edicted 'run down' to a condition of absolute zero energy • 

The only knmm tactics for evading this universal process are those 

methods evolved by biological organisms. Lack of such evasion 

implies lack of biological capacity or, in living organisms 

themselves, lack of operation of biological drives - an 'instinct 

free sphere' dominated by universal processes tending towards 'repetition 

and ultimate homeostasis', though this of course is extremely 

conjectural. 

It may be further noted that the mere fact that the individual dies 

need not imply any involvement of biological drives either. The 

processes of increasing structuralisation and rigidity, which lead 

organisms into being 'closed' as opposed to 'open' energy-transfer 

systems until a point is reached at which actual entropic degradation 

ensues, are essentially pre-biological processes occuring in the 

component macromolecular 'fabric' of tissues and cells, and subject 

to laws of a chemical rather than of a biological order. The 

biological concept of 'instinct' is thus not applicable to 

the cellular ageing processes which eventually cause 'death', though 

Eissler 1 apparently believes that the reverse is true. He therefore 

misguidedly gathers much evidence of a chemical order with which to 

support his gloomy and ill-conceived 'death instinct' notion. 

Contrary to Eissler and his unwarranted use of Rudolf Ehrenberg's 

work, the English neurophysiologist Charles Sherrington2, after 

~issler (1971). 

2Sherrington, C. S., Man On His Nature, 2nd Edn., Cambridge U.P. 1950. 
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epochal discoveries and long reflection noted that the "conservation 

of self" is a principle in psychology as real and as important as the 

physicist's principle of "conservation of energy". It is to the 

'conservation of self' (or higher ideals and beliefs) that all 

biological drives are ultimately linked. There is no logical basis 

for the notion of a biological 'death drive'. 

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

The use made by educators of psychoanalytic work on aggression 

especially insofar as this led to the 'freedan from aggression' 

concept of child rearing - is discussed elsewhere below (Chapter 10) • 

• 



CHAPTER TEN 

BASIC EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 



29B 

INTRODUCTION 

There are three major areas in which Anna Freud may be said to have 

contributed to the educational field, namely:-

(i) as a practising schoolteacher during a period of social 

upheaval and transition when, as she herself points out, 

important innovations were witnessed in schools 

(Chapter 3), 

(ii) as a psychoanalytic educator and training analyst who 

for half a century or more has been closely associated 

first with the official training institutes, then with 

an independent parallel scheme and cOUrse and most 

recently with the jointly co-ordinated schemes run by 

certain 'independent' child analysis centres and the local 

I.P.A. branch institutes (Chapters 4, 6 & 7). 

In her capacity as training analyst and teacher-lecturer Anna Freud's 

outstanding giftedness has frequently been noted as pertaining 

particularly to the ability to systematise, integrate and rigourously 

clarify that which was previously unintelligible or obscure. This is 
1 well attested both by close colleagues and students and by others 

in the wider world of psychoanalysis2• A prominent pupil of Otto 

Fenichel's has compared Anna Freud's lu::idity to that of his own 

notable teacher3• Even in such outstanding company as that of August 

Aichhorn and Siegfried Bernfeld, it is Anna Freud's "clarity of 

thinking and lucid simplic! ty,,4 which marks her out. 

Anna Freud's great strength as a training analyst rests uncompromisingly 

upon a lifetime of continuous analytical practice with patients and 

le.g. Dorothy Burlingham, Anna t1aenchen {Appendix XI),t Maenchen (1970). 

2Rangell (1970). Heiman & Valen;-".::ein (1972). 

3Greenson (1966). 

4Buxbaum (1969). 
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with students in training, and only aeainst this essential day-to-

day professional background could there be the proper evaluation of 

the cur.rent theoretical advances of her science. Such a thorough

going and long-standing recognition of the fundamental inter-relation 

between theory and practice - between the 'pure' and 'applied' aspects 

of a discipline of study - is apparently lost to many contemporary 

educational 'experts I, who frequently champion novel ideas and 

techniques without having personally validated them in practice. 

(iii) the third area in which Anna Freud contributes to 

Education is as a developmental psychologist 

(Chapter 9). 

It is the application of Anna Freud's contributions in this third 

area which forms the content of the present chapter. Appendix VI lists 

20 published and 4 unpublished titles which comprise Anna Freud's 

major works dealing sped fically with educational issues in the 

period 1928-1978. 

'Ihe earlies t period of the applications of psychoanalysis to education 

c.1905-l925 was dealt with earlier (Chapter 2). 

~THER-FIGURES & TEACHERS: USIHG THE PUPIL'S SUPER-EGO 

In the major work of her Vienna period addressed specifically to teachers 

Anna Freu; deals with a nunber of areas of interest from contemporary 

psychoanalytic theory, such as 'Infantile amnesia and the oedip\B 

complex' (Lecture 1), 'The instinctual life of early childhood' (Lecture 2) 

and 'The latency period' (Lecture 3). Metapsychologically speaking 

the framework errployed - as wi th most of that which is important in 

1he author's Vienna-based wri ting - leans heavily towards the new 

's truct·ural' approach of ~ud 's pos t-l920 era. 

In the lectures to teachers. Anna Freud drew attention to certain 

well-known behavioural aspects of the schoolchild, and later clarified 

lAnna Freud (1930a). 
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them in terns of Freud's super-ego theory. In particular the author 

notes that:-

(i) _children bring with them to school certain prefozmed 

beha vi ours , and may "approach the teacher wi th the 

suspicion, defiance or wariness which they have 

acquired in their earlier dealings with other adults"l, 

(ii) children give little or no information about their 

past i.e. about their distant emotional past, and 

"their recollections stop, or at any rate they lack 

the abili ty to tell about them,,2. 

In order to account fbI' these apparently simple, directly observable 

and widely encountered phenomena, Anna Freud draws out a scheme of 

child developmen t which beginning with early dependence on the mother 

comes to include rivalry and aggressive responses to siblings, a 

crucial love-hate relationship with the father and repression of 

early conflicts at the 'oedipal stage', this latter occurring largely 

as a response to fear of parental rejection. Hhat teachers later see 

being enacted in front of them "are really only repetitions and new 

editions of very old conflicts of which (the teacher) is the target 
3 but not the cause" • Thl.5 we obtain an educational paradigm of the 

fundamental psychoanalytic proposition dealing with the 'infantile 

roots of behaviour', i.e. the 'genetic' proposition that later 

behaviours are based upon earlier. 

The father is of great importance in pre-war analytical child theo~J. 

"He is hated as a rival ••• But he is also loved and admired,,4. 

The 4-5 year old child's classic response to this dilemma is tr-/ofold, 

lwritings, I, p.76 • 
. , 
'ibid., pp.78-79. 

3ib · d 1. ., p.as. 

4ibid •• p.86. 
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both to repress negative ambivalent attitudes and to introject and 

set up within h~mself an admired 'father-figure' representation. 

This 'superego', noted by Freud as "the heir to the oedipus complex"l, 

is given by Anna Freud a quite particular value and importance to 

teachers. Th us, between the ages of 5 or 6 years and puberty the 

child confronting his teacher is now "divided within himself',2 - i.e. 

his personality is viewed as comprising an id, ego and super ego -

and ''his super ego, the successor to his parents, is on the side of 

the educators,,2. 

When set against the great prevalence and multifariousness of discipline 

and related problems. in many schools, and especially in working with 

large groups of pupils, it is difficult to overestimate the value of 

such information to teachers. Anna Freud recommends teachers to 

recognise this split within the Child, to assume for each child the 

role of super ego. and thus to become for the class group "the ideal 

of the group" 3 • The advantages which she sees as following upon 

this are that Ca) "compulsory obedience" changes to "vol~tary sub

mission" and (b) ties are encouraged between children who then form 

a united group. Similar views were presented by the author at the 

1932 Congress of Early Childhood Educators4 and on both occasions 

Anna Freud's advice to educationalists followed precisely her earlier 

advice to child analysts, which latter group were also encouraged to 

"assume the place of the child's ego-ideal for the duration of the 

analysis"S. 

The teacher behaviours which follow from such recommendations have 

in the present writer's experience great efficacy and validity, 

~reud (1926E),' Chap. 5. 

2Writings, I, p.119. 

3 ibid •• p.120. 

4Anna Freud (1934a). 

SAnna Freud (1927a). Writings, I, p.60. 

--
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particularly when situations occur where children 'en masse' are 

disrupti ve and troublesome. In attempting to settle a noisy 

dining-hall, playground queue or class-group between lessons, the 

most valuable technique will clearly be one which does not cease 

to have effect the moment the teacher leaves the scene. By verb

alising to groups some doUbt as to their parents credulity on 

hearing of their behaviour; by touching upon the group member's 

feelings of guilt, shame, remorse; by effecting a displacement 

from 'you have let your parents and families down' to 'you are also 

letting yOUI"' teachers and the school down' - it has frequently and 

reliably been found that the desired effect is maintained for some 

time afterwards, and even in the absence of the actual figure of 

the teacher. 

Needless to say certain 'progressive' educationalists have, and 

in some quarters continue, to reflect the antithesis of this. A. 

S. Neill for example "raged against the father-principle" on 

account of his own unhappy childhood relationship, and with his 

pupils he became "one of the gang"l, Neill's professional activities 

were all heavily determined by childhood fear of his father and by 

neurotic anxiety of anything symbolising 'father-figures'. His 

emphasis upon curriculum areas involving handicrafts, games and 

stories reflects the habits of a prepubertal boyl, whilst the 

extreme so-called 'democracy' in his teaching was really 'anti

authority of any kind' and inevitably bordered on anarchy. That 

freedom may become licence and expression mere acting out should 

be of consequence to any teacher, and the dilemma of 'freedom versus 

authori ty,2 lies at the very heart of our professional dealings \"ith 

the schoolchild. The problem for the school is really the same as 

2Bantock, G. H., Freedom and Authority in Education, London, Laber, 1952. 
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for society at large, namely that each individual needs and seeks 

a certain 'freedom of personal expression' which can only be 

permitted within an overall framework of acquiescence to a common 

authority or legal-moral law. The particular professional concern 

of the school then becomes that of translating this philosophical 

formula into the developmentally-appropriate and situationally

appropriate forms for each phase and aspect of the child's education. 

THE GENERAL PROCESS OF EDUCATION 

Anna Freud has usefully distinguished 'child care' and 'child educ

ation'. Whereas in the former the 'mothering person' fulfills the 

infant's needs with nothing e~pected in return. education on ,the 

contrary "always demands something of the child"l. Whilst both 

culturally and historically educational aims have varied in detail, 

nevertheless "The universal tendency of education is always to turn 

the child into a grown-up person not very different from the adult 

WOE'ld around him"l. Elsewhere in the same work the author asserts 

that "The aim of the school is above all else instruction, i.e. the 

development of the intellect, the imparting of new knowledge and 

the stimulation of mental capacities,,2. Here again education per 

se assumes a role different to that of child care, though the two 

approaches must clearly be interrela.ted. 

It may be that in her early juxtaposition of 'education' and 'child 

care' Anna Freud does less than full justice to the multiple-role 

assumed by the modern school. In addition to the instructional 

function of school, others have emphasised provision for the develop

ment of the child's own expression through physical and social 

skills3• It may well be that the authors in question were addressing 

* Anna Freud (1930a. Lect.2), in writings, I. p.94. 

" "ibid., Lect. 3, p.llS. 

3 Isaacs (1933. p.40Sf). Cites Nina Searl (1932). 
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their views to different age-levels of schooling, with Anna Freud 

initially taking into consideration the older latency child whilst 

the group around Susan Isaacs leaned more to'vlards the infant and 

nursery-ages. In a more recent account of the Nursery Unit of the 

Ha~pstead Child-Therapy Clinic, Anna Freudl defines the educational 

task as that of making good any and all gaps in the child's develop

ment. Examples given included play, motor behaviour, speech, social 

inter.action, mental stimulation and so on. Ever earlier in her 

1932 address to the Congress of Early Childhood Educators our 

subject had 'corrected' any one-sidedness in her views, when she 

stated that "Education has obviously two cardinal functions,,2. 

These she under.stands as being the "allowing and forbidding" of 

children's spontaneous expression, and the "putting in" of culturally 

vi~)le knowledge, attitudes, skills and so forth. 

It is clear from the above that Anna Freud has a teacher's under

standing of teaching. She is a pragmatic psychologist par excellence 

who alHays insists. on drawing from theoretical models as much as 

possible which is of practical-applied value. Her aims are 

ultimately those of the psychologist i.e. to impart psychological 

knowledge and greater understanding, but her manner suits her 

particularly well to the needs of the teacher-educator. 

In the fourth and last of her early lectures to teachers .- 'The 

relation between psychoanalysis and education,3 - Anna Freud made 

a direct contribution to the hybrid conceptual area which provides 

the 'raison d'~tre' of the present study. Earlier students of the 

theme had preceeded her4
, and it seems likely that Anna Freud's 

lAnna Freud (l975a). 

2Anna Freud (l934a), Hritings. It p.l79. 

3~.ma Freud (l~30at Lect 4). 

4 . 
Ferenczi «190r.)1~4~), Jones (1910). Dernfeld (1925), Low (19~0). 
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publication played some part in stimulating a subsequent flurry of 

similarly-titled contributions in England around that timel , 

Whilst maintaining that the time, 1930, was too early yet for "a 

detailed description of (the) new analytic type of education,,2 

which by and large was still restricted to a small group of analytically 

trained teachers and parents, Anna Freud nevertheless identifies 

three major contributions which psychoanalysis makes to education, 

namely:-

(i) psychoanalysis is capable of cogently criticising 

existing methods in education, 

(ii) psychoanalytic theory extends the teachers working 

knowledge of pupil-teacher (i.e. child-adult) inter

actions, 

(iii) as a therapeutic method psychoanalysis may "repair 

the injuries which have been inflicted upon the child 

during the process of education,,3. 

If we were to extend this list in the light of the ensuing 4 or 5 decades 

of psychoanalytic work it would certainly come to include the following:-

(iv) a thorough-going developmental theory, with educ

ational implications at all stages of the child's 

growth (Chapter g) J 

(v) a multi-stage 'hierarchical' model of mind, with 

great relevance for st u:lies of learning theory and 

cognitive function, (Chapter 12), 

(vi) an increasingly exhaustive coverage of what may be 

termed the 'pathology of normal schooling' -

studies of school phobia, learning failures and so 

on ('Addenda' below). 

lSear1 (1932), Isaacs (1933 Pt II chap 1) , .. . 
2 Writings, I, p.l28. 

3ibid., p.129. 
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Prior to circa 1930 psychoanalysis had according to Anna Freud 

"stood for limiting the efforts of education by emphasising some 

specific dangers connected with it"l. A number of examples follow, 

taken from the two large groups of educational 'excesses', namely 

those associated with extreme repression and resulting in neurotic 

inhibition, and conversely those associated with extreme permissiveness 

resulting in delinquent acting out and failure to continue development. 

The former error is illustrated by the case of a small boy, greedy 

for sweets, who was transfonned into a grown man who could not eat 

chocolate without blushing; and a young girl, fond of displaying 

herself naked, who was similarly changed into a young woman in-

capable of undressing at all in the company of others. The converse 

situation is shown by the case of a young boy whose mother permitted 

him every kind of sexual gratification. Having been allowed to 

'short-circuit' his adult development he stubbornly refused to 

accept any adult responsibilities, and remained troublesome, dependent 

and delinquent. 

THE 'MIDDLE ROAD' 

As a result of considerations such as those detailed above Anna Freud 

is led to recommend to teachers and educators a 'middle road' or 

balanced view, though she does not specifically employ these terms. 

In her language. of psychoanalytic metapsychology the task before the 

exponent of educational aims and methods is "to find for each stage in 

the child's life the right proportion between drive gratification and 

drive control,,2. It is the child's and future adult's sanity and 

equilibrium which is essentially at stake, and the teacher must be 

clear "which educational goals are compatible with mental health,,3. 

1 Anna Freud (1930a), Writings, I, p.123. 

2Anna Freud (1930a, Lect.4), Wridngs, I, p.12B; (l93ka), WrltinES, I, p.la~ 

3Writing,s, I, p.179. 

J 

... 
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Here with Anna Freud we stand on much the same ground as Henry 

Dicks, who has more recently and cogently criticised alike both 

the 'individuation' concept of mental health and the 'social 

adjustment' concept. The true 'middle ground' lies in personal 

integration and adequate forms of maturity in social relations l • 

In a similar manner it is possible to criticise the polarisation of 

educational approaches - typified by Rousseau, Pestalozzi, ~ontessori 

and others on the one hand and the traditional and strict parent

adult on the other hand - whereby the child is viewed from the start 

as either wholly 'good' or wholly 'bad'. Anna Freud humourously 

illustrates the latter approach with the anecdote of a mother, 

who tells the nursemaid 'Go and see what the children are doing and 

tell them to stop at once,2. Again Anna Freud finds some justification 

for both points of view in relation to the influence of each upon 

the growing child's drives. Elsewhere, the dilemma and potential .• 

polarisation for educators is phrased in terms of the child's 'need 

to accommodate reality' versus 'the facility for constructing a 

world of phantasy'. In general "children are expected to keep t;he 

enacting of their phantasies within well-defined limits". and the 

indulgence of the adult world is withdrawn as soon as the child fails 

to move rapidly from phantasy back to reality i.e. "the moment his 

phantasy activity ceases to be a game and becomes an automatism or 

an obsession,,3. Such a criterion would appear to have application in 

guaging the excesses in certain dimensions of those teaching methods 

and philosophies of approach which tend to maximise the pupil's 

'freedom of expression'. Even in art, drama and literature the teacher 

mlBt have due regard for the child's reality sense. 

~icks (1950). 

2Writings, I, p.lSO. 

3Anna Freud (l936a), p.SS. 

... 

'l 

" 
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It was demonstrated abovel that some at least of Anna Freud's work 

as an ego psycho~ist could be looked upon as occupying a 'middle 

ground' between the formal study of 'individual psychology' and or 
'group psychology' respectively. Attention was then drawn to the 

valuable role-potential of teachers in furthering the study and 

applications of this inter-disciplinary area. This contention can 

now be taken a stage further. 

THE VILh~GE SCHOOL AS A FOCUS OF APPLIED STUDY 

What is actually implied here is not of necessity a school confined 

to a village, though many village schools are typically of the following 

type - vertically or 'family' grouped, some 20-50 pupils, and 1-3 or~ 

teachers including a headteacher who also te~ches full-time. The 

rural county of North Yorkshire in which the present writer works 

is well provided with such schools, and during the writing of the 

present study one or two village schools and other small infant 

departments were visited for purposes of comparative observation2• 

It immediately becomes clear that the fully-practising 'teaching head' 

of such a small, integral, educational establishment is in many ways 

ideally placed to become the authority par excellence with regard to 

the general educational development of youngsters prior to their 

transition to the specialised educational approach of the Secondary 

School. A teaching role such as is indicated here capitalises upon 

several of the key indications drawn out of half a century of the 

theory and practice of the subject of this study. Such a teacher, 

assuming adequate academic preparation and professional giftedness 

with pupils, might reasonably be expected to pioneer further advances 

in the following areas amongst others:-

1 See: Chapter 8, 'Eriksonian critique & rapprochement'. 

2 Cf. Chapter 7, 'Educational unit and Hontessori nursery'. 
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(1) the construction, application, interpretation and 

validation of individual 'profiles' on children, 

together "1i th evaluation of methods of 'individual 

teaching' , 

(ii) 

(iii) 

description and evaluation of small-~oup dyn~ics, 

and the interactions of (i) and (ii), 

longitudinal 3tudies, of 4 to 7 years duration, on 

(i) and (ii) and their interactions. 

For the' village-school teaching head' as described here, such wider 

professional concern as is itemised under points (i)-(iii) could 

readily be undertaken in a manner which does justice to both the 'pure' 

and 'applied t aspects of study. Similarly, numbers of pupils are such 

that both 'clinical' and 'sta.tistical' factors and methods could be 

variously integrated\ and the ultimate value to the education service 

is that teaching per se and research on teaching are in this set-up 

at least no longer divorced from each other. 

UNPLEASURE AS MOTIVATION: THE 'PROBLEM OF ANXIETY' 

The great work of Anna Freud's Vienna-phase was her analysis of the 

ego's methods of defending itself against an incursion which Freud had 

earlier highlighted as 'the problem of anxiety,2. In drawing out for 

educators and teachers the implications of this work, Anna Freud is 

led to emphasise the relatively neglected aspect of "avoidance of 

unpleasure" in the mental economy (motivation) of the child. Modern 

educational methods and approaches which allow the child a great 

deal of self-selection of curriculum elements, freedom of activity 

and so forth, are based upon a positive motivational rationale. In 

other words we assume that for each activity chosen the child receives 

some gratification of instinct, direct or indirect - which latter would 

presumably include the 'second order' or 'higher order' rewards and 

lCf, Meehl, P.H •• Clinical versus Statistical Prediction, Univ. Minnesota 
Press, 1954. 

2 Freud (19260); Anna Freud (1936a). 
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reinforcements of cognitive and learning theories - and further, 

that ego development is thereby enhanced and that 'sublimation' 

occurs of crude drive forces into the culturally-viable teacher

provided activities and outlets. It now seems that the psycho

logical basis of such an educational approach was too incompletely 

defined. 

Thus, it was "To the surprise of educators" as Anna Freud points 

out, that the result of such freedom of choice is in certain instances 
1 

"not the blossoming of personality but the impoverishment of the ego" • 

The particular defensive adaptation involved - ego restriction - was 

considered in some detail above2, and the reason behind the implied 

educational failures is found in the observation that "children in 

tne latency period may attach more importance to the avoidance of 

anxiety and unpleasure than to direct or indirect gratification of 

instinct"l. To return again to 'curriculum language', the susceptible 

pupil chooses an activity in order to avoid other anxiety-provoking 

activities. The chosen topic is 'the lesser evil', and carries little 

or no positive motivational stimulus. Hence the work is often 

badly performed even though self-chosen from a range of alternatives. 

The complete removal of teacher-induced or 'obiective' anxiety is in 

Anna Freud's view unlikely to result in much' educational improvement, 

and any such hopes are considered "illusory,,3. There would still 

remain the inevitable 'dread of the strength of the instincts,4, 

which developmentally is earlier and more fundamental than anxiety 

arising from either conscience (super ego anxiety) or from the 

1 Anna Freud (l936a), p.103. 

2See: Chapter 8. 

3Anna Freud (1936a), p.56. 

4ibid., p.58. 

-
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environment (objective anxiety). An educational gain may nevertheless 

arise from such sources of anxiety. Using a number of examples 

Anna Freud shows that "instinctual danger makes human beings intelligent"l. 

From longitudinal studies carried out at the Yale Child Study Centre, 

the group centred about Ernst Kris found support for Anna Freud's 

contention that anxiety makes us react more cleverly and motivates 

us to ac1deve goals 2 • 

The educational system for better or worse int~insically incorporates 

elements of 'motivation by anxiety', particularly at the Secondary 

and Higher levels- with the widespread drive towards success in 

examinations. Teachers, parents and other sections of society all 

collaborate in inculcating the 'fear of failure'. As far as we know, 

no studies have differentiated in detail the various psychological 

levels of anxiety characteristic of different teaching methods or 

of different stages of education. Such data would be of obvious 

value on humanitarian as well as educational grounds, and particularly 

when considered against a given child's 'anxiety profile'. A number 

of relevant questions might then be capable of some resolution, e.g. 

are different stages of schooling characterised by particular sources 

of anxiety, internal and external? Is there a lower age-limit in 

development below which it is unprofessional to employ teacher-induced 

anxiety? To what extent is it possible in practice for the teacher to 

separate his various 'active' and 'passive' anxiety-inducing aspects? 

SUMMARISING APPLIED PSYCHOANALYTIC PERSPECTIVES 

In 1956 in Cleveland, Ohio, Anna Freud presented a lecture originally 

entitled 'Emotional factors in education' which was re-written 
3 and published over a decade later. Here the author noted the "un-

lAnna Fre~d (l936a), p.163f. 

2Ritvo & Provence (1953). 

3Anna Freud (196ge). A mimeo-copy of the original 1956 paper is filed in 
the Library of the Hampstead Clinic, London. 
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-reasonably high hopes" generally entertained by the lay public with 

regard to the applications of psychoanalytic knowledge. In place 

of the expected "revolutionary but systematic, well-integrated 

guide to the rearing of a new, healthier and happier generation", 

what were in fact received were merely "isolated, hard-won insights 

••• frequently transmitted without the relevant guidance to their 

proper application"l. The author further noted that certain 

"significant successes" were matched by an almost equal number of 

"significant failures and disappointments", (ibid), 

Four major phases were here distinguished by Anna Freud, and these 

covered the first half-century or so of psychoanalytic knowledge 

applied to educational fields:-

PHASE I 

PHASE II 

PHASE III 

PHASE IV 

The sexual enlightenment of children. 

Recognition of the role of conflict, conscience 
and anxiety. Limiting of parental authority. 

Freedom for aggression. 

The mother-infant relationship. 

'Phase I' stemmed of course from the enlightenment of adults con

cerning the sexual-libidinal aspects of child development, and was 

dealt with separately and historically circa 1905 onwards in a 

previous section (Chapter 2). Aspects of 'Phase II' concerned earlier 

sections of the present chapter. and occurred under headings relating 

to the 'super ego' and 'the problem of anxiety' (c.1926-l936) (Cf. 

Chapter 8 also). 

With regard to 'Phase III' - more correctly. with regard to the under

-lying psychoanalytic data on the potential harmfulness of the complete 

repression of aggressive drives - Anna Freud admits that the analytical 

fraterni ty should have anticipated that "this was a dangerous piece of 

lWritings, V, p.267. 
-
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1 knowledge to leak out to parents". Somewhat hu~ourously she 

~uphemistical1y adds that whereas children became a little happier 

"their parents became definitely more unhappy". 

The above Phases I-III may be said to cover the period c.1905-c.1940, 

though of course 'residue~' continue in vogue even to the p'C'e3ent day. 

'Phase IV' is related to ":-:lore recent years", and to "a new trend in 

psychoanalytic work,,2. Anna Freud's own Second Worlcl ~lar studies 

of evacuee-children played a notable part in establishing the basis 

for such a 'new trend' in child study (Chapter 5), and the early 

educational implications of that work are discussed in the folloHing 

section below. Again, errors of interpretation and application abound 

at the hands of others. Mothering per se may be pathogenic as well as 

beneficial, and losses and seductions (over-stimulations) are among 
~G. 

the potential trauma. 

Finally Anna Freud approaches "the current scene" with the radical 

concept of 'the mother as auxiliary ego,3, but due consideration and 

application of this work is here deferred until later (Chapter12). 

Such modern work is here suggested as forming a 'Phase V' of applied 

(educational) psychoanalysis, and may be termed the 'Phase of dominance 

of a thorough-going developmental theory and model of mind' (Cf. 

Chapters 9 and 12.). 

}10THERS. [,teTHER-SUBSTITUTES & NURSERY -INF ANT SCHOOL 

Having established herself during the 1920's and 30's as an authority 

on the psychology of latency-age children and 3dolescents, Anna Freud 

had by the early 1940's also prepared the scientific basis for a 

reputation of a different though fundamentally complementary kind. 

lwritings, V, p.274. 

2ibid., p~27S. 2a" C:f.the.t'l'ejectil1~ mot~eV'1 (A~~a.Ft'eI.UL,/.9S"Sb). 

3 Anna Freud (196ge) first presented in 1956; Writings, V, pp. 278-280. 
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This was of course as a foremost authority on the psychological 

development of the earliest stages of infancy. 

Largely on the basis of experiences gained with very young infants' 

and toddlers in the early days of the Hampstead War Nursery, Anna 

Freud was in 1941 invited to speak at the 'summer school' of the Nursery 

School Association of Great Britainl • The invitation was extended 

again in 19602, and clearly demonstrates Anna Freud's long standing 

as an authority on early infancy. 

The workers of the Hampstead War Nursery found their most difficult 

challenge to be the satisfactory replacement of the mother relationship 

for the traumatised infants in their care. To meet this task nursery 
were 

workersAwherever possible made responsible for one particular group of 

children. These groups, moreover, were limited to 'natural family' 

sizes. In this way the on-going education of these children was abl~ 

to be carried on without recourse to threats, bribes and drilling -

"all methods unsatisfactory in their results,,3 - and reliance was 

placed instead upon the child's valuing of the parent-substitute's love 

in return for the continual demands that the child become toilet

trained, control his aggression, restrict his sexual curiosity and 

so forth. 

Educational success in the earliest stages of development largely centres 

upon whether nursery workers and teachers "can succeed in creating or 

in conserving for the children their proper emotional relationships with 

the outside world,,4. Lauretta Bender, in discussing child analysis 

lSee: Chapter 5, aVIJ. WRIT''''6~ ]II, f,IZ.S-: 

2 A.. F,..eIlJ IIY,60b). Writings, V, p.31S. ITY/",Ci.. (I 

3Writings, III, p.12B. 

4writings. III, p.131. 

-
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work, noted Anna Freud's views as having become "increasingly realistic" 

. after work carried on with the "war children"l. 

The ceneral attention devoted to 'mothering' has since the War 

Nursery days remained a consistent hallmark of the work of Anna Freud, 

as also of a number of others in the child analysis world (Spitz, 

t1ahler, Greenacre; Hoffer, Bowlby, vlinnicott). On the basis of 

wide-ranging practical observations wedded to p~~erful and influential 

trends in psychoanalytic theorising, these workers produced throughout 

the 1950's and 1960's an extremely valuable literature covering 

virtually all aspects of t mothering,2. These contributions amply 

refute a statement made by the Institute of Family and Environmental 

Resear-ch, who in a survey commissioned by the D.H.S.S. (London) noted 

in passing "the impermanence of the value content of the most 

influential psychoanalytic writings of the 1950's,,3. The work of Anna 

Freud is scarcely considered, beyond mere citation, by this independent 

research group, though that of Bowlby and of Hinnicott receives some 

emphasis. Despite this incomplete recognition of 'the most influential' 

psychoanalytic contributions, together with a general antipathy 

towards that which is considered, the survey does nevertheless manage 

to reach out and identify certain reasonable and humane conclusions. 

Here however, as with the plea for a greater tolerance of a 

"multiplicity of models for living" 4 , endorsement is unwittingly given 

to similar views voiced by child analysts, In arguing for example 

lBender (1952). 

2Anna Freud (1953c), (1955b), (1961a), (1962d), (1965a, Pt.V), (1968f), 
(196ge), (1969i), etc.; Bowlby (1958, 1960), Greenacre (1960, 1962), 
Hoffer (1952), ~lahler (1952, 1958, 1961), Spitz (1951, 1954, 1959, 1965), 
Winnicott (1958, 1960, 1963, 1965). 

3 Rapoport & Rapoport et al., (1977), p.45. 

4 o b o d 365 1. 1. " p. • 
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for a relaxation in the high standards of family 'completeness' 

applied to prospective adopters, Anna Freud had pointed out that 

.any previously 'unadoptable' children could thereby become 

adoptable by being placed with single unmarried women and so onl • 

Some of the more pertinent areas to which 'mothering' concepts are 

applicable in the educational services would include, at the 

Primary School level:-

(a) size of 'reception infant' classes (5-6 years) , 

(b) staffing of these same classes, with consideration of the 

advantages and disadvantages of such 'teaching styles' as-

(1) team-teaching (multiple teachers) 

(ii) extra non-teaching-assistant provision 

(iii) morning -v- afternoon 'additional adults' 
«i) or (ii». 

(c) advisability of frequency/infrequency of staff-changes in 

younger infant classes in particulari and localisation of 

teacher-resignations etc. to late summer wherever possible ~ 

Cd) use of occasional parent-helpers and the proper psycho

logical preparation of these 'involved' adults. 

The issues involved in (a) and (b) clearly overlap, and even a large 

(25-30+) infants class could by the generous provision of adult help 

manage an 'in-class' ratio of around 8 children to 1 adult. At these 

staffing levels the 'sublimated-mothering' aspect of the teaching 

adUlts could be viably maintained. Now however, the issue must be 

raised as to how this 'sublimated-mothering' of value in school 

situations differs from the natural or 'biological-mpthering' of the 

1 See: Panel «1973)197~)t and KOlansky (197~) reportin~ Anna Freud's 
panel presentation. 
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Jlorre and family situation. 

As with all applied psychoanalytic knowledge the great danger is 

that it will be used out of context and interpreted too simply. 

Wi th the concept of 'mothering' the danger is that of the teacher 

facilely adopting a direct rother-role, and attempting to usurp 

biolo~ical (i.e. psycho-phylogenetically and ontogenetically 

primi ti W~) aspects, as opposed to s mlima ted culturally-refined 

and socio-phylogenetically advanced aspects of the protective, 

trus ted, all-knowledgeable adul t-figUI"e. 

lIo thing could be further from the in ten t comnissioned here. Already 

in 1949, Anna Freud had criticised the formerly well-known "kinderzarten

tante" figu-re who trade precisely this mistake; and she had then 

gone on to note the different ,approach of the !'1odern nurser:,r sch~ol. 

Here, bv con tras t~ the teach~r-adul t "refrains from p1ayin3 a rnot'-ler

role", c:.nd ins tea<1 of offering af~ection and kinCiliness only "sile 

offers the child interesting and fascinating occupations of a :nore 

su)tle, indirect (smlinBted) kind,,1. The teacher thus interacts not 

wi th the child's emotional longing and striving for ins tinc tual 

gratification ('id-level'), but rather with the child's 'higher' ego 

interests. 

Identical advice was offered more directly to teachers in 1952 when 

Anna Freud infornally 'answered teacher's questions' at Harvard 

Graduate School of Edu::ation. On that occasion the speaker pointed 

out that if teachers attempt to directly play the role of mother they 

mmt expec t from the child the reactions appropriate to this, i.e. 

"the demand for excl mi ve attention and affection, the wish to get 

r1 d 0 f all the' 0 ther chi! dren in the class -room" 2 • The negat i ve 

~ritings, IV, pp. 82-83. 

2Anna Freud (l952b), Writings, !.'I, pp. 563-564. 
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educational implications of this error are very clear, and only too 

painfully so to anyone who has ever misguidedly attempted to 

'mother' schoolchildren in too direct a manner. Having once accepted 

the wider notion of 'sublimated-mothering' as outlined here, other 

issues raised would include:-

(a) infant class organisation: 'allocation' or 'free-choice' 

adherence of children to particular adul ts, 

(b) avoidance of 'personal interest' of adults - whether lay 

or professionally qualified - in certain children only, 

(c) the qoostion of complementariness versus conflict between 

'optimal mothering' (i.e. same adult staying with same 

group of children) and 'optimal teaching' (i.e. adults 

roving freely from group to group in accordance with 

their own particular skills and the children's particular 

in teres ts). This leads to such further ques tions as -

(d) is there, in the Infant School, an age-range below which 

the positive educational value of 'team teaching' is 

undermined by negative aspects of even the partial 'trans

ference' of infant-mother relationships? 

It would be necessary here to consider the negative 

potential of both the child ~ the adult, though the 

latter study ~lould of course overlap with (b) above. 

No doilit more questions would occur to others. A recent author has 

fbund application of a similar Nursery 'model' to small groups of 

disturbed and disruptive adolescents in secondary school remedial 
. ts l 

un~ • 

THE 'WIDENING SCOPE' OF PSYCHOANALYTIC EDUCATION 

In a paper significantly entitled 'Psychoanalysis an~ education' given 

~ilson (1978). 
-
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in New York in 1954, Anna Freud employed the term 'education' in what 

she saw as "its wider sense, comprising all types of interference with 

the spontaneous processes of development (i,e, of the child)"l. The 

term 'in:terference' is, naturally, to be understood in purely empirical 

rather than emotive-moral terms. What is in effect here being mani

fested is the post-war emergence of Anna Freud as an authority on ~ 

the developmental stages of childhood psychology, upbringing and 

education, as studied by the specialist methods of child analysis. 

Anna Freud is in effect a childhood non-specialist par excellence, 

and many of her more recent endeavours have been aimed at "counter-

t • . 1· • ,,2 ac ~ng spec~a ~sat~on • 

With regard to the earliest phase of development - the infant's 'need 

satisfying' (pre-objectal, anaclitic) phase - although this may appear 

to be very distant from the material encolmtered by teachers of even 

the YOlmgest children in normal schools t Anna Freud points out that the 

attitudes of this phase "never become completely extinct (and) continue 

to \Ilderly the object-libidinal rela tionships,,3. Important consequences 

of this are noted for ego structure, some rudiments of which emerge in 

the first six months of life. 

A number of important questions are directed at teachers and educators, 

and Anna Freud asks:-

(1) How conversant need teachers be with analytical child 

psychology? Is there a minimum requirement? Optimum 

requirement? 

(ii) Should teachers be left to pursue their own studies in 

this respect? Where will the basic grounding in sources 

be ob tained? 

(iii) How much importance attaches to the question of personal 

analyses for teachers? 

lAnna Freud (1954a), Writ! IV 317 ngs, ,p. • 

2Writings, V, p.378. 

SWr! tings, IV, p. 324. 

-
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As regards (i) above, the vie\-l maintained here is that analytical 

child psychology provides teachers with probably the best-systematised 

and meaningful kind of applied psychology. By no means all the field 

of psychoanalysis is appropriate however, and emphasis would best be 

given to the following:-

(a) developmental-genetic aspects of metapsycholo~J, 

(b) object-relations and 'interpersonal-relations' workl , 

(c) studies of normality, learning, 'creativity' etc., 

Cd) ego psychology, with the ego mediating between id-
drives and the environment, 

(e) the general 'model' of mind and personality. 

Conversely, little interest need be shown by educationalists and 

teachers in the following areas of psychoanalysis - psychopathology and 

clinical aspects generally; technique of analysis; diagnostic indic~tions 

in their more sT)eci.alised fo~s; biographical 'analysis' an(l certain 

other applied areas. 

l'lith rezard to (ii) al>ove it '.wuld appear valid to argue for teacher

training establishments as being the obvious source of suc."1 preparative 

study. To this end parity would have to be given ~etween the various 

'educational psychologies', with the material noted in (a)-(e) above 

receiving coverage comparable to that more generally accorded to Piaget, 

Learning Theory, Psychometrics and so forth. 

The crucial teacher-pupil relation would in particular be open to 

greater understanding and enhancement by such an approach. Teaching, 

from the first encounter. is pre-eminently an activity centering upon 

a 'personal' medium, and it remains doubtful whether any approach based 

upon cognitive or learning theories can attain consistent practical 

results in the absence of adequate and mutual 'rapport' between teacher 

lIncluding I·telanie Klein's pioneering \'Iork in this area, whic!1 thus COines 
to have a significance for educators beyond that acknowledged in 
Chapter 9 (above). 
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and pupil, adult and child. Psychoanalytical constructs such as 

ambivalence, denial, reaction-formation, displacement, transference, 

counter-transference and so forth, have in the present writer's 

experience always proved most valuable and powerful instrwnents for 

elucidating the various aspects of the teacher-pupil relationship, 

based as it is upon the earlier parent-child relationship. 

It has been the experience of the present writer that children between 

7-11 years of age will frequently address the teacher with "Dad, is 

this alright?". or some variant thereof. The child has made an error 

in terms of fact, intellect and 'outer world' reality, but the teacher 

would compound that error with one of his own if he were to treat this 

'error' of the child's in the same manner as he would correct an 

error in numeracy or spelling. The affinity to the teacher which the 

child has unconsciously felt and inadvertently disclosed requires 

gentle and sincere handling, at the same time that the 'real facts' are 

being correctly aligned. 

No psychology which stands genuinely independent of Freud appears 

capable of handling these 'dual' aspects of the child's thought and 

behaviour as well as does psychoanalytic child psychology. 

The above does not, however, preclude the possibility that certain 

empathical1y-intuitive1y gifted 'natural' teachers have previously 

succeeded in effectively handling such situations. 

This raises the following issue. 

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PSYCHOANALYSIS OF TEACHERS 

To have undergo~e a personal analysis - even a successful one - could 

never in itself become a criterion of teacher adequacy. A more correct 

cri terion could however be the view that "teachers should have learned 

to know and to control their own conflicts before theY'begin educational 
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work"l. Barbara Low and Agatha Bowley2 are just ~.,o among many whose 

views coincided on this issue. The major criteria for teaching as a 

vocation may then well be the following:-

(a) personal-emotional stability, with adequate forms of 

conflict-resolution and preferably good 'rapport' 

with pupils, 

(b) academic competence with 'something to te.ach', 

(c) professional competence with an adequate grasp of the 

best available methods & techniques for presenting(b). 

An added (though optional, non-obligatory) 'bonus' would naturally be 

possession of the enigmatic 'charisma', or of some lesser form of pro

jection of oneself and one's message. 

Whilst it may be accepted that a personal analysis under the best 

circumstances may be expected to markedly further (a) above, it is 

the purpose of the present section to argue also for the efficacy of 

certain alternative approaches to the same goal. Such alternatives may 

for example become available through the following agencies:-

1. Exceptional Talents. In all historical periods the vocation of 
teacher has attracted certain innately gifted and environmentally 
fortunate individuals - 'exceptional persons' - who prove capable 
of meeting the particular needs and pressures of their era as 
expressed in the teaching relationship. Socrates may be taken as 
the proto-archetype, though unknown others must have existed before 
him. 

2. Spiritual Experience. The historical validity and' efficacy of certain 
forms of 'spiritual experience' is too well-documented to ignore. 
For millenia now, untold numbers of human beings have shown the 
ability to surmount appalling obstacles on the strength of faith in 
what is, to science, not demonstrable. From Moses, 'the Prophets and 
Jesus. through centuries of Apostles, Hystics and others, to our 
own period and figures such as Dietrich Bonhoeffer an4 ~artin Luther 
King, vast personal energy reserves and insights have been thus made 
available for the service of others. 

lAnna Freud (l929~). (l930a, Lect.4), writin~. I, p.l31. 

2 
Bowley, A., (1948), 'The teaching of psycholoey in training colleges', 
New Er., 29, (7), 150-152. 

-
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3. Exceptional ~odels. Occasionally an individual of exceptional 

ability, however produced, may stimulate similar achievement in 
pq:>ils. The classic example would be Socrates, who taught Plato, 
who taught Aristotle. In our own time one thinks of examples of 
close co-operation in sciences - for example the brilliant physicist 
pair of Lawrence Bragg and his father, and the brilliant biochemist 
pair of J. B. S. Haldane and his father. Also included here - though 
cf. S below - would be Anna Freud and her father. 

4. Other 'Psychic Organizers'. (See: Chapter 12). 

5. Combinations. Any of the above with perhaps further involvement 
of 'self analysis', didactic analysis, serious and extended study 
of psychoanalytic child psychology etc. 

Thus the possible ways of attaining the goal of mature, adequate 

functioning as a teacher become, at least in the above analysis, diverse 

and theoretically plentiful. The personal experiences, attitudes and 

inclinations of the individual teacher will probably continue to exercise 

the over-riding part in selecting the most appropriate path. It would 

therefore be erroneous to rigorously advocate any ~ method or approach, 

as also to exclude any of the possible methods which are variously 

avai1able. 

THE ROLE OF TEACHER AND RELATIONAL 'SETS' 

In a talk before student-teachers and given during one of her early 

American lecture-tours I Anna Freud warned that "There are three great 

dangers that threaten the school teacher"l. These dangers were then 

noted as:-

(a) working with a single, narrow age-range of children, and 

thereby failing to properly understand or relate to the 

developmentally earlier and later stages together with 

their differing educational needs and peculiarit~es, 

lWritings, V, p.SSO. 
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(b) loss of adequate perspective between the adult world 

and the world of children, particularly by losing adult 

values and proportions, 

ec) beComing too attached to individual children. 

This latter error may then lead to a 'hardening' of perSonality defences 

against the pain of repeated separation, for example at the end of 

each school year; and to conflict with parents, who are the rival 

though legitimate guardians of the child. 

The teacher's role in its relation to the child should not be such 

as to encourage the home situation to develop to any large extent in 

school, and "It is the privilel?,e of the teacher to introduce the 

child to a ne\1 experience ••• not 1ileI"-~ly to duplicate hi3 eXp':;riences 

wit~in the fanily"l. The teacher is thus neither 'mother' nor 

'therapist', and the proper teacher role has its limits transgressed 

as soon as the teacher seeks a relationship with the c~ild as close 

as that between parent and child. 

These valuable insights into the constraints operating upon the teacher's 

role reflect, inevitably, the constraints of the underlying discipline 

of child analysis i.e. we are still largely within the framework of 

a psychology of the individual, or perhaps of the 'dyadic couple' to 

use Henry Dick's interpersonal-relations term. The teacher must seek 

additional perspectives on his role, multi-faceted as this is. From 

a sociological viewpoint . for example the teacher's role is clearly 

endangered by:-

(i) role-fragmentation: teachers serve many masters and must 

face many directions - pupils, curriculun, hea~teacher, 

school Bovernorsi I.e.a. and D.E.S., each with their 

requirements, advisers and inspectors; parents, liaison 

committees and society at large, 

lwritings, V, p.564. 
-
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(ii) bureaucratisation: increasingly in complex societal 

institutions roles tend towards stereotypy and repe

tition, with consequent impoverishment and loss of 

flexibility, originality, role-satisfaction and other 

aspects. 

A social-psychological (group) perspective provides not only an alter

native view, but also a necessary corrective to any over-emphasis 

upon the teaching role as being dominated by individual pupil-teacher 

relations. From experiences largely gathered in class groups of the 

order of 30 children, with sub-grouping in terms of table-groups of 

6 children each in 5 inward-facing groups, the following distinct 'sets' 

of relationships are noted:-

I a set of teacher-child relations (30 members) 

II a set of teacher-group relations (5 members) 

III a set of teacher-class relations (1 member) 

IV complex sets of fluctuating members, consisting of 

teacher-small group «6 children) relations; and of 

co~e all the varying inter-relations between 

children themselves. 

These various 'sets' of interpersonal-relations are by no means merely 

theozetical, and are arrived at by observation of such behavioural 

indices as prolonged eye-contact (pupil to teacher) and persistent 

approach patterns (pupil to teacher). The various predominating 

inter-relations can be sensed readily; are subject to such external 

influences as are commonly structured into school work; and should 

constantly be taken into consideration by the teacher as the following 

chart shows (Fig. XXV). 



Phase of Day 

Before 09.00 hI's 

09 .00 -09.15 hI'S 

09.15-09.30 hrs 

09. 30-J. 0.30 hrs 

10.30-10.45 hI'S 

16.45-12.00 hI'S 

12.00-12.30 hI'S 

12.30-13.00 hI'S 

13.00-14.30 hrs 

14.30-14.45 hrs 

14.45-15.45 hrs, 

FIG. XXV 

Inter-Personal Relational 'Sets' Predominating 
Through Typical Primary Schoolday 

Major Activity 

Arriving at school, cloakroom, classroom 

Registration; task allocation 

Morning Assembly 

Group Work 

Break. Playtime 

Classwork 

'Family-group' lunch 

Break. Playtime 

Individual-choice work 

Break. Playtime 

Games (outdoors) 

Predominant 1 
Relational 'Set' 

I 

III, then II 

III 

II then I 

I & IV 

III then' I 

I & IV 

I & IV 

IV then I 

I 

III & II 
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The suggestions contained in Fig. xxv are naturally neither exhaustive 

nor exclusive of other possibilities. 'Games' for example could be 

organised on the basis of individual ~1Orl< followed by small-sroup work, 

(Set I followed by Set II), as opposed to small-group practice followed 

by class game (Set II followed by Set III). What ~ important is the 

wide range of possibilities observed in anyone teaching day. 

On the whole, and by way of 'consolation' to the teacher, children 

tolerate quite wide-ranging variations and 'contradictions' in the 

manner in which the teacher variously relates to the class, class-groups 

and individuals within groups. Even an individual who has behaved 

perfectly will accept criticism of his otherwise badly-behaved table

group, and may be heard afterwards repeating to his peers the teacher's 

admonition that "such things will not be tolerated". As an example of 

Anna Freud's mechanism of 'identification with the aggressor', this 

would seem to be one indication of ho\'1 normal children manifest a 'set' 

of internal object-relations which corresponds with their experienced 

'set' of external personal relations. 

EMOTIONAL INVOLVE;·1ENT 11 PHYSICAL CONTACTS: 
INDICATIONS & CONTPA-INDICATIONS 

With the great weight of her authority behind her. Anna Freud has stated 

that "On the whole, bodily contact should be left to the mother. This 

is true for children of all ages ••• The communication between teacher 

and child should take a form different to that of physical contact"l. 

The teacher should take 'an objective attitude' which is 'warm' without 

being 'involved'. In this way, "emotional involvements cannot develop 
1 to a dangerous extent" • 

Now there is a great deal of hard-earned truth and professional wisdom 

in such advice, particularly when aimed at the younger or less-experienced 

1An•1a Freud (1952b). Writines.IV, p.565. 
-
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teacher, who in general lacks (a) the ability to correctly interpret 

children's behaviour, (b) the ability to adequately control or usefully 

divert his own responses and (c) an established professional 'image' 

and parental confidence. On the other hand the experienced teacher 

might well ask in exasperation 'How then, are we to teach such accepted 

areas of curd culum as modern gymnastics, contact sports such as rugby 

and even hand,.rri ting?' if all physical contact is prohibited. 

It is probably correct to interpret I\nna Freud's 'prohibi tion' as referrin,,; 

more to day-to-day and T'loment-to-!1ornent (srontaneol1s) interpersonal

relational contact, t~an to the more or less universally accepted teacher

appliecl contacts necessitated by certain aspects of senool cU!"ricul un 

and organisation. In addition to those examples questioned abov~, these 

latter areas might range all the way from assisted 'dressing' and lining

up of small infants, to carrying a fallen child off the playground, 

to rnan.'1andling the break-up of an older pupil's group-fight or similar 

incident. Nevertheless, 1he potential 'dangers' of physical contact are 

nO"Nhere more clearly seen than in a physical education field such as 

Modern Olympic gymnastics, as the following indicates. 

Whilst many Primary schoolchildren can in gymnastics be taken on to 

an adequate and fulfilling stage of attainment by methods - i.e. verbal 

and demonstration techniques - involving negligible physical contact 

with an adult, soostantial nunbers of other pupils are by no means so 

easy to cater for. In particular, and in keeping wi th their immediate 

task-requirements and 'second-order' (sUblimated) task satisfaction, these 

more advanced pupil-gymnasts denand methods of assistance often requiring 

much strenuous physical preparation and manipulation of joints and limbs. 

GYMHASTICS: A PRELIMINARY APPLICATION OF THE 
rHETAPSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE' APPP-OACH 

Over a coaching period of 5-6 years, reliance was placed on the pupil's 

own motivation and interests to bring forward a self-selected group 
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requiring more advanced coaching. This group (N=60-70) was composed 

almost entirely of girls aged 8-11 years, who were initially identified 

as having passed B.A.G.A. Awards '4' and '3' of the schemel for Primary 

Schools, and were now preparing for B.A.G.A. Awards '2' and '1'. 

It was found that the responses of these pupils to what is here termed 

'close-contact-coaching' could be classified into 4 major groups, by 

\Be of both ed u:ational (task) criteria and cri teria provided by the 

Hampstead Metapsychological (diagnostic) Profile. In each category

group there are important differences in the recommendations for 

fUrther educational practice (Fig. XXVI). These various indications 

and advices may be summarised as follows:-

Task-performance 

, 
j. 

, I 

Pupils Task 
Orientated ---<

adequate. 
Close-Contact Coaching , 
~ Contra-Indicated. 

Standard 
B.A.G.A. 
Exercises 

Task-performance 
poor. 

Task-performance 

~
adequate. 

Pupils Not 
Task Orientated 

Task Performance 
(cr. Pi,. XXVI) poor. 

Close-Contact Coaching 
is contra-indicated 

The question of any potential symbolic significance attaching to even the 

reduced level of physical contact acceptable in certain teaching situations 

presents an important area of professional concern. Though the issues 

involved are complex, the above is clearly indicative of the possible 

value of psychoanalytic-diagnostic criteria in clarifying courses of 

action for teachers. 

1 
B.~.G.A. Awards Scheme (British Amateur Gymnastics Association, Slou~h, 
Bu..;ks). 



FIG. XXVI 

Classification of Pupil-Responses to Gymnastics Coaching: 
Applied Diagnostic Profile Approach 

PUPIL RESPONSE: task-orientated but poor task-performance; manifests dis
appointment, opts out of further exercise. 

A: DIAGNOSIS: premature task-selection; lacks reality judgement or has 
enhanced need of ego-gains. 

B: 

c: 

RECQ1MENDATION: return to simpler exercise-gradient; postponement of advanced 
work. utilise any appropriate teaching methods. 

PUPIL RESPONSE: task-orientated with adequate task-performance; manifests 
pleasure -related to actual attainment. 

DIAGNOSIS: optimum task-level; good ego control & reality-sense. 

RECOMMENDATION: continue carefully to successive skill-levels; utilise any 
appropriate teaching methods. 

PUPIL RESPONSE: non task-orientated, poor task-performance; smiling, giggling 
and other facial behaviours suggest manifest pleasure unrelated 
to task-attainment. 

DIAGNOSIS: inappropriate task-selection; lack of ego-control, permitting 
undisguised gratification at libidinal-erotic (id) level. 

RECOHMENDATION: return to simpler exercise-gradient; postponement of advanced 
work; avoid close-contact coaching methods. 

PUPIL RESPONSE: partly task-orientated; adequate task-performance, but facial 
behaviours suggest manifest pleasure unrelated to task-attainment. 

D: DIAGNOSIS: optimal gymnastic skill-level and task-selection, but close
contact coaching has symbolic-libidinal significance; ego 
reality-sense immature. 

RECOMt1ENDATION: continue to successive skill-levels t but avoid close-contact 
coaching methods for time being. 
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It may be poInted out, mDre generally, that if the school wishes to 

do full j~stice to its curriculum'obligations then it cannot afford 

to consid0r any 'problem of physical contact' wholly from the psycho

analyst's viewpoint. If the school failed to proVide a full curriculum, 

the outerworld might well judge that the general normality and 'average 

expectable developmental level' of pupils should have induced us to be 

more professionally'daring'. 

'REAL' RT:LATIONSHIPS T3ETHEEN TEACHER AND TAUGHT 

In follovTing up the advice regarding the general inadvisability of physical 

contact bet\-."een teachers and pupils. Anna Freud goes on to say that 

from a vie~/point gr~)\mded in psychoanalytic child psychology the teacher 

"will lOOK at the individual child in terms of his personality structure, 

i.e. not as a unified being but as a being consisting of several parts"l. 

The 'several pal~st are of course conceptualised as the three classic' 

agencies of orthodox psychoanalysis, namely. the drives, the ego and 

the superego. 

Exa~ples are illustrated which have direct relevance to teachers and 

normal schooling, e.g. 'surface' remnants of drives are still clearly 

visible in the average 6 year old's behaviour. as' shown by thunb

sucking, rocking, masturbation, aggressiveness, showing off, 'dirty' 

language and interests; the nursery-teacher deals more or less directly 

with the child's drives whereas the schoolteacher deals largely with 

the child's ego; the older child, having a more developed super-ego, 

requires greater scope for self-solution of moral dilemmas. 

Despite the excellence of these examples and the demonstrable applicability 

of the drive-ego-superego 'model' to teaching problems, there is a 

potential drawback to the above-quoted phrase 'not as a unified being, but 

-
lAnna Freud (l952D). Writings, IV, p.565. 
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as a being consisting of several parts'. The danger here is that the 

incautious. uncaring or otherwise ill-advised teacher may actually 

relate or attempt to relate to such a 'part-child'. and thereby will 

risk losing or never experiencing the 'real child'. The problem would 

seem analogous to that of the therapist-child analyst who relates 

predominantly to the patient's transference aspect, and risks losing 

the 'real relationship' and perhaps also the 'real' patient-person. 

The implications here are wide, and would impinge upon the validity of 

any model of personality which one chose to employ. 

From a psychoanalytical standpoint Anna Freud has in fact argued for 

"the realization that analyst and patient are also two real people ••• 

in a real personal relationship to each other"l. The subsequent 

qualification of this and related remarks as being "technically sub

versive thoughts"l has however led some authors to ob~ect ~. 

It will be recalled that the question of real versus phantasiGed rela

tionships fonned t!1e discussion-content to the seminar paper delivered 

at the Hampstead ChilJ-Thera~y Clinic during t~e present writer'::? visit 

tilere in 19773• On that occasion, and with a subtlety which probably • 

few.could follow in practice, Anna Freud distinguished between a 'real' 

real-realtionship and a 'phantasised' real-relationship. Such delicate 

distinctions may in themselves become counter-productive, and in the 

hands of opponents of a different theoretical persuasion could lead to 

concept assassination. In the absence of any widely-accepted criteria 

relating to finer distinctions of 'real' and 'phantasised' relationships, 

it would be difficult to refute further elaboration and reversal of any 

conceptual status quo. 

1 Anna Freud (1954C), Writings, IV, p.373. 

2Stone (1975). 

3 Cf. Chapter 7. 

.. 
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A fuller consideration of these problems from a technical-analytical 

stance is giveb by Ralph Greensonl , "lho indicates the relevance of 

the 'total object-relations' views of authors such as Ronald Fairbairn 

and Leo stone. 

My own view is that the teacher should not ignore even such markedly 

provisional conceptual models as are discussed above, particularly when 

these theoretical ideas promise application to the central area of 

concern subsumed under the heading 'teacher-pupil interpersonal relations'. 

After any concept-analysis however, we should strive to regain a fuller 

synthesis. More than that, we should seek never to lose contact with 

that complex synthesis we term 'the person', even though with childhood 

we must acknowledge that the synthesis within the individual is as yet 

inoo~plete and possesses aspects of transitoriness. Our criteria do 

not as yet exist to enable us to define further or to offer greater 

precision. In the personal-relational sense teaching probably as yet 

remains an art rather than science, and the teacher needs to develop 

sensitivity. aesthetic and personal qualities, in addition to enhancing 

intellectual strategies and augmenting reproducible professional 

knowledge. 

In suggesting that the Primary schoolchild presents a 'real person' as 

the fundamental focus of our educational efforts we enter the realm 

of educational philosophy. The views maintained here are quite possibly 

incompatible with the model offered by classical-orthodox psychoanalysis, 

though less so with the conceptually richer 'object-relations' theories 

of personality and social interaction, On this particular issue the 

present study perhaps leans more to thlspirit of Martin Buber's 'I and 

1 Greenson (1971). 



thou ,1, than to the letter of Freud's 'drives-ego-superego' • A 'real 

relationship' approach will naturally reduce the professional 'distance' 

between teacher and taught, and thereby bring greater emotional-social 

difficulties to all. The teacher therefore must look carefully at 

his own emotional and social vulnerability. 

ADDENDA: SCHOOL PHOBIA & OTHER 'FAILURES' 

The notion of 'inhibition' is very old in psychoanalysis, and gave rise 

to many observations on learning failures, on intellectual conditions 

of 'imbecility', 'pseudoimbecility' and so on and the school phobias 

and similar conditions. Anna Freud early distinguished 'ego restriction' 

from ego inhibition2, and has more recently shown a thorough grasp of 

the accumulated literature in the area of learning problems3• 

A nunber of the more important contributions in this area have made use 

of Anna Freud's concepts and innovations4, whilst colleagues of Anna 

Freud's at Hampstead have also made independent contributions of their 

ownS. Most recently, the Hampstead Diagnostic Profile has ,been employed 

to illustrate and differentially diagnose apparently similar cases of 

school phobia6• 

~uber. M., (1937), I and Thou, Edinburgh & New York. 

2Anna Freud (1936a). 

3Anna Freud (1975c). 

4Blanchard (1946), E. Klein (1949), Pearson (1952), Rosen (1955), Buxbaum 
(1964), Sperling (1964), Newman et al.(1973). 

SHellman (1954), Berger & Kennedy (1975). 

6Hayman (1978). 
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SlJ:1HARY OF CHAPTER 10 

1. Anna Freud has contributed to Education (a) as a schoolteacher, 

(b) as a training-analyst and curriculum organiser and lecturer, 

(c) as a developmental psychologist. The contributions derived 

from (c) offer the most valuable help to latter-day Primary 

specialists. 

2. The super-ego concept in Freud's revised structtlr'al theory was 

from the 1920's onwards shown to be a valuable ally to teachers in 

their dealings wi th the child. This was particularly the case in 

situations requiring the jooicio\.B \.Be of authority and discipline. 

3. The super-ego concept was rejected both in theory and in practice 

by certain educators, and anarchical educational situations resulted. 

4. The 'general process of education' is viewed as being best served by 

a 'middle road' approach, which effects a balance between the child's 

biological nature and the needs of the socio-cultural environment. 

The pragmatic psychoanalytical grounds for such a view are closely 

aligned with a particular stream of moderate educational philosophy. 

5. The 'new education' provided by psychoanalytic thinking in the 

1930's \-las useful to educators by (a) offering criticism of 

existing method, (b) offering insight into teacher-pupil ~lations 

based as these are upon earlier pa~nt-child models, (c) offering 

therapeutic 'repair' to children deemed in need. 

More recent analytic contributions were identified as stemming 

from (i) a thorough-going developmental theory (cf. Chapter 9), 

(ii) a multi-stage 'model' of thinking processes (cf. Chapter 12) 

and (iii) a detailed coverage of educational 'pathology' (cf. note 

14. this Summary). 

6. Attention was drawn to the particular efficacy of the small, vertically

streamed school as a source of observation and study in both individual 

and group dynamics. 
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7. Freud's later work on anxiety was shown by Anna Freud to have 

definite application to 'free-choice' learning situations. The 

pupil may in certain circumstances be motivated by fear of 

anxiety, rather than by the positive appeal of curricular materials. 

8. Other instances of the educational manifestations and 'uses' of 

anxiety are considered. 

9. Attention was drawn to Anna Freud's great clarification of applied 

(educational) psychoanalysis into 4 major chronological phases. 

These were:-

I: Phase of sexual enlightenment. 

II: Phase of consideration for conflict, conscience, anxiety, 

III: Phase of freedom for aggression. 

IV: Phase of mother-infant relationship predominance. 

A fifth and recent phase was here suggested as being discernable, and 

Has tenned 'Phase of dominance of a thorou~h-9ioinp; developmental 

theory and model o~ Mind'. 

It is now also noted that the above-phases may be further and more. 

generally characterised as reflecting a predominance of:-

Trieb (Drive) Psychology • •• (Phase I) 1 (c.1905) 1 A: 
(c.1925) B: EGo Psycholor,y • •• 1 (Phases II & III) 

(c.1945) C: Object-Relations Psychology • •• (Phases rv & 

10. An atte:"'lpt Wrt~ !'lade to align Infant School practices ,.,it~ Tl'larti:ne 

and subseqlent work on evacuee-c:lildren and mother-substitutes. 

V) 

11. The recent 'Hidening scope of psydloanalysis' has from t~c 1950's 

identified new areas of application and interest to teachers and 

also renewed some older arguments. Included here were discussions 

of Ca) the definition of education, (b) the kinds of psychology 

and particularly the areas of psychoanalysis of most relevance to 

teachers, (c) the question of the 'training in analysis' of teachers. 

12. Alternatives to the psychoanalysing of teachers were listed and 

briefly discussed. All were held to be of enduring potential 

validity. 
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13. Detailed observational data and discussion were presented on 

certain poorly-researched areas which it is felt become more 

amenable to insightful study with the application of recent 

child analysis concepts and theories. Topics covered included:

(a) the role of teachers, 

(b) the various inter-relational 'sets' between teacher 
and pupils, 

(c) the question of emotional involvement and physical 
contact between teachers and pupils, 

(d) application of metapsychological diagnoses to 
educational prognoses in a specific curriculum area 
(gynmastics and physical education), 

(e) the question of a 'real' relationship between teacher 
and pupil, 

(f) educational philosophy in 'personal' or 'professional' 
frameworks. 'tfuether these two are necessarily dissonant 
remains unanswered. 

14. An 'addenda' briefly indicates the wealth of psychoanalytic work 

available on such aspects of schooling as school phObia, backwa~dness 

and pseudobackwardness, differential diagnoses and so forth. 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

SUBLIMATION-NEUTRALISATION VERSUS EGO REGRESSION: 

A NEW LOOK AT AN OLD PROBL&1 
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THE PROBLEM AND A FALSE DETOUR BY STUDENT-TEACHERS 

To noviciate student-teachers in training the great problem on their 

professional horizon assumes very different shape and form when com

pared both before and after the 'baptism of fire' lightly referred to 

as 'first teaching practice'. 

Prior to actual experience of facing alone one's first class of children 

the professional concern of greatest moment is seen as the need to 

develop expertise in cUt'ricular material and method. In other words. 

the intending teacher needs to know with confidence that he or she 

has marshalled an available repertoire of 'things to teach'. To this 

end and. particularly in the case of the average non-specialist Primary 

teacher, short courses by all departments of the colleges are avidly 

attended, and usually take in Art-Craft. Science. Geography, History, 

R.E., English. or their variants. Huch time and effort are also spent 

in the manufacture and systematisation of work-cards, visual-aids and 

untried specimen lesson-plans, whilst potentially-useful paraphernalia 

of all kinds is eagerly amassed. Matchboxes, tea-cards, pressed flowers, 

magazine pictures, books of poems, famous people. inventions and so 

forth. were just a few of the materials gathered by this particular 

student. 

Great peace of mind then befalls the as yet uninitiated student-teacher 

when, by dint of herculean labour, he is finally satisfied that now he 

can teach because now he has something ready to teach. All that remains - -
1s to be brought into the presence of some fortunate class of pupils. 

Thus prepared, the expectant novice proceeds to the 'first teaching 

practice'. At this point, and unless one is extremely unfortunate, the 

rude shock of this primal encounter with a class of school-children 

will ensure that nothing will ever again be quite the same in the manner 

with which children are approached as objects of our teaching efforts. 

For children are simply not the passive-receptive aud'ienee we deceived 

ourselves into expecting them t~ be. The idol of cu~iculum-orientation 

lies shattered. Can it be replaced? 
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THE PROBLEH RESTATED AITER FIRST TEACHING-~ACTICE 

Following experiences such as those indicated above the student-teacher 

is forced to re-assess his professional priorities, if not indeed the 

actual choice of vocation. Since it is now realised one cannot teach 

anything to children who refuse to be quiet, attentive and generally 

positive in attitude, the new problem becomes that of motivation and 

work organisation, of discipline and personal relations. of the child as 

an INDIVIDUAL· rather than merely a member of a class. 

In the language of educational philosophy the problem is that of the 

dilemma between 'child-centred and subject-eentred' teaching; of 

'pe~issive -versus- restrictive' educational practices; of 'freedom and 

authority'! in school; of encouragement versus coercion and of po1ar

iseUon -versus- mutual accommodation of all these alternatives. 

In the language of everyday experience it is the problem of what to do 

about the child's spontaneous expression - particularly of aggressive 

and negative kinds - before being able effectively to present prepared 

curricular material and work strategies. 

In the language of psychoanalysis it is the problem of the child's 

instinctual arives and wishes versus his ego-syntonic attitudes and 

socialised behaviours. 

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

This dilemma which faces the contemporary student-teacher has been 

well-known to educators throughout the centuries. Indeed, the enduring 

quality of the social-educational problem is further indication - if any 

were needed - of the enduring (i.e. psycho-biological and instinctual) 

source of the difficulties encountered in teaChing children. 

Fortunately for us great artists have on occasion captured classroom 

scenes f~om earlier centuries. A convenient collection of some of these 

art-works is available under the duspices of UNESCO, and this :orms the 

~antock, G. H., (1952). Freedom and Authority in Education, London, 
Faber. 
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library source for the following observations l • 

Peter Breughel the Elder's 'A Donkey at School' painted in BelgUim in 

1556 (op. cit. Plate l~), and Albert Anker's 'The Village School' 

painted in Europe in 1896 (op. cit. Fig 20b). both show identical 

situations separated by three and a half centuries. In each one there 

is a central, authoritative, cane-wielding adult attempting by coercive 

means to gain the attention of a large class of pupils. All around, 

meanwhile, are the varied responses of individual children - some cowed 

and intimidated, some bored and distracted, some rebellious and defiant 

- and far from having any homogeneity, still less a purposeful hetero

geneity, these scenes are inevitably chaotic and educationally sub

versive. They graphically symbolise the arrogance and peculiar tyranny 

of those who attempt to teach solely on the basis of what they them

selves have learned and intend to dispense to others irrespectively. 

Alphonse Legro's 'The Geography Lesson' (op. cit. Fig. 20c) from the 

late 19th century, depicts a small group of seven children clustered 

about a large central globe and their teacher. The atmosphere is "warm 

and personal", and the female teacher radiatea an aura of intense 

dedication to her subject. Nevertheless, even here close inspection 

reveals that "the pupil's interest is as diffused as it could be in 

any other classroom". Three girls are gazing into far distances, the 

boy nearest the mistress is looking up at her in a manner which suggests 

that he sees her as a woman rather than as an academic, and only one 

of the seven is actually concentrating upon the teacher's hands on the 

globe. 

In complete contrast to the above we find a nU"1ber of art -'-lO",ks denicting 

what is undoubtedly the ~1eal teach:ng situation, involvin: ~ one-to-one 

relationship of complete trust and ;'lholehearted absorption in the stBject 

of study. Four in particular deserve close scrutiny: a Roman fresco 

~an Through His Art, Vol.~, 'Eo~cation'. Unesco-Paris and Educational 
Productions Ltd., London 1966. 
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painting of the 1st-century B.C. depicting a mother instructing her 

young daughter in the reading of ritual texts (op. cit. Plate 2); an 

early 16th century stone sculpture from France, 'St. Anne Tea~~ing the 

Virgin' (op. cit. Plate 13 and Figs. l3a, b) depicting a young child 

studying the psalter at the side of an older woman; Jacques de Gheyn II's 

early 17th century drawing from Holland showing 'Mother and Child' 

intent upon a picture-book (op. cit. Plate 16); and Renoir's study in 

oils c.1888, of 'A Child Drawing' (op. cit. Plate 20), which portrays 

a small boy "completely engrossed in the patterns he is creating for 

himself". 

To the extent that teachers can approach the individual-orientated 

learning situations alluded to in the description of these last four 

art-works, to that extent will they best harness the energies and interests 

of their pupils. Teaching thus becomes, ideally, a relationship in 

which "the child is taught through the engagement of its own interests 

by a teacher sensitive and sympathetic to the nature of the individual 

mind"l. 

Large classes and groups clearly present their own problems in this respect, 

though a study of so-called 'modern teaching methods' can assist the 

beginner. Other difficulties stem from the very nature of the child's 

'individual mind', and it is to this that we now return in order to 

assess the eontribution of ehild psychoanalysis. 

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND THE 'PROB~ATIC ID' 

As a psychology of human motivation and behaviour, psychoanalysis began 

with a theory of unconscious instinctual drive-forces2• For his age, 

laden down with restrictive social attitudes and individual repressions, 

we can with hindsight see that for. many Freud represented - as did in 

~an Throu~h His Art, Vol.4, OPe cit., p.62, Unesco (Par.is & London). 

2Freud (1900A), Chap. VII. 
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their own way the 'Fauves' such as Hatisse in the world of painting -

an avant garde which held out the promise of a new look, a new hearing 

not only for the more individual but also for the more 'natural', the 

biologically-closer, the less culturally~refined and even the more 

immediate and cruder aspects of human personality and behaviour. 

For the present purpose the central concept of this early psychoanalytic 

approach is taken to be Freud's use of 'instinctual impulse' or 'instinctual 

drive' (Ger. 'Trieb'). It is characteristic of 'Trieb' that it is "a 

powerful, striving, imperative force within a living organism"l. Such 

forces are the impulsive source behind all the 'unwanted', uncontrolled 

or unrefined outburs ts and behaviours which children can and do mani fest 

in school situations. 

The great problem. in both the philosophical and practical senses for 

the teacher, is the enduring quality of these biological drive-forces 

underlying all later structural levels of psychological and social 

(inter-personal) functioning. Freud himself stated the matter most 

succinctly, pointing at the same time to the poor efficacy of repression 

as one widely employed 'remedy':-

••• "the repressed ins tinctual impulse never ceases 
to strive for complete satisfaction, ~lhich \"ould 
consist in the repeti tion of a primary experience 
of satisfaction. No substitute or reaction form
ations, nor sublimations will suffice to remove 
the reP:.2ssed instinctual impulse's persisting 
tension" • 

Subsequently, and follo\·1ing the emergence of psychoanalyt ic 'structural 

theory' in the 1920's, that part of the personality which contains the 

instinctual drive-forces became known as the 'Id'. It is characteristic 

~'4elberg, L., (1968), Encylopaedia of Psychoanalysis, p.l97, Coll.i.er
Hac.'1illan, London. 

2 Freud (l920G), p.56. 

• 
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of the tId' that its manifestations, in addition to the enduring, 

imperative, striving quality emphasised above, are marked by illogic, 

timelessness and lack of general conscious quality; are dictated by 

the 'pleasure principle' rather than the 'reality principle'; and 

operate via such 'primary processes' as reversal, condensation and 

generalised displacement. 

This then is the 'problematic Id' confronting childhood educators and 

schoolteachers. Its properties clearly place it in opposition to the 

best efforts of the school. Its energies apparently persist as long 

as the organism continues to function. Most importantly, both theory 

and practice lead us to the conclusion that the 'Id' is refractory to 

many of our teaching media and educational tools - such as logic, 

demonstration, rationalisation and verbalisation, external conformity 

and compromise. The hopeful suggestion is held out that the refract

oriness of the Id is less evident in the face of deflection, sublimation 

and indirect ego-mediated approaches. 

The attitude and policy of society when faced with the 'problematic Id' 

in whatever form it is described has - with a small number of outstanding 

exceptions - been to mobilise coercive discipline and repressive 

restrictions. More recently, since circa 1920, an avant garde of 

progressive and liberal philosophers and teachers has recommended and 

practised forms of schooling which are both tolerant and encouraging to 

the manifest expression of the content of the child's Id. and it is to 

these that we now direct a critical look. 

EXPRESSIONIS:l IN IfODERN EDUCATION. A PHILOSOPHY OF EXCESS? 

According to the influential and well-informed Plowden Committee of the 

late 1960's. the progressive edu:ational thinkers of the 18th and 19th 

centuries - writers such as Rousseau (1712-1778), Pestalozzi (1746-1827) 

and Froebel (1792-1952) - exercised only a limited and indirect influence 
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upon general teaching styles in schoolsl • In the 20th century the 

progressive - in some cases almost libertine - educationalists who first 

attempted to rationalise the use of early psychoanalytic ideas -

workex:s such as Lane, Neill, Russell, Pyke and others in England, and 

Bernfeld,Hoffer and others in Austria2 - had still to face great 

testing times and disappointments. What is suggested here is that the 

child's 'problematic Id' lay at the root of the differing troUbles of 

all these educational philosophies, and largely explains the 'cool' or 

even hostile attitude of other sections of society when presented with 

strongly 'child centred' notions and theories. 

If we take as the over-riding criterion of these various 'progressive' 

approaches the fact that the children were involved in situations 

where they "acted on impulse with the teacher indirectly suggesting 

what they should do,,3 t then it is indeed a relatively simple matter 

to formulate a damaging critique of the teaching methods presumed to 

be in vogue. 

Thus, teaching approaches Which actively encourage the child in the 

direct expression of undisguised Id~aterial appear to have accepted 

as their principal rationale the following 'equations': 

A: Expression = E~ucational Progress = Good Practice 

B: Repression = Lack of Progress = Poor Practice 

It is undoubtedly to the credit of such a view that it reco~nises the 

dangers and poor educational efficaC)' of repression, and of those 

social-educational ~aradigEDS comrlementin1 renres~{on r-rorer.. ~n the 

other hand Id-expression itself b an unpredictable and d ~..llJ.iOUf; al1~r I 

and to court it runs tl1e risk o~ failing to recognise ?olso t;1e validity 

lChildren and Their Primary Schools: Report 
for Education (England), Vol.l, Sectn.S10. 

2Cf• Chapter 2. 

3Armytage (l975b), Pt.II, p.323. 

of The Central Advisory Co~mcil 
London, ~.~.S.O., 1967. 
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of the following equations:-

c: Expression = Gratification of Impulse 

D: Gratification = Danger of Fixation and Rejection of 
Further Developmentj'Progress 

Additionally of course. and particularly in the case of aggressive 

impulses. such gratification (expression) may lead to all manner of 

destructi ve and controversial or tmacceptable social consequences. 

A classic example of the above danger is neatly illustrated by a boy 

described by both Aichhorn and Anna Freud. who from his sixth year was 

permitted the immediate gratification of every sexual wish - including 

coitus with his mother! IUs development was thereby stunted and fixated, 

since "By the actual fulfillment of his childhod wishes he was saved 
1 the necessity of traversing the whole laborious path towards adulthood" • 

A further example from Anna Freud's early c~se-material is the six 

year old obsessional girl patient. who on being allowed to openly 

express her anal interests at home thereupon ceased to make any further 
2 progress or contribution in her analytical hour. This latter case is 

especially valuable as it also illustrates a further intervention by 

the analyst, who actively prohibited the unwelcome Id-expression then 

being indulged in at home. This later intervention resulted in a 

rapid resumption of therapeutic (re-educational) work in the prescribed 

analytical hour. 

Psychoanalytic observations such as those described above seem to concur 

well with statements by psychologists of differing theoretical background. 

Maslow3 , for example, notes that "gratified needs are not active 

motivators". Hore pertinently, and citing Anna Freud's work closely, 

l'Short-circuiting' of development; Anna Freud (l930a). Writings. It pp. 
127-128. 

2/,nna Freud (l927a), Writings, I. pp.62-64. 

3 A. H. Maslow, (1943). 'A theory of h~~an motivation'. Psychol. Rev. 
50, 370. 
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James Anthoney sees the school disciplinary failures of A. S. Neill -

whose approach was "more appropriate to pathology, therapy and the 

clinic than to normal schools and children"l - as resulting from the 

out-of-context use of piecemeal psychoanalytic ideas, the failure to 

emphasise the ego as the central, reasoning mediator and the failure 

to solve the problem of producing a 'free child' who was still lovable. 

As Anna Freud herself had earlier noted when reviewing the fate of 

certain of the major 'phases of application,2 of psychoanalysis to 

education, "children with their aggression and destructiveness let 

loose were less lovable as human beings than they had been before,,3. 

UNACCEPTABILITY OF EGO-REGRESSION IN TEACHING SITUATIONS 

A further damaging and educationally-relevant criticism of any 

'philosophy of excessive expressionism' may now be put forward. An 

earlier section (Chapter 9) noted the crucial importance to educators 

of that part of the developing child known as the ego, and further the 

significance and negative quality for normal school situations of 

regression In ego functioning. In terms of the critique being discussed 

here it is now suggested that where the child is allowed to directly 

express Id-material, ego function inevitably suffers a req;ression - "where 

the Id is in expression, there the ego is in regression" would seem to 

neatly present the reverse of the freudian dictun regarding the positive 

course of mental development4• A similar and deleterious situation may 

be presumed to exist when the ego is subject to excess super-ego demands. 

In both instances processes of reasoning, insight into structured tasks, 

and problem-solving abilities generally - much of what ",e hold to be the 

child's educational requirement - would be severely hampered or 

obliterated. 

lAnthoney"{196$). 

2Cf• Chapter 10. 

3Writings, V, p.274 • 

... "Where Id was, there ego shall be", Fzoec.c..cl (1,!3A), Lect. XXXI. 

.. 
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As an educational argument the above is .. naturally. implicit in most 

of Anna Freud's work as an ego psychologist, and most particularly in 

her major post-war pUblication on childhood developmentl • 

The over-riding i~portance of the ego, to which we as teachers address 

ourselves in virtually all communication with the child, suggests that 

regression of the eso is in all instances unwelcome and unacceptable in 

school-based learning situations. Inevitably the school will, in meeting 

its accepted wider role, encounter childhood regressions e.g. in 

accidents, illnesses and such anxiety-provoking situations as occasionally 

arise alongside of learning proper (such as visits by the school dentist!). 

These latter regressions will require a provisional degree of acceptance 

and sympathy. What will remain as educationally unacceptable haNever 

is any regressive phenomenon which is judged inappropriate or non-'age

adequate' • 

Certain psychoanalytically-based therapies, such as those associated with 

Michael Balint, D. W. Winnicott and Guntrip, have employed when necessary 

a form of 'regression in the service of the ego' as a short-term goal. 

One may enquire however as to where and how in schools one could 

provide the privacy, security and one-to-one relationship which are 

essential for such a technique, even if valid? ~oreover, the teacher 

would then be dangerously close to assuming a therapeutic-contra

educational role, and as noted earlier2 Anna Freud has largely refuted 

the validity of any such therapeutic role for teachers. 

Most recently, and basing his views upon illuminating observations 

made in the remedial class of a London comprehensive school's fifth 

form, the analytic-educational adviser of the Hampstead Clinic has 

argued for at least a partial acceptance or "allowance. for regression,,3 

in the special arrangements made for small units of disturbed and 

lAnna Freud (l965a) j also (1."3 b). 

2See: Chapter 10. 

3Wi1son (1978). 
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disrupti ve adolescents. No doubt other' 'special instances' could be 

adduced for including regression in the overall psychology of 

education. though the phases on either side of the Primary School age

range seem particularly open to such 'wider applications'. 

It is suggested that the above several considerations amply demonstrate 

t he inadmissibility of any favouring of the child's id compared to 

the child's ego.' Any educational philosophy of approach based upon 

expressionism is thus refuted. 

If as teachers we cannot trust the use of repre~sion, nor accept the 

regressive or anti-social aspects of unrestrained expression, what then 

does our 'middle way' ideally consist of? 

SUBLIMATION & NEUTRALISATION: AN EGO-DIRECTED ALTERNATIVE 

In her very first analytical contribution Anna Freud presented as part 

of her case-material a clear illustration of the then-current concept 

of 'sublimation'. A young adolescent girl's beatin~ phanta~y 

(Schlagephantasie), !'e!'lresent5.n~ ~ratification of her sexual dri'"cs, 

was contrasted \lith her creative literary productions or 'nice stories'. 

which latterl represented a form of gratification of what Freud had 

earlier referred to as the 'aim-inhibited drives'. By means of this 

adolescent girl's 'nice stories' the analyst was able to detect in 

her patient "the sublimation of sensual love into tender friendship"(ibid). 

In Anna Freud's 'technical lectures to child analysts ,2 it is clear that 

sublimation is the third method - perhaps also the most elusive method -

by which the infantile sexual impulses are commonly dealt with3• The 

small child is, under the best circumstances, captivated by 'related 

pleasures', by 'substituting' sand and water play for bodily products 

and so forth: 

lwritings", I, p.153; Anna Freud (1922a). 

2Anna Freud (1927a). 

3The two other major methods being 'repression' and 'gratification'. ibid, 
Lecture 4, in Writings, I, p.60. 
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• •• "In each of these socially approved and often useful 
activities, the child enjoys some portion of the pleasure 
originally experienced. To this refinement of an 
impulse, and its deflection to a more highly valuid aim, 
psych~ana1ysis has given the name of sublimation" • 

Anna Freud provides a number of further examples of school-based sublim

ations and 'deflections' to more highly~valued aims, as with the trans

formations of sexual curiosity into love of learning in letters and 

numbers2• Elsewhere the same author advocates educational practices 

such as those developed by the English inspector of schools J. C. 

Hill (b.l888), who with the aid of psychoanalytic insight transformed 

history, geography, chemistry and so on "from formal subjects into food 

for the insatiable curiosity of the young chi1d,,3. 

Clinical evidence early suggested that the child's sublimations, together 

with the repressions and reaction-formations entailed in the normal 

child-upbringing process (kindererziehung), "are paid for at the price of 

(the child's) originality and spontaneity" 4 • Sublimation, in the general 

course ~f development, is a 'middle road' to healthy growth of mind and 

concepts, an acceptable outlet lying mid-way between the dual extremes 

of on the one hand unrestrained expression, and on the other hand complete 

repression of expression. As regards a reduction in spontaneity and 

originality due to the defensive activity undertaken by the child's ego, 

this would appear to have some experimental corroboration as indicated 

by reduced originality scores obtained by children after 4-5 years of 
5 age, i.e. after the important defensive 'learning' and ego modifications 

of the 'oedipal phase' or thereabouts. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 1 Anna Freud (193'Oa, Lect 3), Writings, I, p.lOS. 

2Writings, I, p.lll. 

3Anna Freud (1944a), Writings, III, p.621. 

4Anna Freud (l930a), Writings, I, p.ll2. 

5Andrews, E.G., (1930), The development of imagination in the pre-school 
.child, Univ. Iowa Studies in Character, 3, (4). Cf. E. P. Torrance's 'fourth 
-grade slump' in originality around nine years of age. 
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In 'The Ego & The Mechanisms of Defence' sublimation is listed as the 

tenth in a series of ego defence-mechamisms. and one "which pertains 

rather to the study of the normal than to that of neurosis"l. Chron

ologically speaking (i.e. ontogenetically) sublimation manifests itself 

relatively late in development when compared to projection or int%o

jection. Like repression it pre-supposes the existence of the super

ego, together with a knowledge of the 'higher' social values which 

provide the pressure for drive deflection2 • FUrther insight into the 

metapsychological aspects of sublimation occurs in the concluding 

pages of 'The Ego & The HechanisMs of Defence', where it is pointed 

out that in the modification of instinctual processes the particular 

characteristics of the instinctual process playa contributory part, 

and "the readiness with which such processes can be displaced assists 

the mechanism of sublimation,,3. Augusta Alpert4 has criticised the 

generally poor coverage of the topic of sublimation in psychoanalytic 

literature. including Anna Freud's defence mechanisms book. Alpert 

does however view the discussion of defences such as 'altruistic 

renunciation' and 'intellectualization' as overlapping the sublimation 

topic proper. 

On 30th June 1939 Anna Freud presented a lecture, not published at the 

time,entitled 'Sublimation and sexualisation,5. Some years later. and 

illustrating the importance of this general topic. a further short 

paper was published on 'Sublimation as a factor in upbringing,6. In 

1 Anna Freud (l936a). \-1ritings, II, p.44. 

2ibid., p.52. 

3 writings, II. p.17S. 

4Alpert (1949). 

5 'Report of the British Psa. Society', Journal,(l940). Vol.2l. 

6J~".na Freud (1948a). 

• 

.. 
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the latter communication - appropriately made available through the 

pages of the Health Education Journal - it was pointed out to what 

extent the young infant is at the rrercy of his powerful drives. 

Wi thout an ever-present parental help the child cannot cope with the 

insatiable demands of the instinctual strivings. The attitude and 

response of the child's 'mothering person(s), is now seen to be crucial 

to his development of sUblimation and other ego-mediated processes. 

'Ihe parental dilenma of whether to offer the verj young child 'self

regulation' or "educational guidance' is solved by Anna Freud on the 

basis of discrimination of instinctual drives. Thus, evidence from 

close observation showed that where EATING was concerned most infants 

are quite capable of exercising self-regulation in the face of freedom 

of choice; and postponement of bowel-training to the second year of 

life had similar beneficial results for sphincter regulation and 

con troll. With the infantile SEXUAL and AGGRESSIVE drives however, 

these were found to be "in a high degree pliable and ready to 

accept s\bstitute satisfactions where the original aim of the instinct 

is out of reach", (ibid). Educational guidance in its widest sense 

is th \.B indica ted. 

As exarrples of the latter substi tutive process Anna Freudl notes the 

following transformations - anal smearing into clay modelling and 

painting; sexual exhibitionism into acting, dancing and demonstration of 

intellectual skills; sexual curiosity into a general attitude of 'wanting 

to know'; aggression into hammering, cutting and, as further developments, 

in to cons tructi ve rather than destructive \.Bes; and self assertion 

against others into struggles against the dangers and obstacles of 

life. 

Whilst from an id-viewpoint sUblimation implies a loss of pleasure, from 

an ego and social s tandpoin t there are definite gains. Behaviours 

1 Anna Freud (1948a). 
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become socially adapted; scope of interests widens; otherwise dull 

tasks assume aspects of fascination and enhanced interest, since 

sUblimation permits a partial gratification by means of the disnlaced 

(i.e. not totally prohibited) aiml ; and the child's ~vork capacit-j and 

functional intelligence2 are thereby enhanced3• 

It is Anna Freud's, view3 that both cons ti tutional factors and environr.1ental 

experiences limit the indi vid ual' s capacity for sublimation. In the 

educational sphere we ~ay only offer appropriate opportunities at 

•• M H· 4 th wh t appropr~ate times - as argaret arr~es agrees - so at a ever 

potential for sublimation exists in the child may undergo orHma1 

development. It follows that "No individual should ever be expp.cted t('l 
, ~ 

be able to c;ubEmate all his instinctual wishes" , and life wi t:-'out c.:..y 

direct gratification is ~ro0ably not conpatilile 'litil mental 11eal-::h. 

The educational implications of this would suggest that teachers s~ould 

(a) encourage sublimated forms of expression ('refined expression') and 

the ego growth associated with this, (b) permit certain only child

specific and situation-specific forms of I!Dre direct gratification, 

1hough the home and 0 ther 0 ut-of-school contexts may reasonably be 

expected to offer the child more indulgence here, (c) employ multi

dimensional (inter-sensory) and widely varying teaching techniques and 

learning sitlations, to permit the widest possible range of sublimations 

to all of our varying pupils. These recotrnnendations would appear to be 

particularly well stilted to modern Primary School practice. 

Elsewhere, and in a manner entirely lacking in 'Kleinian' approaches to 

1he child, Anna Freud again valuably emphasises the powerful influence 

of parental affection in encouraging the child and supporting him in 

1 Anna Freud (l948a). A similar point is r.1ade else'tlhere: (l947b), 11ritings, 
IV, p.475. 

2Presunably 'actual intelligence' (Hebb '5 'intelligence B') as opposed to 
inherited potential (Hebb's 'intelligence A'). 

3Anna Freud (l948a). 

4Harries (1952). 
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the sacrifices entailed in renouncing direct gratificationl • The 

parents, or 'mothering persons', are thus assuning the role of a 

'psychic shield' between the developing child's ego and the external 

environment (Cf. Chapter 12). 

During the late 1940's the theme of sublimation also figured in several 

of Anna Freud's major clinical contributions. It was shown how t'-le 

trensfonnation of destructive aggression to constructive aggressive 

fbrces takes place by means of fusion with the erotic (libidinal) 

irrplllses2 • Conversely such fusion and sublimation may be absent, as 

indicated in the development of delinquents
3

• 

In a wide-ranging survey of the interactions between psychoanalysis and 

genetic psychology4, we find Anna Freud illustrating and dismissing 

misconceptions concerning 'sublimation' held by certain academic and 

experimental psychologists. Thus, one experimenterS found evidence 

against a supposed concept of "stblimation" on the grotn'lds that the 40 

subjects - all intellectually gifted and aesthetically superior males -

nevertheless resorted hahi tually to direct genital mast U['bation. Anna 

Freud points out that the experimenter in question has misunderstood. 

and indeed disregarded, the concept of sublimation as understood and 

defined by psychoanalysis. T!le latter discipline had never sought to 

connect sublination l-li th the agen! tali ty expected by the experimenter, 

and the drives which contribute mos t to sublirration "are not the genital 

sex urge, but its primitive infantile pregenital components, which are 

fbr the mos t par:t excluded from fulfillment when nomal ad u1. t geni tali ty 

lAnna Freud (l946b). 

2Anna Freud (l949g), Writings, IV, p.73. 

3Anna Freud (l949a). 

4Anna Freud (l95la). 

5Taylor, W. S., (1933), 'A critique of sublimation in males: i.' ~tudy of 
40 superior men', Genet. Psvchol. t·lonor;r., 13, No.1, 115. 

• 
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An illuminating comparison may be made between the mere displacement 

and the actual sublimation of drives. Using as material the example 

of oral wishes and impulses, Anna Freud notes that these may be "merely 

displaced from their erme original aims to a special interes t in 

activi ties such as erlting, kissing and smoking"'; or they may be more 

completely sublimated into "thirst" for knowledge, "voraciousness" in 

reading and so fOrth (ibid). Similar instances are given for other 

drives, which produce varied personality characteristics depending upon 

which ego defensive process has interacted Hi th them. The folloiling 
3 possible outcomes are noted for sexual curiosity for example -

Drive: SEXUAL CURIOSITY 

/ 
Ego Defensive Process ------~.~ Personali~l Characteristic 

Severe repression 
Reaction-formation 
Regression (in later life) 
Sililimation 

NEUTRALISATION 

Pseudodebility 
Discreteness, indifference 
Scoptophilic perversion 
Intellectual-scientific probing 

Increasingly, from the early 1950's onwards, the psychoanalytic concept of 

sli>limation was potolerfully augmented by Heinz Hartmann's ideas on the 

'neutralisation of instinctual energy'. Anna Freud in particular fOund 

Har1mann's ideas on "a change from instinctual to neutralised cathexis" 

in object relations the more far-reaching of the then current assumptions 

1 Anna Freud (1951a). 

2 Writings, IV, p.132. 

3°b "d 133 1. 1. ., p. • 
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newly-emerged in psychoanalysisl • Later, in a tribute written for 

Hartmann, Anna Freud would point out that "His work on sublimation 

and neutralisation of sex and aggression added the dimension of 

qualitative energy change to that of displacement of aim,,2. 

In an important memorial lecture in honour of Hartmann's associate Ernst 

Kris, Anna Freud further touched upon the metapsychological refinement 

of the sublimation concept , noted the deep involvement of Kris in 

sublimation problems and pointed out that Hartmann and Kris together 

share the recognition for the modern concept of 'neutralisation of 

energy' which is now implicit in the theory of sUblimation3• 

From the point of view of educationists the implications of the concept 

of neutralisation are positive and beneficial. In tems of ego-function 

for example the following positive change becomes evident. Under the 

earlier theory of simple drive displacement the ego coUld be envisaged 

as still being dominated ('flooded') by instinctual energy, whereas 

with the later refinement of qualitative energy change - desexualisation 

and neutralisation of libido for exanple - it is increasingly plausible 

10 visualise the undisturbed on-going maintenance of higher-order ego

syntonic processes. To put the matter otherwise, a change in energy 

status as described "places the activity maintained by it under the 

danination of the ego"li- rather than vice-versa. 

Further metapsycnological refinements have been theorised onli-, such as 

Hartmann's 'reservoir' of neutralised energy permanently available to 

the ego and Kris's 'flux' of transitorily-experienced displaced drive

forces. It is however di fficult at the present time to translate these 

lAnna Freud (1952e). 

2Anna Freud (1965g). 

3Anna Freud (19S8a). 

li-Writings, V, p.123. 

\ ." 
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into educationally relevant ideas. 

The case of N.vl. usefully illustrates the main aspects of the psycho

analytic concept of sublimation in its educational, school-based 

application. 

N.W., now in her eleventh year, has been a pupil at the present writer's 

school since the age of fi ve. Taller than average, ext rovert and 

advantaged both in natural looks and social dress, N. W. tended always 

'tx) stand out visually from her peers. In addiHon to this hOI~ever 

N.W.'s most prominent characteristic is her exhibitionism. 

N. W. firs t came prominently to this author's attention during her sixth 

or seven th year. whils t taking part in an Infant Department choral 

service. N. W. and one other infant girl came fortlard to sing a duet, 

and the second child serves usefully as a 'control' against which 

to assess N. ~~. 's behaviour. ~·Thereas N. w. '5 small companion sho~.,ed 

both in her facial behaviour and overall stance the e:'fort nnd concen

tration required to meet the requirements 0: their joint-sin~in8 r~le, 

H. W. by contrast wa.~ unable to prevent her exllibitionis:n from cOClpletely 

swamping her contribution to the duet. Beginning from an appearance of 

'shyness' with small side~ays glances, N.W. rapidly 'blossomed' in the 

attention she was receiving, developed a huge smile which pe~isted 

throughout the activity, glanced regularly across the whole span of 

her audience, and showed clearly in her mouth movements that she was 

no longer singing particular woros - and certainly not the woros her 

companion was singing - but was rather simply 'crooning' in harmony 

whilst her ego-concentration was sUbmerged by manifest drive-gratification. 

Observation of N. \i. was facilitated over the ensuing years by the fortl.Ulate 

chance that movements of child and teacher within the school coincided, 

and during N.W.'s 8th-9th year and 10th-11th year she was taught full

time by the present writer. During this period of some 4 to 5 years 

it was possible to witness the gradual development ('sublimation') of 

N. W. 's exhibitionism, from forms directly and simply invoivinr. "ersonal 

\ ... 
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gratification to more sublimated and ego-directed foms of greater 

social value. In particular, her delight in bodily exhibitionism and 

dress manipulation became transformed into a great interest in all 

dramatic arts and related activities, including the accumulation of an 

extensive and extremely \Seful theatrical wardrobe. At present this 

sublimated interest appears to be in process of further refinement, to 

an interest in serving the needs of others. To this end N.W. has on 

occasion made items of her costume collection available to others in 

her class who were having difficulty obtaining reasonable garments. 

Such actions by N.W. are accompanied by much enthusiasm and pleasure, 

and she will take great pains over assisting others to make-up ('display'). 

Whereas at a younger age N.W. developed a habit of making 'dramatic 

entrances' into the classroom (' acting out') t the slightly older N.H. 

seems to be satisfied with humourous reminders and jokes concerning 

her previous behaviour, and has not in the past year been noticed to 

revert to much exhibitionistic acting out. 

In general N.W.·s development illustrates first a direct gratification 

through a bodily channel, with this then increasingly being controlled 

and transformed by adequate ego development. What now meets the eye 

is a cultured bodily expression, largely devoid of overt selfish 

gratification and increasingly becoming available for socially useful 

and altruistic purposes. As such, this child may be said to demonstrate 

much of what it is felt is reasonable to expect the individual to achieve 

in terms of the 'middle way' of education and personal development being 

essayed here. 

THE CURRENT SYNTHETIC VIEt~POINl' 

Shortly after having delivered her important Ernst Kris :1emorial Lecture 

. in 1957, and during the same U. S. lecture tour, Anna Freud cautioned 

educators against a too single-~~nded application of subiimation concepts 

or indeed of any other psY:hoana1ytic datal. The sub1imation work must be 

1 Anna Freud (1960e). 

\ • 
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harnessed to developmental ideas, particularly insofar as these concern 

the progressions from play to work and from 'pleasure princirle' to 

'reality principle'. Only by this "integration of the kno\-tledge of 

sublimation with the more intricate knO'.rledge of mental funct ioning 

at the various stages of development"l will the schools receive the 

full benefit of modern psychoanalysis in its educational applications. 

The important and readable study of sublimation in schools by the 

analyst-educator Lili Peller2 may also be noted at this point. 

The present study has presented the essential historical and biographical 

background (Chapters 2 to 7) necessary for an understanding and 

appreciation of our subject's contributions to ego processes (Chapter 8),to 

developmental stages (Chapter 9) and educational applications (Chapters 

10 and 11). In this way it has been possible - at least in partial form -

to follow Anna Freud's own edict that the utilisation of psychoanalytic 

data should not be piecemeal, but should rather proceed in a multiple

integrative fashion in keeping with wider analytic theory. The modern 

psychoanalytic educational field - particularly insofar as this has 

Anna Freud as its chief representative - has certainly demonstrated just 

such an integrated-applied-developmenta1 approach, which extends far 

beyond what one author has ascribed to it as being "chiefly a paedagogy 

of the super-ego" 3. 

It now remains for Chapter 12 to express in as original a form as is 

here at present possible the shape and content of the psychological 

teaching approach which appears to be the natural heir to much of what 

has preceded it in these pages. 

lAnna Freud (l9,60e). 

2peller (1956). 

3Khan (1969). 

, 
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INl'OODUCTION 

The focus and essential ground for school-based educative effort is 
1 the psychological 'organisation' known as the ego • Such a view is 

by no means new, and traditionally educatoro have always sought to 

captivate and enhance what they saw as the co-operative, rational, 

reality-oriented, adaptive, integrative, cognitive-logical part of the 

pupil. Even a wider view of the importance of the ego in association 

with the other areas of the total personality is not new, nor restricted 

to educational approaches borrowing heavily from psychoanalysis 2• What 

~ relatively new is the vastly enriched insight and understanding 

availablt, here from a study of the ego, and this is largely the result 

of the fundamental researches of Anna Freud. Perhaps one enthusiastic 

follo~-Ier does not err in describing our subject as "die grosse 

Erzieher·in Il3 • 

We have rejected any over-riding importance for the direct expression 

of biologicaldrive-behaviours4, mental representations of which 

constitute the id of psychoanalysis. To the educator and teacher 

such a psychological world is largely refractory to modification or 

impress. The domain of morality and conscience - the super-ego region 

of psychoanalytic theory - is likewise not amenable to much of what 

passes for teaching technique. Direct 'word-of-mouth' teaching for 

example, ~ay be expected to have little real significance to psycho

logical organisations formed rather by processes of unconscious (non-

1 Cf. Chapters 8, 9, 10 & 11. 

2 See: Chapter 10. 

3Newman (1975). 

4C~. Chapter 11. 
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cognitive) identification and assimilation of adult models and 

behaviours, extending over a period of years, and largely completed 

before the primary schoolteacher meets the child. 

Accordingly, the teacher finds that "what remains as the main recipient 

of education is the child's ego"l. It is this ego, as a synthetic

integrative psychological organisation emerging from a previously 

undifferentiated state dominated by instinctual drive-forces, that 

the present study has examined. There remains the requirement of psycho

logica~y justifying the role of the school in the on-going emergence 

of the child's ego. 

THE 'AUXILIARY EGO' AND THE 'CARETAKING :--1OTIIER' 

Beginning with the early psychoanalytic concepts of 'stimulus barrier' 

and 'trauma' Anna Freud views the ego as "the central victim in the 

traunatic event", further notes that protective 'barriers' exist 

against both external and internal danger situations and concludes 

that "the entire defence organisation of the ego is endowed with the 

characteristics of a protective shield,,2. 

Before any well-developed defence organisation exists the young infant 

is assailed by both the outside world and his own insistent instinctual 

drives. At this earliest phase of extra-uterine life the 'mothering 

person' is pre-eminent as "the only protective shield available to 

the infant,,3. Later, as the young child struggles to develop its ego 

organisation with which to mediate between the often conflicting demands 

1Anna Freud (196ge), Writings, V, p.279. 

2Anna Freud (1967e), Writings, V, pp.222-3. Cf. also, (1936a). 

3Writings, V, p.224. 

.. 
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of id, superego and environment, the mother can be seen to function 

as an "auxiliary ego" assisting the child in this formidable taskl. 

In an adequate infant-mother relationship it is the mother's judicious 

selection of fUlfillment, frustration and postponement for the child 

which serves as "a prototype for the childish ego's own later dealings"l. 

Even time sense, memory and orlcntation are enhanced by early mothering 

procedures involving familiar routine and regularity. 

Elsewhere Anna Freud writes of "the caretaking mother,,2 who provides 

or withholds satisfaction, and who is thus not only the infant's first 

need-fulfilling object but also "the first external legislator,,2. 

Without this ever-present auxiliary ego and protective maternal shield 

the very young infant would constantly be flooded with tension and 

excitation, and woUld be incapable of adequately forming stimulus

barriers, ego boundaries and that later psycho-social organisation 

which others recognise and accept as a consistently-present 'self' or 

'person' • 

DEVELOPt1EIITAL 'ORGANISERS' 

It cannot escape our notice that in her use of certain concepts Anna 

Freud is influenced by Rene Spitz. This would appear to be the case 

with the notion of a maternal auxiliary ego, which Spitz employs in his 

account of 'Jessy' from 3 months to 14 months, and which he apparently 
3 intro wced as early as 1951. It is equally true of course that 

Spitz is influenced by Anna Freud's works, and his many illustrative 

uses of and sympathetic comments upon our subject's publications are 

scattered throughout his own writings. Anna Freud's references to 

lAnna Freud (196ge), Writings, V, p.27~. 

2nnna Freud (1965a), pp. 142-3. 

3Spi tz (1965). 
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Spitz are collected in Appendix IX, though ~~o of particular note 

may be indicated herel • In particular Anna Freud has draHn attent ion 

to Spitz's notable contributions on hospitalism, anaclitic 

depression, observational studies, early ego development and the 

mother-infant relationship. 

Rene Spitz (1887-1974) was for several decades a toweringly independent 

researcher and theoretician in the field of psychoanalytic child 

psychology. The aspect of his work which is of relevance h~re is his . 
concept of the role of developmental 'organisers' in ego formation, a~ 

present€d in his iMportant book 'A Genetic Field Theory of Ego 

Formation ,2 • 

Born in Vi.enna, Spitz ~1ad '.'1Orkeel in Budapest \dth Sandor Ferenczi until 

the latter arranged for Spitz to go to Freud in 1910, for \-lhat \ .. as 

probably the first didactic training- analysis. Spitz shared with Anna 

Freud membership of the Vienna PSycho-analytic Society in the 1920's-30's 

before moving on to Berlin. Paris, New York from 1938 and Denver, 

Colorado from 1957. As seen earlier3, Spitz was involved from the start 

with the important Psychoanalytic Study of The Child (1945- ), as 

was Anna Freud. 

Spitz shares the view - of an earliest, undifferentiated mental state in 

the ne\-lborn - held by Anna Freud, Hartmann, ;·Iargaret ~~ahler and other 

prominent authors, preferring only to substitute the term 'non

differentiation' for 'undifferentiated'. Spitz makes it clear that his 

own ideas on differentiation and ego integration go back to a paper 

presented to the Vienna Psa, Society as early as 1936. He relies heavily 

on embryologic~l formulations. and finds parallels in·his own work and 

1 Anna Freud (1965f), (1967a). 

2Spitz (1959). 

3 See: Chapter 6. above. 
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that of Erik Erikson on 'epigenesis'. 

Seeking to ground his work in metapsychological concepts which will 

not be antagonistic to their better-known embryological precursors, 

Spitz first considers the "epigenetic landscape" diagram of the 

biologist C. H. Waddingtonl • Modifying Haddington's diagram slightly, 

Spitz2 notes that it usefully illustrates the relationship between (i) 

the 'organiser', (ii) dependent differentiation and (iii) the direction 

of development. The consequences of such embryological analogues for 

individual ego development are enormous, and Spitz's diagram is here 

reproduced (Fig. XXVII). 

In this diagram the cones represent the successive steps in development, 

each step being related to the previous one by an 'organiser' which 

latter is represented by a small solid circle. The 'first organiser' 

is initially in labile equilibrium, but can then assume anyone of 

a potentially infinite number of positions at the base of the first 

cone. There it gives rise to a 'secondary or~aniser', which in turn 

can roll do\oJn to any point at the base of the second cone. However, 

the alignment of the first and second cones is irreversible once the 

position of the 'first organiser' is fixed. Any degrees of freedom in 

t,his model are thus successively reduced as the developmental process 

progresses. The 'secondary organiser' repeats the process, leading to 

the formation of a 'tertiary organiser', again with certain irreversible 

connections with what has gone before. 

Other possible 'paths of development' are indicated in the diagram. 

From his studies of large numbers of normal well-babies Spitz is able 

to correlate the above embryological model with his own obserwt ions on 

J\~. H. Waddington, (191+0), Organisers And Genes, C.U.P., Camb'ddge. 

2spi tz (1959). 
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Conceptual Scheme For Developmental 'Organisers'. 
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psychological development. In particular he identifies three prime 

'organisers' in the development of the infant's psychological make-up. 

1. A FI~qT PSYCHIC ORGANISER appears in the first three 
months of life after birth. It is indicated by the 
infant '5 smiling response, and shows the establish
ment of rudimentary reality testing. 

2. A SECOND PSYCHIC ORGANISER appears bet\,leen six and 
ten months, is indicated by anxiety reactions replacing 
the smiling response to st rangers and shows the 
establishment of 'the libidinal object proper' which 
is henceforth distinguished from all other Objects 
(persons) • 

Anna Freudl and others refer to this as the stage of 'object-constancy', 

which is preceded by marked narcissis~ with ego-centricity continuins 

for some time aftenlards. 

3. A THIRD PSYCHIC ORGANISER in the second year after 
birth is indicated by speech acquisition, and shows 
the ego's facility for manipulation of symbols. 

No doubt other key 'organisers' could be identified in these crucial 

early stages, e.g. in terms of the psychological parallels to neural 

• centering' in the infant's oral, anal and phallic phases. 

In his later work Spitz indicated hOA the gradually emerging ego of 

the child successively appropriates to itself certain functions of the 

mother's role of 'auxiliary ego'. Thus, at around 8 months of age the 

ego of 'Jessy' was Ita central steering organisation" t controlling 

access to motility and replacing the mother in achieving the infant's 

immediate strivings 2• At the phase noted earlier as THI~D PSYCHIC 

ORGANISER the ego had assumed a protective functio~. and ~isnalled 

.LAnna Freud (l965a, p.56). Cf. in this respect. Piaget's scheme of ego 
development. Cf. Chapter 4. ('Piaeet'). 

2Spitz (1965). 

3Cf, 1<4tah(1'72.), 
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danger (anxiety) when strangers approached. 

Significantly, Spitz and his co-workers soon came to recognise a close 

correspondence between their own concept of 'psychic organisers' and 

Anna Freud's work on the convergence and interaction of 'developmental 

lines,l. Any physiological or psychological prototype or component 

elenent of these latter "will inevitably mesh with various other 

developmental processes, progressively converging ••• to form what we 

have called an 'organiser' of the psyche,,2. Spitz's conclusions ,·rere 

based upon extensive data gained from an impressive methodological 

battery, including studies of neonatal sleep and RD1 states, behavioural 

responses, effects of stress on physiological parameters, EEG recordings 

and so on. 

More recently, workers at the Child Development Centre in Ne\-l York have 

drawn together a great deal of related work on the theme of 'organisers', 

which they discuss in terms of a "central psychic constellation,,3. 

These authors note "the tendency within the developing psychic apparatus 

towards periodic regrouping of central tendencies and characteristics 

into a new central organisation, which incorporates the previous one 

into it as it supercedes it as a central, guiding, developmental 

constellation,,3. Their basic methodological design involved a long

itudinal in-depth study of e children from age 3 years to age 6 years. 

Each child was assessed twice yearly using the Hampstead Developmental 

Profile4, and there was further once-yearly follo-l-up. 

The New York group relate their findings and conclusions to a number 

of current theoretical developmental 'models', and notably the following:-

lAnna Freud (1965a), pp. 76-79. 

2Spitz et al., (1970). 

3stlverman et al., (1975). 

4Anna Freud (1962c), (1963a), (1965a). 

-
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(i) Anna Freud '3 concept of an "early psychosomatic matrix" 
arising fr~m the interactions developing bet\-leen infant 
and mother. 

(ii) Anna Freud's concept of the multiple
2
convergence and 

divergence of 'developnental lines'. 

(Hi) Sybille Escalona's wo3k on the evolution of "patterned 
modes of functioning" • 

(iv) Rene Spitz's work on 'psychic organisers,4. 

The authors 5 conclude that it is by no means a ne\-l idea to suggest that 

certain developmental strivings coalesce into stable dynamic ~oupings. 

Nhilst He may a~ree and point out that it \Olas possible to derive an 

identical conclusion from earlier works of ego psychologists, it should 

not escape the reader's attention that due in large part to the efforts 

of the above widely-scattered analyt'ical authors, the concept of the 

ego and its early developmental emergence is nO-l much more rir.orou~ly 

grounded in a reproduci,-)le and scientifically re~pectable psycho

somatic matrix of d:.scernable and 1"'leasurahle cO"l:"'rehte~. On ~uch a 

stronr, e!l1~irical Lasis. even the more e"l('lteric ego-t:1eorists .1!lcl 

'personologists' can find comfort and '3UPP01't for the validity of t:le:'r 

constrlCts. 

Certain other authors have approached t:le idea of stai>le develormental 

groupings underlying the ego construct of psychoanalytic theory and of 

lAnna Freud (1971a). 

2Anna Freud (l965a). 

3Escalona (1963), 

4 Spitz (1959). 

5 Silverman ct al., (1975). 
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. 1 all I' S· 1 f 1 d' PSYChO 06Y gener y. r~ng te~ngart or examp e ~scusses 

character, "the development of a psychic apparatus". the emergence of 

ego-ide al and superego constellations '~d thin the per30nali ty. and aligns 

his vic"ls closely to the work of Anna Freud. Another interesting 

approach is that of Annemarle Hei12 Hith her notion of a "basic core" 

to per.~onality and the individual, 

All the studies discussed here share a general developmen concept, of 

successive levels of psychological structure and organisation ~ein,~ 

based upon previous levels. As such they correlate significantly .lith 

a further and more systematic concept of 'hierarchical' or 'multi-stage' 

psychological development and functioning. Seymour Lustman3 in particular 

has attempted to define the 'hierarchical model of the psychoanalytic 

theory of the mind'. In Lustman's brilliant synthetic essay the 

'hierarchical-suprastructural' approach, as an epistemological strategy 

shared alike by Freud and biology, is valuably linked to Anna Freud's 

developmental 'Profile', thus permitting us to see more clearly the 

individual as an interrelated complex organisation functioning on 

different levels and at different ontogenetic stages. 

A MODEL OF HIND 

The purpose of this section is to develop in diagram form a convenient 

representation which will do justice to the psychological and meta

psychological insights provided by child psychoanalysis in its investi

gation of the child '5 mental make-up. The need for a diagUlrlll7atic schema 

lSteingart (1969) 

~ 
Wei1 (1970). 

3 Lustman (1967). 
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is suggested by the marked dearth of such pictorial-conceptual 

precedents in the psychoanalytic literature generally. Lustman (op. cit.) 

makes no attempt to develop such a useful tool, though he does write 

illuminatingly on the 'process' rationale of such models. Central to 

this is his view that the model a..q such must permit further vlork 

irrespective of whether it is 'right' or 'wrong', and this posit is 

Wholly endorsed here. 

The basic and fully 'dynamic' psychoanalytic model of the mind ~ 

in fact presented in diagram form as long ago as 1899, in a much

neglected series of three figures l included in Freud's 'Interpretation 

of Dreams'. Quite simply the model comprised a linear repres~ntation 

of the neural system, with a series of potential 'events' and 'filters' 

between the sensory-perceptual and motor-discharge extremes:-

Pcpt. 

,/ 
(Input) 

Mnem Mnem' 

I 
I 
I 

Ucs 
~ 

Pes 

-------------------------------~ 

(Adapted from S. Freud1 fig. 3) 

Mot 

~ 
Cs 

(Output) 

In the representation, shown slightly-modified above, Pcpt = perception 

(and more generally cognition); '1nem, "Inero' = memory storage; Ucs = the 

unconscious (considered here a 'filte~ threshhold); Pcs = the precon~cious 

(considered here a second 'filter threshhold'); ~1ot = motor dbcharge; 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
~reud (1900A), Chap VII(B); Strachey edn., 1954, pp. 537-541. 
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Cs = consciousness. 

The similarity be~Heen this early model and more recent mUlti-stage 

models of memory storage and recall l is quite striking. A 'ftlter

model' of consdousness developed in the 1950's and 1960's? also 

shmled more than a passing resemblance to Freud '5 early fieural 

representation. 

With the emerr,ence in the early 1920's of the next psychoanalytic 'model' 

- namely Freud's 'structural' or 'topological' scheme, outlining the 

relationships between id, ego and superego - it \-10uld seem that :nany 

commentators savr this as the de:nise of the 'dynamic' view of mind in 

terms of unconscious, preconscious and conscious aspects. !lothing could 

be less appropriate, particularly with regard to ~sychoanalysis itself, 

whic~ was henceforth able to utilise ~ earlier 'models' sinultaneously. 

Alth01.3~ "osuch diagram isknOi-lD to exist, it would be a simple matter to 

superimpose a 'dynamic-filter' axis upon a 'structural' division of the 

psyche, and this is clearly what happened in the thinking of analysts 

themselves. The great value of the new model was immediately apparent, 

and resulted in such insights as the realisation o~ the fact that large 

areas of the ego could be more or less permanently unconscious - an over

throw of any facile view which equated 'ego' and' consciousness'. :1oreover, 

psychoanalytic psychology could now more thoroughly comprehend and " 

account for the fundamental phenomena of psychological conflict. The 

classic and vivid account of this 'dynamic-structural-conflict' model i3 

indubitably Anna Freud's picturlof the ego, id and other psychological 

'institutions' 'as potentially warring "powers" - making "hostile incursion3" 

1 Talland, G. A., Disorders of ~emory and Learning, Pengui? Behav. Science, 
London 1968, 

2 D. E. Broadbent, M.R.C. Experimental Psychology Unit, Oxford. 
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into each other 's territory, attempting to "overthrow" by "surprise 

attack", becoming "suspicious" with "counterattack" and "invasion"; 

and of COUI'se the celebrated account of "defensive measures" by 

which the ego in particular attempts to "secure its own bOU'ldarles"l. 

The potential axes for a psychoanalytic 'model' of mind ·lIould nOH number 

~, i.e. in keeping with the metapsychological definitions currently 

available to psychoanalysis viz. dynamic, economic, structural, 

developmental, adaptational2• In fact, as Anna Freud has on occasion 

pointed out in defending the rights of analysts to pursue ego analysis, 

"from its beginnings, psychoanalytic metapsychology ~-1as intended to 

embrace all the agencies within the mental apparatus, plus their inter

actions,,3. 

Any adequate visualisation of such a conceptually rich 'model' is, in 

the present writer's view, quite beyond the imaginal grasp of the human 

brain. This is suggested, for example, by difficulties encountered in 

visualising the fourth dimension in Einstein's relativistic model of 

space-time. The addition and superimposition of a fifth dimensional

axis is therefore not attempted in what follows. This in no way detracts 

from the basic contention that metapsychology is the language par 
4 excellence of psychoanalysis , and that analysts Rhould think meta-

psychologicallyS and as completely as possible at that, 

lAnna Freud (1936a), Writings, II, pp. 6-7. 

2Writings, VII, p.l53. 

3Anna Freud (1966a), Writings, V, p.206. ~lriting'S, VII, pp. 154-155. 

4Anna Freud (1966f), Hritings, VII, pp.70-7l. 

5Writinp,5, VII, p.159. 



The 'model of mind' devp.loned here is represented in diagram form a~ 

Fig. XXVIII. The basic schema utilise~ t~e acceptable ploy of 

representing three axe~ on a flat two-dimensional surface, with a 

fourth axis superimposed as a transparency and neatly encompassing 

all three underlying axes. The Hfth axis - which here ~'1ould be the 

ADAPTATIONAL - is omitted, and it is left to the reader to make the 

necessary adaptational extrapolations, e.g. in applyj.nl'; the ae>;e

appropriate endopsychic situation of the individual (a::; ;:rovi.ded bV 

the four-di"en~ional model) to interpersnnal !'elations in the 'dY<'lMc 

couple', to group dynamic,,::. and to soc i.al psyc:~olo;;y and adapt<ltion 

generally. 

In Fig. }O{VIII t:le vertical-ascending axis falls naturally to t!1e 

DEVELOP~1EHTAL di!'lension, H~ilst the horizontal and multi-sectioned axis 

occupies the STRUCTU~AL dimension. The third axis bisecting the other 

two is incorporated by means of area-shading, t:10ugh it must be stated 

that no precise quantification is thereby implied. These approximate 

quantitative changes naturally serve the representation of t;:e ECOHO:HC 

dimension. The fourth dimension is here the DYNArHC, which Hith its 

series of 'filters' and qualitative variations in psychological function 

overlaps as a transparency the other three dimensions, just as in the 

reality depicted by the model psychological events and their energy 

changes, in any hypothesised region of the mind and at any age level, 

are subject to those variations in psychological 'tone and quality' 

indicated by the categories 'unconscious', 'preconSCiOQ1' and 'con3cious. 

The actual details of the model, particularly with regard to the 

'developmental axis' and the corresponding 'economic changes', are of 

course averages. Even then, others might legitimately prefer to sLilistitute 

other numerical data. With regard to the 'structural axis't addi tional 

categories would be required, for example by those of an 'object-relations 
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theory' persuasion. This would lead to necessarily greater complexity 

in the 'economic' and 'dynamic' inteI'-relations between axes. No 

doubt other variations to the basic scheme are possible. ~rnat is 

recommended therefore at this point is not so much the particular 

model depicted but the ~ of model-construction, which demonstrates 

that the complexities and insights of psychoanalytic metapsychology ~ 

amenable to elementary figural and mathematical representation. Such 

mathematical grounding would seem to have value (a) in enhancing the 

scientific acceptability of psychoanalytic 'models' which may now more 

nearly assume comparability in this respect with other 'models' in 

psychology, and (b) in facilitating conceptualisation of the extremely 

complex states of affairs pertaining to the individual psychology of 

human persons. Fran a consideration of (b) we may expect to de'rive 

hypotheses more closely structured in terms amenable to empirical 

scrutiny and re-test. 

As opposed to the above theoretico-mathematical justification it must 

be re-emphasised that in practice - i.e. in therapy, the 'caring 

professions' and human interpersonal interaction generally - mathematical 

approaches are contra-indicated. Human beings in interaction are 

ideally not motivated by, nor experienced as, mathematical-analytical 

constructs of any type or genre. Actual human experience will, hopefully, 

always remain subject to what are essentially non-scientifically reducible 

processes - empathy, intuition, spontaneity, creativity, love, compassion, 

altruism, faith. Therefore as students of human personality and 

mental fWlction we should be careful to avoid confusion bet;-leen (i) 

our desire to investigate in order to better conceptualise and 

comprehend and (ii) our need to experience and be involved. There can 

be a science of human experience, but it errs greatly in trying to make 

all human exnerience 'scientific'. - . 
A further advanta~e of the 'model' depicted in Fig. XXVIII i3 the clarity 

with which it highlights the crucial ORGANISERS in development. 
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Other authorsl have suggested that psychoanalysis fulfills the major 

requiremp.nts of "a theory of human psychology" for those health care 

professions which need a "comprehensive model" about which to organise 

their ob::;ervations. Such a standpoint is of course entirely aynon

ymous \.,ith the whole corpus of the work of Anna Freud, and finds its 

fullest and most valuable expression in the comprehensive 'developmental 

profile' and in the major work2 built. around that the:ne. 

As a theory of learning, psychoanalytic metapsychology particularly in 

its 'structural' aspect has recently been presented as a 'combinatorial

hierarchical model', whereby increasing levels of psychological struct

ura1isation proceeding within the general development of the individual 

produce e~~anced possibilities for problem-solving and adaptation to 

external reality3. The discussions of trial-and-error learning and 

of more systematic (intelligent) strategies show much in common "IIi th 

approaches from other fields of psychology (cf. Thorndike, Mowrer, 

Gleason, Gagne), and education is, among other things. "the system 

devised to teach children in a condensed and simplified manner the 

means by which they can build complex psychological ego apparatuses 

capable of dealing with the complexities created in our world. All 

education does is to exercise a number of mental capabilities in special 

directions and combinations until the ego learns to perform a number 

of complicated functions in interaction,,4. 

Figural representations of these and related psyc~oanalytic 'models' 

continue to be few and far between. Ha~ever. Elizabeth Zetzel published 

some 'curve models', and her fig. 1 in particular is of interestS. 

--------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
ISolnit & Stark (1961). 

2Anna Freud (1965a). 
3 . 
Nagera (1967). 

4 Nagera (1967). 

SZetze1 (1965). 
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Sandler & Joffe l employ a regulatory feedback principle in a scheme 

depicting a balance beb·Teen 'drive input' and 'sensory input', and 

their fig.2 has particular merit. No doubt at a future date there 

will be achieved a much more satisfactory 'model' which employs 

elements of most of those described here. 

THE PRI'1ARY SCHOOL AS PSYCHIC ORGANI SER 

It is the position maintained here that the school should view it-

s elf as a formative agency in the on-going psychological organisation 

of the child. This will hold even for the so-called 'latency phase' 

bet\'leen the ages of five years and the onset of puberty, i.e. between 

the 'oedipal organiser ,2. on the one hand. and the dra.'!latic and far

reaching 'pubertal organiser' on the other hand. Whereas the two classic 

developmental 'watersheds' alluded to may be expected to fundamentally 

re-organise and shape the individual's personality and mental structure, 

it need not follow that the latency phase child is completely dormant 

in thi.s respect. In particular, and given a medium of satisfactory 

relations and adequate curriculum initiative, the child should continue 

to successively - albelt less dramatica~ly - re-organise emergent 

psychological constellations, with subsequent development profoundly 

affected i.e. in terms of altered 'degrees of freedom' viz-a-viz. 

choice, aspiration, motivation and so forth. 

The writer's own observations of children progressing through the Primary 

School age-range seem to lend support to the above view. These 

observations cover a period of seven years continuous teaching (not 

including the writer's 'probationary' year). spent in one Primary School 

which haG both Infant (5-7) and Junior (7-11) departments. All ages 

1 Sandler & Joffe (1969). 
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betHeen 7-11 were taught, and at the time of ,,,ri tine nearly all the 

children (N=150) in the school's Junior classes have been known for 

the ~'lhole of their Primary School lives. l1ith regard to the ~·'riter's 

present class (N=30) of 10-11 ye~ olds, many of the children have been 

knmm continuously for periods of five years and 'TIore. 

Thus, in passing from year to year in thelr systematic progre-:;s lon t~1rour;h 

the school children do present appearances of outtlardly ("3.nd !:>y in

ference in'tfardly) 'organisin~' thetr psycholo~ical '~tatus qun', e.r. 

tOHards a ne"r (Le. older) cl"3.ss, a ne'" teac:ler, develop::1cntally horde:' 

ta::~ks dP'11anded of t;iem, and so forth. .Tide variatio'!1s occur ~:et'.lcen 

indiviuuals, 11::; \lOuld 2)e expected within a develop:nental frame',rork. 

'-T.-1Cl'CaS SOr.l9 children already at the start: 07 a ne~'l school year are 

energetically and successfully striving to 'ilear well' their ne':T 'older 

pupil' image, others present much the same image as they did at the 

close of the previous school year. !10reover, the latter pupils also 

seem unaware of any conflict or disharmony in their dual (I.e. internal

external) situation - they have not yet recognised or accepted any new 

'organiser' or higher-order motivator. Teachers may be heard to remark 

that such children are "st ill babyish". 

Towards the end of a school year also, some children are early and 

visibly growing into their next role, for example that of 'secondary 

school pupil'. By means of their significant questioning, requests for 

volun~ry homework and so on, they seek to acquire the 'feel' of the 

neu and as yet unknown world beyond their local Primary School. Other 

pupils in the same 'school leavers' or ll-plus category are mean

while still struggling to find satisfactory solutions, and syntheses to 

the phase they currently find themselves in. Some of this latter group, 

in the final weeks of their Primary School life, may be seen to renounce 

all efforts to consolidate any "fourth year Junior se,lf". and from then 

on they concentrate on matchinf their better-prepared classmates, bj' 

superficially adopting the psycho-social apparel of intendinG Gcconclary

level pupils. It would seem to be of value in the induction-year or 
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large Secondary Schools to recognise these educational 'chameleons', 

who have merely changed the colour of their ex.ternal psychic 'skin' 

without having effected a genuine, underlying, endopsychic 'organisation' 

which is age-adequate. It may be noted further that such individuals 

typically mobilise great resis tance against any attempt to 'SlOH down' 

their development viz-a-viz their peers, and any special efforts made 

on their behalf would need to emphasise the de-fusing of the relevant 

pressures and anxieties of their sit1.ation. 

Thus, a t both ends of a school year. it is particularly evident that 

children are subject to internal re-structuring and psychological re

organisation. The 'rites de passage' of school life are therefore 

probably more f-requent than would other.·dse have been apparent.' 

AN EDOCATIOHAL PHILOSOPHY . 
The view Hhich the present study has now come to aSstme is really a 

very old established one, albeit that nOH it appears in a much more 

rigorous e:rlpirical-technical gui~e. This Vie\'l is the folloHin?;:-

'1he school and the teacher within it is quite literally shaping and 

organising the child's mind and personality in a continuous, mutual

interactional process which at fairly frequent intervals or6anises 

itself in an integrative and synthetic fashion around certain significant 

events - internal (endopsychic) and external - with the result that 

successive and appropriate hierarchical levels of psychological functioning 

and social adaptation are regularly achieved • 

:The child's developing ego is the crucial 'steering organisation' in 

this process, and any educational approach disproportionately favouring 

other structurally-deftned areas of personality (e.g. id, superer,o) is 

subversive and loses any hope of attaining the harmony and purpose of 

the 'middle \-{ay' approach~ (cf. Chapters 10 8. 11). 

-
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If we \'lished to represent in diagraT1l-forrn this 'Philoc;ophy of t:"e School 

as Psychic Organiser', it could well assume the following shape s:10wn 

as Fig. XXIX. Developmentally only a "thin Rection" is sho .. m, ap~ronriA.te 

to a partic ular ed~ational pha~e viz. the middle Primary years ... ,hen the 

child nor~BllY presents a definite ego and superego. 

The 'model' depicted in Fig. XXIX is metapsychologically elegant with 

regard to 'structural' and 'dynamic' interrelations. 

The 'econo~ic' aspect is nominally apparent with regard to its approximate 

area-cover, but would be more apparent when progres3ing to successive 

developmental 'sections', when the econo~ of the ego would enlarge at 

the expense of the other structural components, which latter Hould be 

successively represented by a lesser area-cover. Such a scheme is 

na turally s ubj ec t to all the modificat ions and quali fica tions note d 

earlier for that shown as Fig. XXVIII. The model shmm does nevertheless 

appear to satisfY the fairly elementary requirement of showing the place 

of the school in the general range of psychosocial forces. It also 

draws out graphically the implied crucial role of the ego as an inner 

organising enti ty, and in this respect is superior to the model shovm 

in Fig. XXVIII. The previous model. hO:lever . is metapsychologically more 

comprehensive, particularly with regard to the interactions between the 

structurally-defined components. 

The teaching methods and curricular.approaches required to complenent 

the above. would themselves need to reflect the comprehensiveness of 

the psychological models, in order to do justice to the variation in 

individuality of our classes and groups of children. It is unlikely that 

any single teaching method will suffice for nunbers of children, though 

me thods approach'ing the ideal of 'individual teaching' would appear to 

have the best rationale and prognosis. This is true both on theoretical 

grounds and in the present wri ter's practical experie~ce. :1uch of the 

problem in teaching class-size gr:ups of children thus becomes that of 
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so organising the work that children are progressively able to maximise 

the fbllowing aspects:-

(a) their individual work preferences, 

(b) their individual contact with the teacher. 

The hierarchical nature of the 'model of mind' presented above would 

lead to the view that the educational response should also be hierarchical 

and staged gradually. In other words, children cannot choose environ

mental-socially relevant activities before they have a store of knowledge 

and experience about the social-external environment. Teacher-direction 

of pupil's activities and interests will therefore initially playa 

part, and provides a valuable "short-cut to success" by way of discerning 

and judicious selection and presentation of topics and interest~. This 

would appear to be true at all levels of schooling - at the Infant level, 

where the teacher directs the child into literate recording of certain 

experiences. as opposed to allowing the child simply to 'live them 
• 

through'; at 1he older Primary level, where the teacher recommends 'Girl 

A' to attempt a study of transport and invention in addition to that of 

history and costume, and where 'Boy B' is likewise induced into 

considering the worlds of folk-lore and mythology in addition to those 

of science and technology; and at the Secondary level, where the variotS 

syllabuses of study attempt to emphasise much of what it is believed the 

pupil in responding to wider social needs will find Horthy of mastering. 

It is of course in their weighty curriculum ('\'lorldly') obI t~ations 

that teachers are most evidently seen to need a philosophy and orientation 

- a vision and messar,e - altogether Hider than that !,rovided by the data 

and 'Heltanschaatme' of psychoanalysis, or indeed of any oth~r chiln 

science or acadeMic discipline. 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES 

It is sur;hested here that the ~eneral philosophy of teachin~ a .... ri'led at 

above. by a synthesis of psychoan<llytic child-developmental rir;our '.lith 



the practical and professional T"ider obHzations of the 5chool as a 

source of useful learnin~, fits in well with certain other rhilo

sophic a~\J!T'en-m and stanrlpoints ~uch "to:; Clre ?vaU",...ble ~~ ?'c("\n-;c;t 

the best-informed and T'lore refhctive o£ t1o~~ern euucatinnal t:~eor·-;t3. 

For exa:7lple,Tor}~ing rrot1 a ja'3is of non-rni1t'1eC1atical philoso~'d.-;ir.3 

which he terms "the form of tie personal" t t:1e psyc:lOloc;ist-eduC.J.

tionalist Ben ;:lorris attains criteria foro discriminating t~e l'10st 

relevant of t;e many diverse psychological disciplines. Hot 

surprisingly he is even more soundly appreciative of current psycho

analytic 'object-relations theory' than is the present study, ;'l'1ich 

has of necessity concentrated upon the 'orthodox' theory associated 

wi th Anna Freud. We stand on identical ground \-1i th Ben Horris hO''lever 

when he states his 'mutual-reciprocal interactional vieH' that "At 

the level of the personal, education is neither doing things ~ people, 

nor for thet1, but with them"l. It follows then that teac'hers shoul d - -
strive to attain better personal relations, both with their pupils 

and with others. Our particular oblination - as perhaps .. lith other 

professions involving a 'caring aspect' - is to "achie ve r:1orc adequate 

foms of personal integration,,2. Clearly, teachers as adults must not 

consider themselves above further endopsychic re-organisation, and 

some of the various \'lays of attaining at least a minimal-appropriate 

p:rofessional endopsychic 'organisation' were discussed above (Chapter 

10). In addition, we may now emphasise - in terms of 'psychic organisers' 

- that in our choice of marital or other partner, in our relation to 

a revered headteacher or other professional mentor and in our quest 

for a personally-satisfYing and adequate concept of God or meaning to 

life, we are being successively and hierarchically structured as 

~forris (1966), p.149. 

2 ibid., p.17l. 

-, 
• 



meaningful functional persons. Ideally we should at leas t in part 

be able to monitor and encourage our own periodic convergencies of 

'patterns of experience', and for the rest of our lives we may 

reasonably expect to meet further 'psychic organisers'. It may well 

be the lack of such continuing endop~ychic organising processes, and 

of the hierarchical growth resulting fro~ them, which leads some 

persons into early senility and the onset of rapid and largely irreversible 

deteriorative processes. first of a psychological and then of a psycho

somatic nature. and finally of a markedly somatic kind leading to death. 

It has not escaped notice here that the views of Ben Morris appear to 

carry also the implication that it is the 'real' child and the 'real 

relationship' which pre-eminently govern our edu:ative efforts l • The 

teacher then is no mere 'technician' or piecemeal psychosocial 

'engineer'. and we do not see ourselves as dealing with 'immature 

intdlects', 'lopsided characters', nor even 'egos', 'ids' or other 

part-pupils. Nothing ~hoT.'t of the 'whole individual pemon' must be 

accepted as our professional touchstone and raison d'etre. 

John Wilson is another writer who blends his views on education with 

meaningful psychological frameworks. Wilson draws out interes ting 

parallels between 'educating' and 'curing', emphasises childhood as 

being replete with 'deficiencies' and exhorts teachers to strive to 

inprove the rationality of their young charges 2 • 

C. ~. Fleming draws upon those psychologists and analysts \-Tho pionp.ercd 

in ter-personal and group therapy, and gees on to ill uninate val uably 

group processes in the classroom. The teacher's function is seen as 

'serving' his class-group, and the quality of group membership and 

relations affects both the adult's deeper need-fulfillment and the 

lCf. Chapter 10, 'A real relationship bet1-1'een teacher and pupil' • 

2Wilson, J •• Education & The Concept of ~'Iental Health, qoutlcd,~e, Londot"f. , 
1968, 
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mental health of the children involvedl • 

J. J. Ficxeroa highlights the question of the intending-teacher's 

priority, i.e. between curriculum-orientation and inter-personal 

relational skills. Teaching, suggests Figueroa, is an art Hhich 

demands a certain style of conduct, and 'fie mu~t become "the kind of 

person who can so deal with other people that they learn,,2. 

As with the other author-educators cited here, Figueroa's work appears 

to carry the implication of a necessary, successive,internal re

structuring and personal-psychological re-organising on the part of 

both teacher and taught. 

What we do with others . w~ must do also unto ourselves! 

~leming, C. H., Teaching: A Psychological Analysis, London, 1958; rev. 
edn •• r·~thuen, London, 1968. 

2Figueroa, J. J. t (1964), On becoming a teacher, Brit. J. educe Stud., 
Vol.13, p.4l 
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SuggeatecJ. areas ot future study. 

t. b earliest; peried of ch:Ud analysis and twentieth century educational 
pi0D8er8 - particularly insotar as this includea or concentrates upon 
Oermam publications. 
See: Chapter 2. 

2. OOmpari80DS bemen AnDa. Freud and. Erik H.Eriksan. 
See: Chapter B. 

,. studiea of ego regression in norul school settlnga. 
See: Chapter 9. 

4. J)evel.opmental 'lines' or progressions tor particular curricular materials 
n~z the 'average expectable child'; or on an • absolute' basis insofar 
&II logical subject-matter can be said to have such inherent regularities. 
See: Chapter 9. 

5. StudT, ot anxiety manitestations and. d;ynud.cs ait different ap-levels and 
in Tar,ring normal school settings. 
See: Chapter 10. 

6. Further study of educational and. psychological. 'models' and paradigms for 
pupil.-tbinki ng and experiencing. 
See: Cbapter 12. 

e . .,. tIte "ela,t;~e efF~cj MtL "a,lidi'tj of '~a..i.emtf;"a,I' -vetsuS- 'peY'So'na..ll foh't1S 

~ modeL rnaJ<it1j' • 
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Appendix I. 

Bibliography of The Complete Published Works ot Anna Freud,1922-1978. 

Introduction 

The material presenteQ here has been compiled after the manner of TYso~ 

anel Strachey's 'A chronological hand-list of Freud's works·1• As such it: is 

prebably both the completest and most readily useful ot any, available lists 

concerning our subject,and has the further advantage of offering methodological 

standardisation for bibliographies of the writings of Sigmund Freud and of 
Anna Freud respectively. 

The present list i8 baaed upon a systematic ordering of titles by year 

of first publication. Entries are given a date(year),and suffix letters(a,b,etc) 

then distinguish titles within the same year. Wherever possible the reference 
source is given to The Writings of Anna Freud2• Since these latter volumes 

contain full bibliographic data on all entries therein, such information is 

not reproduced in the present list. For those titles which do not occur in 

The Writings of Anna Freud,a full bibliographic entry is given here,insofar 

.. this could be ascertained. 
For all titles up to c.1952,entries yere compared with those in The 

Index of Psychoanalytic Writings'. For titles up to 1962,entries were further 
ohecked against those in the Menninger Clinic's 'Anna Freud NUIlber' list4• 

Par more recent titles, valuable assistance was grate tully received from Miss 

Gertrud Dann,Librarian to the Hampstead Child-Therapy Clinic in London,who 
tor aaD1 yeara baa maintined her own unique card-file index on the published 

anel unpublished works of Anna Freud. 

For the period 1922-1952 the Grinatein Index' ahon 54 titles for Anna 

Freud,whereas the present list baa 64 titles(not including unpublished ones). 

For the period 1922-1962 the lfenninger List4 has 75 titles,and the present 

list 95. Altogether the present chronological handlist has 200 titles,plus 

'Supplements' of so_ at least. of the unpublished materials,(lectures, papers) • 

!he systematisation of chronology is particularly difficult in the 

1~son & Strachey{1956). 

2Hosarth Pre8B,London;I.U.P.,New York,7. vola,1968-74. 

'a~stein(1956). 

~1Dger Bullet1n(1g63). 
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CUI of our subject's wr1tings,owing to their auther'. no'ti. infrequent tendancy 

et delaying publication until long after the first. presentation of the 

aterial. In such instances year ef actual first publicatien is still strictlT 

adhered te,but with the following further refinement to the hancUist. A.t the 

earlier date - i.e. the yeu of first verbal presentation or o~ actual writing -

* • minor entry in starred brackets is included, together with • forward. reference 

to the major and fuller entry at the yeu of actual publicatiom. 'l!hia major 

entr, then also contains a retrospecti va indication of the eulier entry. 

Abbreviations used 

Writings 

+ 

pse 

Journal 

III The Writings of Anna Freud,7vols,Hogarth Press, 
London;I.U.p.,New York,1968-74 • 

• Doubt:ful er untraced title. Such entries usually 
have an indication of their 'secondary source' of 
refell8JlC8. 

III PaychCanalyt1c Study of The Child 

- International Journal of Psyohoanalysis 

The 1~volume 'Wri tinge' of Anna Freud. 

Brief detail is here offered on the coaposition of these volumes: 

!ol.ume Period ~overed m:blio~a:ehic ent£'! 

I t922-1935 .lima Freud( 1 9748) 

IX t936 (1936a) 

In t939-1945 (l973a) 

11' 1945-t955 (1968h) 

l' 1956-1965 (1969U). 

'II 1965 (1965&) 

1Il: 1966-tCfTO (1971j) 
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(1922a),Schlagephantasie und Tagtraum,(Transl.,Beating phantasies and daydreaas), 

Writings,I,t37-t57. 

(t923a),Ein hysterisches Sympto. bei einen zweieinvierteljahrigen Knaben, 
(Transl.,A hysterical symptom in a child of two years and three months), 
Writtngs,I,t58-t6t. 

(1927a),EinfUhrung in die Technik der Kinderanalyse,(Transl.,Four Lectures os 
Child Analysis),Writings,I,3-69. 

(1928&) , Zur theorie der Kinderanalyse, (Transl., The theory: ot child analysis), 
Writings,I,t62-t75. Cf.(1946d),Pt.II. 

(1g28b),Report ot the Tenth International Psychoanalytical Congress, 
Journal,9,132-t59.(Edited b.Y Anna Freud). 

(1928c),Die Einleit\Ulg der Kinderanalyse,(Transl.,Preparation for child 
analysis) • Cf. (t 927a) ,Lecture t. 

(1929a),Die Beziehung zwischen Psychoanalyse und padagogik,(Transl.,The relation 
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'Addenda t to the b:i.bliographical hand-list of the works of Anna Freud: 

The following authors - see:Bibliograp~ - include in their own papers 
valuable unpublished/verbatim comments made by'Anna Freud during case confer
ences,seminarB.discussion groups and so on: 

Glover(1945) 
B'owlb;w et al(1952) Harries(1952) Lampl-de Groot(1957) 
Wangh(t962) Waelder(1963) K&iry,s(1964) Nagera(1g66) Thomas(1966) 
Lustman(1967) Rangell(1967) HOffer(t968) Kohut(t968) Fraiberg(1969) 

Haenchen(1970) Nagera(1970) Katan(1972) Freedman(1974) Pine (1974) 

Kolansky(1974) Shapiro(1974) Slap(1974) Kris«1956}t975) Holder(1975) 
Sandler at al(t97S) 
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Appendix II 

A Partial List of Unpublished Papers of Anna Freud. 

!itles up to c.19}8 were generally available from the Reports of the Vienna 

Psychoanalytic Society,published regularly in the I.P.A..:Bulletins of the 

International Journal of Psychoanalysis. For titles after that date the card

tile indexes of the Library of the Hampstead Child-Therapy Climic(London) pro'ftd 

.ost usef'ul,in additiom to other sources fro. the literature. 

1110 tull1 s3,Btesatic notation is attempted in the presen~lis~. 

As indicated by the subject; in her first. letter to the present author1,these 

and ether unpublished materials(lectures,papers,letters and correspondence) will 

eventually be deposited in the Library of Ccmgress,Washington D.C. under the 

auspices of the Sigmund Froud Archives Inc. of New York. The latter organisation 

i8 currently active in the preparation and publication of'- many of the materials 

imits care,and i~ is reasonable to assume that at some future date much else 

trom the pen of Anna Freud will be made available to the scientific wo!ld. 

t See: Append:ix X belcnr, Letter of 11 th 1l1q", 19,];6. 
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(t928),ChUd analysis: a review of the 'Symposiwa on Child Analysis' 
published in the International Journal of Psychoanalysis,(1927.). 
Pl:esented to the Vienna Paa.Soc. ,25th January. 

(1928),Report of a discussion held in Berlin on the psychoanalytical training 
of teachers, (with Sie5fried Bernfeld). 
Pre.ente. to Vienna Psa,Soc.,16th Hay, 

(1929),Paedagogy. Public lecture at opening of Frankfurt Psa.Institute,(Feb.). 

(19,2),Neurotic mechanisms under the influence of education. Presented to the 
12th International Congress of Psychoanalysis0"iesbaden). 
Cf. Anna Freud(1936a),Chapters 6,7,8. 

(1933) ,Infantile methods of overcoming anxiety, Paper to the Vienna Psa.Soc., 
11th.Januar,y. Cf.(19,6a). 

(1m) ,The problelll of puberty.Presented to the 13th.International Corrgresa of 
Paychoanalysis(Lucerne), Cf.(1936a),Chaptera 11 and 12. 

(1935),The application of analytic technique in the examinatiom of psychic 
institutions, Parts I and n. Presented to the Vienna Psa.Soc. ,January:-
February. Cf,(19,6a), 

(t936),Anl address in celebration of 1Iay 6th 1936. Read before the Vienna Pea. 
Soc.,6th.Uq. 

(1936),Phenomena of disintegration in the waking thoughts of children. Read 
before the Vienna Psa.Soc.,16th December. 

(1936),A contribution to the analyais of teachers. Presented to Vienna Pea,Soc., 
17th June, 

(19'7),A review of psychoanalytic paedago~. Paper to 2nd Four Countries 
Centerence,Budapest,t5th-17.th ~. 

(1939) ,Sublimation and sexualisatiolli. Paper to joint~eting of British and 
French Pea. Societies, 30th.June, 

(1947) , Transfol'Jl&tion of instinot in early childhood. Presented to Meeting of 
European Psychoanalysts,.Amsterdam,24th-27th Mq, Cf·0'471,)(Pa.rt). 

(1959) ,The nature of the t!lerapeutic process, Paper to Los Angeles Psa.Soc., 
,Othl4arch, 

(1959),The therapeutic process. Presented to San Francisco Faa.Soc.,6th April. 

(1959),The probleJl of research in psychoanalysis. Paper to San Francisco PBa. 
Society & Institute,Sth.April. . 

(1959),The Edward Bibring Memorial Meeting Lecture,Read before Boston Pea. 
Soc., 14th April. 

(1960),Four contributions to the psychoanalytic study of the child. Lecture. 
te the Wew York Psa.Soc.,15th-18th September. Cf.(1965a). 

(1966),The effects of bodily illness cn the child. Lecture to Guy's Hospital 
ledical School,London. 

(1966),The interaction between body and mind in the child's physical illness. 
Lecture to Amsterdam University. 

(1966),Some aspect. of the relation between neurotic pathology in childhood 
and adult lite. Lecture to Chicago Faa.Soc" December. 
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(1971),The widening scope of psychoanalytic child psychologr,normal and 
abnormal. Read before the Dutch Paa.Soc. 
CA. miJIleo copy in the Library of the Hampstead Child-Therapy- Clinio in 
London is dated '1970'. The I.P.A. Bulletin,Journal,(1972),Vol.5' 
reports the Dutch lecture as ·1971'). 

(1973) ,Sara Rosenfeld:Tribute. Read to the Uemorial Meeting,Hampstead Child
Therapy Clin~o,London,'rd.October. 

(t978),Inaugural address. Hebrew Universi~ Chair of Psychoanalysis,Jerusalem 
and London{read simultaneously). 



(t928b) 

(t9,ta) 

(t944b) 

(1951d). 

(1~d) 

(1g68d) 

(1970c) 

-
Appendix III. 

PUblished Works of Anna Freud Not. Included in The Writings of 
Anna Freud(7Vols}. 

(1929c) 

(t9,2&) (t932b) (t9'3a) (t9'4b) (t935b) 

(t944c) (t946c) (194Ba) (1948b.) (1949h) 

(t951e) (1951g) (195th) (1951i) (1955&) (1957c) (1959a) 

(t963e) (1964&) (1965f) (196.5i) (1966g) (1967d) (1968b) 
(19690) (1969s) (1969t:) 

(\97tc) (t971.e) 

See: Appendix I for full titles etc. Also not included in The WritiIllgs of 
Anna Freud at. present are all publications from 1912 onwards - but cf.(197,a) 
and (1974e) which!:£!. volumes of the Writings. 
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Appendix IV. 

Ed! torshi.ps Reld ny Anna Freud. 

1924-1934 : Gesammelte Schriften von Sigmund Freud,12 ~ls,Vienna 
(with A.J.Storfer). 

1927-1934 : Bulletin of The International Psychoanalytic Association, 
International Journal of PsYchoanalysis. 

1931-1931 : Zeitschrift fUr fsychoanalytische PSdagogik.(Vienna), 
(with Paul Federn,Heinrich Meng,Ernst Schneider and others). 

1932-1938, : Psychoanalytic Quarterlr,(Nev York),(contributing editor - but 
see special Child Analysis Number, (193,) ,vol.4,(1) ,Januar.r, edited 
by Anna Freud). 

1935-1936 : 'Child Analysis Symposiumt,(Special Number),No.7,Fsychoanalytic 
Quarterly Library.',New York. 

1940- : Sigmund Freud,Gesammelte Werke,18 vola,LondoD. 
(with Marie Bonaparte,Edward Bibring,Ernst Kris,Willi Hoffer and 
otto Isakower). 

1944-1949 : Bulletin of The International Psychoanalytio AssociatioDl, 
International Journal of Psychoanalysis. 

1945-

1950 

1953-

196,5-

1978-

: The Psychoanal.ytic Study of The Child,lJew York and London. 
(with Ernst Kris,He1nz Hartmann,Edward Glover,Willi Hoffer et, all. 

: Sigmund Freud(1887-1902) .Aus den Anfangen der Psychoanalyse, 
London. (with Marie Bonaparte and Ernst Kris). 
(Trans. The Origins of Psycho-Analysis .Letters to Wilhelm Fliess, 
Drafts and Notes,1887-19Q2. London,1954). 

: The Standard Edition of The Complete Psychological Works or 
Sigmund Freud,24 vols,LondoD. 
(with James Strachey- and ethers). 

: Monograph Series of The Psychoanalytic Study of The Child, 
New Raven and London. 
(wi th Ruth S .Eissler ,1larianne !Cria and Albert J .Solni t) • 

: Bulletin of' The Hampstead Clinic,London. 
(with Joseph Sandler and others). 
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J.ppendU V. 

Translations by Anna Freud. 

English into German. 

1918 - Ernest Sones,'Anal-!rotio oharaoter traits',J,abnorm,Psyohol,,(1918),13 
261-284. (Trans1., 'Uber analerotische Characterzuge' ,Zeitschrif't fiirPsa., 
(1919),5,69-92). 

1921 - 3.Varendo~ck,The Psychology of Daydreams,London,Allen & Unwin. 
(Transl.,Uber ~Yorbewusste Phantasierende Deuten,Leipzig,I.P.Verlag, 
1922). 

1922 - Ernest Jones, 'Some problems of adolescence',Brit.J.PBychol,.(1922),1" 
'1-47. (Trans~,. 'Einige probleme des jugendlichen Alters', Imago , (1923) , 
9,145-168) • 

t9~- Israel Levine,The nhconscious:An Introduction To Freudian Psychology, 
LondoD & New York, (Trans~.,Das Unbewusste,Int..Psa.Bibliothek,no,20, 
(1925); I.P.Verlag,Vienna,1926). 

1934 - Dorothy BUrlingbaa, 'The urge to tell and the compulsion to confess', 
(Transl" tllitteilungsdrang und Gestandniszwang' ,Imago. (1934) ,20,129-143). 

ere",,, ;,.;10 Gumel". 
1938 - Marie Bonaparte,Topsy,Chow-Chow au Poil d'Or,Paris,1937,(Transl.,Topsy, 

der Goldhaarige Chow,Amsterdam,Allert de Lange, 1939}. (with S.Freud). 

JIaDT translations and re-translations of the author's own works were also 
1IDdertaken by her,and rendered into French and Spanish as well as mainly into 
English, In particular, note -

German-into English. 

Iritings,Vol.I - Cf~ Freud(1927a},(1928a),(1930a) etc. 

Writings, Vol.n - Cf.Anna Freud(1936a), 

Other translation labours centred upon the correspondence of Sigmund Freud, 

See the detailed notes and acknowledgements in MCGuire(Ed)(197:4). 
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Appendix U. 

PUblications by-Anna Freud Dealing Specifically with Education and Teaching. 

(1929&) (1930a) (1934&) 

(19440) (1946b) (1946c) (1949cl) 

(1952b) (1954&) 

(t960b) (1960d) (19608) (1966c) (1966g) (19698) 

(19710) (1mc) (t973d) (19"lSa) (1977d) 

(See: Appendix I for full titles and bibliography) 

See aiso the following unpublished papers(Appendi% II) -

(1928) (1929) (1936) (1937) 



Anna Freud. 

(1931&) 

(1936a) 

(1952&) 

(1972a) 

(1me) 

Notes, 
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Appendix VII. 

Literary Citations in Anna Freud's Works. 

Literarx material 

Diderot,I'Le nev.eu de Raaea.u' 

Alice Hodgson Burnett,Little Lord Fauntleroy. 
Annie Fellows Johnston,The Little Colonel. 

A.AJIilne,When We Were Very Young. 

Edmond Rostand, Cyrano de Bergerac. 

Moliere, Swift; folklore • 

Lionel Trill1ng, The Middle of The JourneY', 1947. 

Rainer Maria. Ri1ke,Poems. (Cf. Note 1 below). 

L.Bellman,An Unfinished Woman,Penguin Books, 1972. 

t. Anna Freud' a familiarity with the poems of Rilke is also alluded to in 

oorrespondence between Sigmund Freud and Lou Andreas-Salome in the period 

1915-1917, See:Chapter , above(p.56). 

2 •••• ·as a young teacher Ann& Freud liked to read occasionally from 

Kipling's Jungle Book to her small pupils ••• after the death of Freud ••• 

volumes by Kipling, Ueyer' and Macauley in which Anna Freud had & special 
interest went on to her collection· ••• 

Lobner,H., (1975), 'From our archives: some additional remarks on Froud's 
librar.r',Si6!und Freud House Bull,,1,(1),18-29. 
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Appendix VIII. 

lrefaces.Forwards,Introductions contributed by Anna Freud to other authors. 

Author(s) 

Hanns Sachs 

Edith Buxbaum 
Alice Balint 
G'abriel CasusQ 
Anne-llarie Sandler,Elizabeth DaWltom 
and Anneliese Schnurmann 

Marion Milner 
Thomas Freeman,John L.CueroD 
and A:t.Idrew McGhie 

lCata Levy 

Margarete Ruben 
Sigm1md Freud and Oskar pfister 

John Bolland and Joseph Sandler 
Jeanne Lampl-de Groo~ 

Reni Spitz 

lWmberto N'agera 

(Group for Advancement of Psychiatry) 
Hampstead Library Series 

Berman Nunberg 

Bianca Gordon 

Berlim Psychoanalytic Institute 
Jf.C.H:Ul 

lluriel Gardiner 
Belen Beck 

Siegfried Bernfeld 

Erna Furman 

Marion Berger and Hana1 Kenned7 
Ernst !CriB 

Anna Freud 

(1948b) 
(l949c) 
(195,b) 
(1957a) 

(1957b) 

(1957d) 

(1958c) 

(1960c) 
(1960d) 
(196,d) 

(1965c) 
(1965d) 
(19651') 

(1966d),(1967d},(1975g).(1976b~ 

(1966g) 
(1969b) 
(1969c) 
(1970b) 

(1970c) 
(19110) 
(1911d) 
(1mc) 

. (1973d) 
(1974a) 

(1975c) 
(1975d) 

Sigmund Freud Gesellachaf'1t (1975e) 

A.D.Hotman,R.D.Becker and P.H.Gabriel (1976d) 
Vienna SympoaiUJI (1977a) 

Sara Rosenfeld (1977b) 

Ps,yohoanalytic Study of the Child Anthology (1971c) 
Pater Wilson (1977d) . 
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Appendix IX • 

.An Alphabetical. list, of Authors and Certain Others Cited in Anna Freud's 
Publications. 

!he following Iist is not claimed to be complete and exhaustive, but it 

has taken into account all the published works of the subject - including minor 

pieces - which are mown to the present study;(Cf. Appendi% I). 

Each entr,r consists of the name/author cited, together with a strictly 

chronological listing of those works by Anna Freud in which the named person 

18 mentioned. Wo indication is gi~ of the occurrence of multiple references 

:In the same work. 

For ease of reference,page numbers are given for those citations taken 

from worka which do not carry- their own author-index.In the main this was only 

necess&l7 for those papers etc. which are not collected into the Writings of 

Anna Freud,since all entries into the latter are comprehensively author-indexed. 

Abbate,Grace 

Abraham, Karl 

Abraham, Hilda 

llchhorn,August 

Alexander ,Franz, 

Alpert ,Augusta, 

Anderson,John E. 

Andreas-Salome,Lou 

Aneel,Army 

Anthoney,E.J. 

Apley,John, 

Bal1nt,Alice 

Balint, Li!chae1 

Balken, E.R. 

Barne.,Jl.J. 

Barron,Arthur '1'. 

""'!""'. ____ ~Je_ck~,~He;~ .. ___ .___._._ 

********* 

; 1954b 

: '9,'a,1946a,'974b,1975c 

: 1974b 
: 1921a,1929c,p.510,1930a,19"a,19,6a,1944a,1949a, 

t94ge,t951k,1954c,1955a,1954d, 1958a,1958b, 1960e, 
1965a,1966e, 1968a, 1968d, 19691, 1971b, 1974e, 1974f, 
1916c, 19r.7a, 1978b 

: 1928b,p.153,1929c,p.518,1933a,1936a,1954d,1965a, 
1966e,1971b 

t 1963a,1965&,196gu,1974d 
; 1951a 

: 1922a 
: See Katan,A.A. 

: 1955b,1me 
: 1962b 

: 195,b,1965a,1966e,1974t 
, 19".,p.173,1953b,1958b,1962d,1968c,1969a,1971t, 

197r4d,1976a 
: 1951& 

& 1969\1 
I 1969\1, 197.3a 

11~c 



Be~sehenburg,Gertrud, 

Bebn-Esehenburg,K. 
Bell,AntLt& 
Bene ,Agnes 

Benedek, Therese 
Bennett:, Ivy 

Beres, DaTid 
Bergen,Mary E. 
Berger ,Maria 

Bergler, Edmund 
lJergmann,Thesi 

Bbrnteld,Siegfried 

Bibring,Edward 
B£bring,Grete L. 

lIi.on,W.R. 
Blanehard,Phyllis 

Bleuler,Eugene 
Blom,G.E. 
m.os,Peter 
Boehm, Felix 
Bolland,Jobn 

Bolterauer,Lambert 
Bookhammer,Robert 

Bonaparte ,Marie 
Bond, Douglas 

Bonnard ,Augusta 

Bornstein, Berta 

Bomstein-,steff 
Bowlby,Jobn 

Bouv.et,ll. 

Braun,E. 
Bray, Perey 

Brenner, Charles 

Breuer,Joseph 

B:r1ohl,M. ........ -
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, 1974e,1974f 
, 1933& 

I t954b 
: 1975b 

: 1955b,1971g,19730 
: 1973a 
f 1968b 

I 1958&,19670,196911 
: 19'15c 
, 1965a 
: t952a,1958a,1960o,19650,1969u,1973e,1974f 

: 1922a,1934a,1935b,1936a,1946a,1951a,1958b, 
t965a, 1968d, 1966e, 1969a, 1971b,1973d, 1974e, 
1974f,1977a 

, t936a,1965a,1969a,1969k 
f 1946a,1949h,1958b,1960e,1965a,1966f,1969&, 

1969k 
: 1969i(1958) 
I 1975e 

: 1936a 
, 1952a 

: 1969\1 
I t949h,p.187, 1965a 
I 1965e,196911 
f 1949a 
: 1967d 

: 193,a,t949h - ef.Introd. to 1946e 
I t 954d, 1969a, 197.5b 
: 1955b" 19600, 1965a, 1967&, 1969u 

: 1935b, 1936a, 1965a, 1966b, 19660, 1971b, 1974f 
t9'l5c 

: t935b,1971b,1974t 

, 1949g,1951a,1952a,1953a,1954a,1954b,1955b. 
t958a, 1960a, 1963a, 1963b, 1965a, 1966e, 1965i, 
1969i,19730 

I 1965& 
I 1974t 
I 1961& 

I 1969&,1972a 

I 1936a,1965a,1968h,1969a,1969k,196911 
I 19660, 1974t 



Brill ,A.A.. 
Brody' , Vl.lt. 
Brunswick,Ruth JIaclt 

Bryan,D. 
BUhler, Charlotte 
Burke,M. 
Burlingham,Dorothy 

Burnett,Alice Hodges 
Butler ,.A..K. 
lJU%baum,Ed!th 

Bychcnrsld.,Gus ta~ 

Calder,Kenneth 
Caldwell, Betty 

Cameron,John L. 

Caplan, Gerald 

Casuso. Gabriel 
Chapman ,Bertha 

Clarke,A'».B. 
Clarke ,Krs.Ral ph 

Co bliner, W .;r. 

Coleman,R.W. 
Colonna • .Alice 
Col ton,H.1I. 

COriat,Isador 
Corneille,P. 

Currier,Ur.& Mrs. 

CUrzon, JI:rs • .A.. 

Daltroff,W. 
Daly,C.D. 
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, 1929c,1933a,1951a 
: 1965a 
: 197.1d 
, 1965& 

: 1929c,p.519, 196'a,1965a,196gu 
: t954d 

: 19'5b,1942a,1944a,1949a,1951a,1951b,1951j,1952e, 
1953d,t954b, 1955b, 1955a,1958b,1957b, 1960a, 1960c, 
1960e,1963b, 1965a, 1967a, 1967c, 1969f,1969b, 1969i, 
t96gu, 1914e, 1914!.1915b 

: 1936a 
: 1952& 
: 1935b,1949c,1958b,1966e,1974f,19750 

: 1954b 

: 196Gb 
: 19670 

: 195Bb,19560 - cf.Freeman,T. 
: 1969p 
: 1957a 
: 1952c 
: 1962'b 
: t951j, 

"97.13 - cf.Spitz,R. 
: See Lipton-,R. 
: 1965ht1969u 
: 1954d 

: 1928b,p.151 
: 1936a 
: 1975b 
: 1969f 

: 1952& 
: 1965& 

»ann,Sophie & Gertrud ; 1951j,1955a,1965a,1973a 
Danzinger,Lotte : 1951j 
Daunton,I{J.izabeth 

Dawi.,C ••• 

Dan80n,Charles 

Dement,William 
Deming, Julia 

: 1957b, 1969u 

: 1946a,1947&,1913a 

: 1954'b 
, 1969a 

: 19668 



~.: .. 

Dershowiiiz,A.M. 
De Saussure ,Raymond 
Deutsch, Helene 
Diderot,Denis 
Dub.o,S. 

Dub.ovi tz , Il. 

4'2 

: 196911,1971j 
: 1951a 

: 1928b,p.1'7,140, 1929c,19'3a,1936a,1958b,1969k 
: 1931a 
:1952& 
: 1936a 

Ecker, Paul : 197 4d 
Ehrenberg, Rudolph : 1972& 
Eissler,Kurt R. : 1949&,1954c,1954d,1951k,1958b,1965a,1969a,1969u, 

19'Z2a,19'Z5b 
Eissler,Ruth S. : 1965a,1968h,1969U,1971j 
Eitingon,Max : 1928b,p.132, 1929c,p.489, 1933a,1950a,1969k 

Ekstein,Rudolph : 1971c 
Ellis,R.W.B. : 1947.a,194Th 
Engl , Hanna : See Kennedy ,H.E. 

Entenman,Edith : 1966e 

Erikson,Erik Homburger : 1935b, 1951a, 1958b, 1966e, 1974t 

Escalona, Sybille : 1952a,1954b,1961c 

Federn,E. : 1969k 
Federn,Paul, : t928b,p.1'2, 1929c,1933a,'936a,1951k,1954c,1954d, 

1958b, 1966e,1969d,196gk, 196911, 1971b 

Fenichel,Otto : 1946a,1958b;, 1965a, 1969a, 1975c, 1976b 

Ferenczi, Sandor : t927a,1928a,1928b,p.140, 1929c,p.504, 19,'a,19'3&, 

Ferguson,R.w. 
Fischer,B 

Fisher, Charles 
Fleming,oT. 

Fleischmann,O. 
Flie ss ,Wilhelm, 

Flugel,J.C. 
Folkart,Lydia 

Foss,B.!1. 
haiberg,Selma 

Frank"L.K. 
Frankl,Liselotte 

Freedman , AbrahaJll 
J'reeman, Derek 
.~~JII&ll, Tholl&8 

1949&, 1950a, 1952d, 1954b, 1954c, 1954d, 1958b, 1960e, 1965a, 
1968g,1969t,1971j 

: 1960b 
: t974! 
: 1969a 
t 1969u,1971g 

t 196911 
I 195Ba,1969k 

, 1929c,p.489, 1949g,1951a, 1953d,1965a 
: 1969U 

t 1969U 
: 1958b 

I 1951a 
I 1951j', 196Oa, 196Oc, 1965&, 1969h, 1969u, 1973a 

I 1967d 
I 1972a 
I 1958b,t958c 



Frencb,ThoJ1aa M. 
Freud, Sigmun d 

Freud,W.Ernest, ~ 

Friedjung,J. 
Friedlander , Kate 

Friedm&n~lIi. 

Friedmann, 1.::rs. Y. 

Friedmann, Oscar 
Fries,UargaretE. 

Froeb.el,F.W. 
Fro~eichmann,Frieda 

Fryling-3chreuder,C.J.1. 
Fuchs,Hertha, 
Furman,Erna 

Furman,RobertA. 
Furst,Sidnoy S. 

Gairdner,D. 
Gardiner,Murie~ 

Garma,Angel 

Gauthier,Y. 

Gaur1n,J. 

Ca'Vshon,Audrey 
Gedo,J .E. 

Gelierd,Elisabeth R. 

Gerard,Y. 
Gesell ,Arnold 

Gilchrist,W. 

GU1,Y.M. 

o Gillespie,W.B. 
Glasser,M. 

Glover,Edward 

G'i telson, Maxwell 

Goldberger,Alice 

Gold.f'arb,W. 
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: 1954d 

; '922a,'927a,'9,'a,'9,6a,1945a,1946a,1948b,1949b, 
1949c,194ge, 1949g, 1950a,1951a,1952e, 1954a,1958a, 
1958b,1962d,1963b,1963d,1964a,1965a,1965i,1966a, 
1966b,1967a, 1967b, 1967d, 1961e,1968a, 1968c, 1968g, 
1969a,1969i,1969j,1969k,1969t,1971a,1971b,1971d, 
1972a,1971e, 1971g, 1973e, 1974t, 1915d, 1976a, 1976b,c, 
19TIe,1978b 

: 1965h,1967.a,t969U 
: 1928b,p.152 
: 1951k, 1969u, 1975b 
: 1912a 

: 1969t 

: 1951j,1954b,1960c,1Q60e,1965a,1969u 
: 1951a,1952a,1953a,1954a,1954b,1958a,1966e,1974f 
: 19,6& 
: 1965& 

: 1967b 
: 1949&,1974:( 
: 1960e,1967e,1969d,1974a 
: 1960e,1966e,196gu 
: 1967e,1968&,196911 

: 1961. 
: 1971d,1972b 

1933a,p.169, 1949h 

: 196911 
: 19610 

: 1965a 
: 1969a 

: 1958b,1965a,1966e,1974f 
: 19668 
: 1946&, 1947a 
: 1973b 
, 1965&,1969a 

: 1965&,196911,1972a 
I 1972. 

& 1929c,p.489, 193'a,1946b,t965a,1975c 

& 1958b.1962d 

& 1951j,.1954b, 1957b,19600, 1960e, 1965a. 1969u, 1973. 
I 1m-



Goldstein,Josepn 
Gordon, Bianca 
Gosliner,B'. 
Green,Andre 
Greenaora,Phyllia 

Greenaon,Ralph R. 
Gruenberg,S.M. 
Guttman,Samuel A. 

GYGmroi,Edith L. 

BIahn,J6aDell 

JralI,G.Stanley 
l!fall ,Jenny W. 

Balamann,P. 
Harlow,H.F. 

liamik,J. 

Hartmann., Dora 
Bartmann,Heinz 

Bawk::l.ns ,lfary 0 'Neill 

Hazen,Mrs.Lita 

BB1n1cke,C.M. 

Hellman,nse 

Hendrick,Ives 

Bermann,Imre 

Herzberg, Martha 

Hllgarci,E.R. 

Hill,J.C. 
H1ndley,C.B. 
Hi tschmamr,Eduard 
Hoffer,Willi 

434--
I 1965j,1968h,1969U,1970a,t971h,1973e 
: t960e,1970b 
: 1965a 
: 1976& 

: 1951j,1952~1954a,1954b,1958b,1962d,1965&,1965i. 
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20. MARESFIELD GARDENS. 

Mr Raymond Dyer, B.Ed., M.Phi1, 
Education Dept., 
North Yorkshire County Council, 
Harrogate. 

Dear Mr Dyer, 

LONDON. NW3 SSX. 

01.4315 2002. 

11th May, 1976. 

Thank you for your letter of 1st May, which quite 
surprised me. I never thought anybody would think it 
worthwhile to establish something like an archive for 
me. In any case, I have promised my correspondence 
and whatever papers are left to the Sigmund Freud Archives 
in the Library of Congress in Washington D.C. so they 
are together with my father's. 

But in any case I am grateful for your suggestions 
and of course I am very ready to answer any questions 
which you put to me. 

Yours sincerely, 



• , •. '~I I 
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20. MARESFIEL.D GARDENS. 

Mr Raymond Dyer, 
Education Department, 
St Peter's C.of E. Primary School, 
Belford Road, 
Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. 

Dear Mr Dyer, 

LONDON. NW3 5SX. 

OI-43!5 2002. 

14th June, 1976. 

Your letter of 12th June arrived just now 

and I understand ~our worry about the delay in 

my answer to yours of May 17th. But I am going 

to answer, I am only waiting for a lull in work. 

You will hear from me soon. 

Yours sincerely, 



Mr Raymo nd Dyer, 
St Peter's Primary School, 
Belford Road, 
Harrogate, 
North Yorkshire HGl lJA 

Dear Mr Dyer, 
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20. MARESFIELD GARDENS 

LONDON. NW3 !5SX. 

01-438 2002. 

29th July, 1976. 

Please excuse my answering so late to your letter of May 
17th. The reasons for this are that our summer term in my 
Clinic here has been an especially busy one and it is only now 
that I can return to my correspondence. 

I shall now try to answer your questions as best I can. 

(i) Material enclosed. 

(ii) I have received the following honours: 

LL.D., Clark University, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A., 1950 
Sc.D., Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa., 

U.S.A., 1964 
LL.D., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, England, 1966 
Sc.D., University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A., 1966 
Sc.D., Yale University, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A., 1968 
M.D., Vienna University, Vienna, Austria, 1972. 

C.B.E., London, England, 1967. 

(iii) You ask about Dr Edith Jackson and what I can tell you 
is the following: She is an American paediatrician who 

had her training as a psychoanalyst in Vienna before the second 
world war. After this she becamf: a member of the International 
Psycho-Analytical Association and worked first in Boston, Mass., 
from there she moved to Denver, Colorado. She worked in both 
places very actively not only as a psychoanalyst, but also in 

• • • 
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maternity hospitals and she made a name for herself through ad
vocating the so-called "rooming-in" scheme, namely the plan not 
to separate the new born baby from the mother, but to leave the 
mother/infant couple together from the first moment. 

You ask whether the Hampstead Nurseries modelled themselves 
on the Vienna Nurseries. Naturally what we had learned there 
about early development was applied later to the active work with 
children, but the organisation of the two Nurseries was completely 
different. The Vienna Nursery was a day Nursery for 20 children 
between 1 and 2 years. The Hampstead War Nurseries were residential, 
i.e. the children stayed with us for the whole length of the war 
and their ages ranged from 10 days to 7 years. 

(iv) 1 collected the material for my first paper already as 
a psychoanalyst. 

My early teaching lasted from age 19 to age 24. After that 
time I trained as a psychoanalyst and began to practise • 

. 
(v) 1 am sorry that I cannot give you exact data about the po-

sitions held in Vienna. 1 began as a candidate of the So
ciety, became an ordinary member after presenting the first paper 
mentioned above and a few years later, held official positions in 
the Society as well as in the Training Institute. But it is dif
ficult to remember exactly when I was what. 

Certainly I shall be glad to see your thesis when it is 
completed, and I do not mind if you send me further questions. 

Yours sincerely, 
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st.Fete'_ PriIIar,r School, 

Mlon Road, 

BABROOATB 

Borih Yorka. 

1Ihi18t patientl7 aa1 ting ;your esteemed N»l7 to rq letter of September 9th. 

I thought I m1ght uaetull7 :1Dd1cate to ;you certd.D of the 1aauea ot import-

ance wb1ch have thWi tar ocourred to me repmiDg the appl1cat1OD ot your{w1ier) 

work to Education. 

1. PareDt-involftMllt :1n school - a recent pol1t1oal debating issue, 

7OUZ' Ti-(t931 et .. q.) IIIOst iuatruot1ft.whilst tkle1n1an' 

nen 'IIbol.lJ negat1ft. ChUd a.zaa.qstt s 1"81at1cm to 

puenu • pari-model for teaaMrB,who an oft8ll oontused 

NpmiDg the:lz ~fesaiOD&l stand'ng with parents. 

2. Role of auper-ego 111 5-11 ~ - maD;1 obaenaticma available 

to t8achen,sugest1Dg that the chUd's aupar-eso i_ 

aWl. nlati"f8l7 wak(A.Frewi),rat.bu thaD all-powartul 

fZ'OII earq aee(Jl.JQ..1n). 1'hua, 

(a)appueDtl;y wll-behaved pup1la. who 'mow the rul •• '. 

will OCoaaa1OD811;y Jdabehaft when lett 1D18uperv1ae4. 

othe~ pup1l.a w1ll llliabehaft eTa in the p1"8sence cf a 

l .... r authori" t1aUrI(d1DDer~1atant.etc.). 

(b)certain a1tu&Ucma of the 'rite de passaee' type,auch 

as leaT1Dg claaa,prog.Na~ to next educaticmal. level. 

,.._1". aD atta1nMDt anzod - otten charaoterised by 

lonzecl atmdaria of 'behaTiour geI18ral.l7,atwr,or &8 the 

e"f8llt approaohea •. (In the old 11+ d&J8,our 11 7ear old 

aohool-J. .. vera beoua prediotably rude and selt-possessed 
with their clua teachers cmce the, ware off1c1all;y told, 

a tn weka beton ten ended.Which Seccmci1u:7 sohooJ'. 

the7 had been 8881gned to). 

,. 1'eachera aa obsen.n.n.theorists - O'ftr-empbaa1a em new theories 

ill modem education,to detrimont of attention to tra:ined 

obsel'Y&tion related to tra.work ot .ns~Jcorroborated 
- -fJ.u=.I" .... u. A ""Nlflt:I.. nfS.FwoLul fH.rl A.';'''w~1 1M" .. , i~l<tr-Il"f;'h" h,. .. p ••• 
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St Peter's Primary School, 
Belford Road, 
Harrogate, North Yorks. 

Dear Mr Dyer, 
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20. MARESFIELD GARDENS 

LONDON. NW3 5SX. 

01-.438 2002. 

28th March, 1977. 

At last 1 am responding to the questions which you 
submitted to me at various dates. 

, 
First your letter of September 9th 1976: 

1. 1 did attend the Budapest Congress of 1918. My 
intention to become a f psychoanalyst preceded this. 

2. 1 attended the Berlin Congress of 1922. As far as 
1 remember my father was prevented by illness. I 
had no dealings with Dr Piaget of Geneva. and I 
don't remember meeting him there. 

3. To the best of my knowledge, 1 did not attend the 
Salzburg Congress in 1924 because of my father's 
illness at that time. 

4. I read my father's paper at the Paris Congress in 
1938 in German. 

As regards your letter of November 7th 1976, I can say the 
following: Paragraph 1.: quite correct; 2.; para 1., quite 
correct; 3. also correct. 

Does this help ? 
Yours sincerely, 



19th. Jtme 1978. 

DellI" Dr. l.nna Freud, 
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St. ~tor'o :~ Gchool, 

Eelford Road, 

HAH':~OO.'.':i.1E,Uorth Yorl:D. 

~ appreciation of tue first issue of ~our ne~ Bulletin of Tho 

Ha.'1nstead Clinig was r.tarred by what I can only believe is a typogra.phical error 

and distortion,nhich occurs in your OVln article on '~~e Frincip~l T~k of Child 

Analyois' (p.11). Gince the correct interpreta.tion of your profe:mionnl thoucht is 

crucil'~ to L\1 research "\lork,I would be ::oot cra.teful if' you could find tho ti:1G to 

indica.ta to I:lO ";I"het:lar or !lot I ~ correct in wha.t f'ollol19. 

In the second pnracraph of' your paper you diaCu.<J3 the taz!:a of paychoanclysis, 

which include the a.pplication of a. ceneral theory of nontnl f'tmctionine to "a laree 

nU!:lbar of ditlci,les concerned with hu::um beinesnO~a ~~ud,1978,2.;'tlll.:In.:-:l~:Jteo.d Clin., 

~(1),p.11). Having studied over half a co~tur.1 of your profoocio~ and ~cientiric 

thinkir.c in your published v:orks,I cannot beliove that you intendod tho u=o of tho 

word 1)IJCI7L....--:s. Ucmhere, to r:y !>noi1ledce,hn.ve you publicly procla.i:J.ed a t ::loccianic' 

role for psychounolysis,its nota.blo founder,or youroelf. :ihllt ~1Ould,hO'\7Ovor,be 

perfectly in keeping uit..l]. your :Jc.1.IlY published stateoents is the view that poycho

analyDis ho.a increasincly a:::>plied its particular c;enoral theory of oontal 

tlmctioninc to "a. larGe nU:lber of D~CIPLI.i.w concerned uith hUl1.::!ll beinCslt. ITow. 

one thinks iU.ledio.tely of P3Ycllio.try,p.:l8diatrics,paedagocr and tea.chinc,education 

and child devolo:x::ent,ic.:Jil.y law - and o.cain.a.nthropoloeY,a.rt,qtholoLY, bioL.'Tc,?hy, 

cricinolocy,neurophysiolocy,per30~ity theory,aenantica - end nnny nora: 

I do hope you m.:u not feel t1la.t tllis is all tmiDportl'..!lt 01.· a '\7tl.D%e of your 

tine. The pnrticulnr ~JPO of ocholC'.r.Jhip which I Il:l endea.vourin{; to o.1>ply to your 

work dOlJQJlds procioely this ldnd ot clarification. 

Yours nost aincol'Oly, 

R.Dyor,D.Ed.,?!.Phil. 



I • 

Mr R, Dyer, 

20, MARESFIEI.D GARDENS, 

LONDON, NW3 !5SX. 

01 .435 2002. 

21st June, 1978. 

St Peter's Primary School, 
Belford Road, 
Harrogate, North Yorks. 

Dear Mr Dyer, 

I am very grateful for your letter of 19th 
June. I do believe that the printing error that 
you point out is a very important and rather 
horrible one. Of course it should have read 
"disciplines". Why did noJ proof reader spot 
it before ? 

Yours sincerely, 

. , 

\ 



Appendix XI. 

Jlaterial submitted by Anna Freud's Associates. 

(Interviews , Questionnaires , Correspondence) 
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In addition to the named persons whose submissions are here presented in 

alphabetical co-respondent order,the following notable individuals were also 
considered but for various reasons proved -non av~able· -

Jenny Waelder-Hal~ 

Helen Ross 

Maurita Katan 

W.Emest: Freud 
Kurt Eissler 

Ruth Eissler 

Helene Deutsch 

James Robertson 
Joyce Robertson 

Thesi Bergmann 

not- traced in time 

• 
deceased 

declined 
• 
• 

untraced/deceased? 

not traced in' time 

• 
untraced 

Edna Oakeshot~(prev.Balint) dec~ined 

Several persons named in Appendix XIV,particularly from the A.ru:Il. Arbor and 

l'hiladelpbia groups, untraced in time 

Rudolpf Ekstein 

Dale Meers 

Humberto Nagera 

Jciar'ti1n James 
Edith B.Jackson 

Edith Jacobson 

Joseph Sandler 

lmtraced 

correspondence insufficiently developed 

not. traced in time 

• 
deceased 

not traced in time 

co~spondence insufficient1~ developed 
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Mr Raymond Dyer, 
St Peter's Primary School, 
Belford Road, 
Harrogate, N. Yorks. 

Dear Mr Dyer, 

452 -

20. MARESFIELD GARDENS 

LONDON. NW3 5SX. 

01-4315 2002. 

21st March, 1977. 

You are certainly writing a ·thesis on an interesting 
subject - trThe Contribution of Anna Freud to the Theory and 
Practise of Education", and I am glad to give you the infor
mation you want for the Index of persons involved with Anna 
Freud's work. 

--
1. The addresses you ask for are as follows: 

Dr J. A. Lampl-de Groot, 
Haringvlietstraat 39, 
Amsterdam. 

Drs Anny and Maurits Katan, 
2550 Arlington Road, 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118. 

Dr Marianne Kris, 
239 Central Park West, 
New York, N.Y. 10024. 

2. I have answered your question s~eet, and to this I would 
like to add that 

1) 1 was involved in psychoanalytic teaching seminars 
for the Nursery Schools of the City of Vienna; 

2) 1 took part in the running of the Jackson Nursery 
for children between 1 and 2% years whose parents 
were on the dole; 

• • 

\ 
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Mr R. Dyer - 21.3.77. 

3) I was co-director in the Hampstead War Nurseries; 

4) I am Trustee and co-Worker in the ~ampstead Child
Therapy Course and Clinic and co-ordinator of its 
Study Group for the Blind. 

2 

My connection with Anna·Freud is a simple and direct one. 
When 1 was myself convinced of the benefit of psychoanalysis, 
and heard that Anna Freud was analysing children, I brought 
my son for a consultation and he became one of her first 
patients. 

In many discussions with her on ·child development, my 
own interest grew and I was fortunate to be at the first dis
cussion groups which she organised on child development and 
child psychoanalysis, and from then on I became part of the 
growing child analysis movement. I consider this to be my 
child analysis training. 

3. WhE!n you are on a visit to the Hampstead Clinic, I 
shall be glad to see you. 

With best wishes for success with your thesis, 

Yours sbcerely, 

.:i>~~~~~ 
Dorothy Burlingham . 

\ 
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TIm .AlmA Fm!UD INllEX(At Harrogate &: nbltf1eld Univ.) 

CODtributora Sophie baM. 

t. Year of birth. ..... q 0 0 

Year a 
Place. 

5. Did you OTe:r ml)et/see Professor Frn4? No 

· , . 
. 1 

,t, .. ·· 

." 

.~' 

6. Circ~tanc8~ and date of GU'17 1n'WOlftm&nt with Hampstead Nursery/Clinic _ AI G,. ~ flf·· .. 
- di4 you baCOJOll ~1""'4? ~ tv.. ~ ~ ~ 1/qjd 
Nature of f1rst poata (mm(;year) to).'~ to t€ 

.i:'oriod of udniN. 
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!fiI AnA ItfBQD lB1l'V~te aDd Sh8ftield,D!gland). 

oatrJ.batoI-.FRlk U .. I=RlkSoN 

1. Tee- boa. 1902 1.l1aoer Frankfurt am Main 

,. Dati aDd ~ of tun ..aoua eDOO\IIltR with ~o ideasa 

After having met the Freuds and members of their circle (see 4) 

As a tutor of the Burlingham children during the summer of 1927 
on the Semmering, where th~ Freuds and ~e Burlinghams had a~joining 
houses. 

~ . 
,. 

5. D14 70U ewr .n Prot ..... J'au4? 

Tear. 1927-1933 0001&'.. On a variety of informal occasions (see 4) 

'-

6. (ORtiaaal q..u.) - lWIMa(a) with _ JOU tnSmd m ps.yahoanalys1a/ch1ld 

~. 

My training analyst was Anna Freud; my supervising analysts were 
August Aichhorn, Helene Deutsch and Edward Bibring. 

I took part in required seminars, including Anna Freud's Kinder
seminar. Helene"Deutsch's "adult" s~minar and Hartmann's 
and Kris' seminar on theory. I graduated in 1933 

8. 'FeU of eJld.&z'aUa to U.S.... 1933 

9. IIQOZ'taD1: .. UIIp nth Alma P.l'eu4 'l1lu;e t945 - Ia1:.congn_.,U.S.leoture tours, 

I' 
.~ 

,,·l 

.1' 
I 

·r' 

, . 

otbRv1a1ta.to. Besides a few meetings on public and privat 
occasions in the U.S. and England, at the 
anniversary discussion of defense mechan
isms in Philadelphia; at a discussion of 
psychoanalysis with Yale students; at af seminar at Hampstead on the QCcaSl0n 0 

Qap"'e 

,~ presenting some of the Freud lectures 
University College. 
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a. DIAYTON GARDeNS 
LONDON. S.W.IO 

TlL.,HONI 01-373 1416. 

Raymond Dyer ESQ., 
St. Peter's C. of E. ~imary School, 
Beltord Road, 
Harrogate HG1 1JA 11th April, 1977. 

Dear Mr. Dyer, 

Tbe report on the Anniversary Meeting of the 
Hampstead Course 'and Clinic was published under the 
title: Studies in Child Psycho-Analysis Pure and 
Applied. Monograph 5 of the Ps. Study of the Child. 
Yale Univ. Press, New Haven, London 1975. 

As I told you over the telephone :there are no·· 
printed torms tor the Profiles. They have been 
published in the P.S.C. 

Have you come across Dr. Tom Freeman? He has 
adapted the Profile for psychotic patients. He was 
a student of Mrs. Buiingham's and now lives in 
Ireland. : 

Please let me know in good time which Wednesday 
you will choose for your visit to Hampstead. 

:Yours sincerely, 

I. R. Hellman, Ph.D. 

·P.S. Please write to my home address • 

. ..... ....... __ ... -'"-~-''-''''' -_ ......... _--_. __ ...... - ..... _. __ .... __ .. _-_ ... _--.... ~- ........... ~ . . ' 
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1. 1895 

2. The first book I bad b1 Miss Freud was .ller 
Introduction to PS1ohoanal1sis for Teachers. 

.. 

I think Miss Fre~d gave me this copy. I have dated 
it 1938. She gave me several books written by her 
father, and I had already .tudied maD7 ef Freud's 
works before 19,8. 

,. I had no contaot nth the " ID.t~tute of P81choana.lys~ •• 

~. The Chief Inspector ot Sohoolsin London knew of my 
great interest in Freud's work, and when Freud arriTed 
in England we co .. ~dered ask:1D.g h1a to giTe a few 
lectures to our teaoher8. I said I would make enquiries. 
I wrote to Ernst Freud,the architect, telling him what 
we wanted, and asking if I oould make contact with bis 
tather. He explained that his father oould no longer 
leoture, b~t suggested that his sist,r, Anna Freud, 
might lecture for wi, and gave me her address. I 
wrote to her and she invited me to cal1. She agreed 
to give three leotures, and I , ot offioial permission 
to arraage the8e. The three lectures wer~ery well 
attended, and enthuiastical17 received. A very favour
able report ot the leotures was pu~li8he4 in the 
Counc~~ MagaziBe. There had been no disoussio. about 
the oontent of the lectures. Miss Freud had a free hand. 

5. I do not' remember &n1.[fucliC 1 •. (.cJ~(t('~L~ ~ He"...cIi'~5)-50rj,·P2 

6. I have DO information Oil thi8 point, but &8 an In8peotor 
of Schools I was oontinually 8preading abroad the 
educational importance of Freud'8 work, and m&n1 
teacher8 were ver1 interested. 

1.~. I do not remember &D1 discU88ioll of ~. Freud's work, 
but I did not read much eduoational literature. 

," 
. ".. . ; ..... . 
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M1 father, Dr. ROBenberg, .. a "nIrY good f%1.en4 of S1pmd Freud's. 
I kn.w about J8ychoaI1al.ysia wheD I vaa a chUcl. 

I p1.qed with har .. achUd. " 
. "., 

" I 

'j 

, , 

; 
i 
,~ 
) 

4. (optional question) Persoa(l) with .. JOU tra1De4 ill pqchoaallsia!chUcl 
lDal.Js:l.s. year :in which mining "pm, 

I was enrol~ed in the first ch1lcl aD&l,..1a •• 1I1D&r that 
Anna Freud ga. ve. 

S. Ye&r,'ftnU3.ooculC'.,. of azq eapeo1all7 ...... 1:11. _t1JaP with Alma hnIl, 

(International c~ .... ,eto.)t 
All Intoo:natlonal. CoDgrell888. I alao .. t with her at cODf'.rencea 
wbich I attended at. the Haapat.ea4 Clinic in London. 

. ~. 

" V. ''a.re 1n CODatant. contact b1 letter and 
~ peraonal.17 about. t.eacbing and research in 

cbUd clevelopaent and chUcl analysis. I 
... Alma. Fl:'MId. ever,y rear. 

'. AlJ1 further global "mara 70U wou14 UD to ha.,. iDolla4ecl nth JOV abatraoa 
. , 

, , 

" . ~ 
. . 

ArIlq lataft, M.D. - Marcb 15. 1978 
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THE HAMPSTEAD CHILD-THERAPY COURSE AND CLINIC 
11. I •• 21 MAMSFIIJ.D GAJU)fHS LONDON NW3 

TEL 01-7'4 lJlJ-f-S 

CDMrSIONDEHCf. TO: 21 MNtESRELD GAJU)fNS LONDON NW3 SSU 

DlN$f: AttItG Freud caE UD SeD MD (Holt) 
~ .... a..,..: ClIffW Yorb MAG LAO MAC hpdI DIM 

Mr. RqIlond ~er, 
st. Peter's Priaar,r SChool, 
Belford Road, 
Harrogate, 
B. Yorks. 

Dear ftr. D7er, 

28th April, 1977 

!hank 70u tor 70ur letter of April 25th. The 
questions you vant me to answer are relatively straight 
forward unless 70U really want full details about the 
~tudents who took part in the tirst training course, 
vhich might be easier to till in tor you in a personal 
conversatioD. 

1. (a) Whereas Ki88 !reud and Dr. Xate Priedlander 
vere 1Datrumental in starting the Hampstead Child 
!heraP7 Course1Dasfar as official negotiations 
vere concerned with professional bodies etc., 
~. Dorot~-Burl1ngham certainly tully partiCipated 
in training and supervision as training analyst, as 
supervisor ot casework and as seminar leader. 
Of course there vere quite a tev other senio~ 
psy~boaDal7sts partiCipating in these capacities as 
vell as, tor example, Dr. W. Botter and Mrs. B. Hotter. 

(b) I believe there were 6 students who had worked 
in the Hampstead War !furseries in this course in 
addition to ODe who had long been aSSOCiated with 
p8ychoanalysis in Vienna. This group was later 
~o1ned b7 ODe extra person, an Australian psychologist 
who at that tiae had trained tor work with adults 
at the Institute ot PS7cho-An~si8. 

/ 2 ••••• 

\ 



-·2,-

(0) In view ot the tact that most ot the members 
in this group had basic introductory courses during 
their ~raining in the Hampstead War Nurseries and 
were already engaged in their personal psychoanalysis, 
they were permitted to start with Year 2 ot the Course 
and most of them qualitied in the SWIUIler ot 1949. 
In the beginning the course was only a 3 year Course. 

(d) Seminars and lectures took place in individual 
lecturers' homes and continued to do so until the 
Cli~c was opened in 1951. The tirst books 
acquired by the Course were housed on a book-shelt 
in Anna Yreud's home. . ~ese students saw their 
patients in the Clinics where they were working 
as psychologists or therapists at that time. 
In ract, this was the West Sussex Child Guidance 
Service directed by Dr. Kate Yriedlander and the 
East London Child Guidance Clinic directed by 
Dr •. Augusta Bannard. 

2. aegarding your question about Theodora 
Alcock and her review in the 'Hew Era'. She was 
a very well known psychologist at that time working 
.a~7 at the old Tavistock Clinic during the 
Var years and atter. I think you will tind her 
listed as a member ot the British Psychological 
Society. I do not think that she was a psycho~ 
analyst and she retired some years ago ? 
and I don't oven ~ow it she is still alive. 

I look forward. to meeting you OD June 1st when 
you visit the Clinic. 

YOur8 aincerely, 

. ~.~ 
(Hrs.) HaD8~lUle~ 
Director. 

\ 
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IJubjoct: ANNIt MAENC#EN) Ph.D. 

1. '70:":': ;;,~ 1i:t1. 1902 2. ~Oml of bil't:::.: Western Russi~ 

..". Gi;..'c .. ~~c ·~\:'J.!cc~ :,:,::G. d~te ~f :-irs t ~t)rio:'l~ 8r!C0"'..lD.~G :: \ .:-i:!: ~~~~c~~c ·~ ~:" .. :~.- "";~~~ .. : :... .: .. . ' . 0< ~ 
Lectures by Dr. Siegfried Bernfeld for a private group of 
teachers while I was a student at the University of Vienna. 

Referred to Anna Freud for psychoanalysis, probably in 1922 or 
1923. 

:5.' )i:l :r~1.~ OV-::l' ~eet :'rcf~<J sor :;'rend~' To:.r/I'lc.~e/C:'l·:~ta::'C J ; 
Yes, I saw Professor Freud in the house (Berggasse 19) during 
my analysis with Anna Freud. Also in 1929 when I visited 
Anna Freud with my little boy and she asked her father to meet 
us. Professor Fr?ud did not give lectures at the Vienna Psycho-
~~t.Yl~~c(l~Qfj.o~tJ y,·· "''t~~r ~I+S;1~·2t~lU~.~) .• '"OU ~~-•• .;"',,' .:" .:\,.. . . ..... ~ ' .V. , .... ' .. :: ~ I. _' ''~ ~.' . w. \~,i.i:w .,........... ""~ _ ............. -\-, ' /~- ,..,;.", ... u ... - . . ... ~ ......... - -..... J: .... v ..... . ., ___ ..... _~ ... __ ..... ... . _ .. 

:.:::!l:,ri.:i::J e~ YCC:.!' t::cini!:.c; bec~ ""· '. 
Anna Freud and Siegfried~ pervisors: Jeanne Lampl de Groot, 
Marianne Kris, M.D., Dr. Federn, Dr. Helene Deut,ch in Vienna 
and Berlin (with an interruption of 3 years after my marriage) 
ending, I think, in 1935~ 

7. !~t(' ~"';.~:~J~ior~:1l C! C:~1Gr80 soo r.t ·:.~:'·lic:~ ~"O~~l 't.T.!.t:::~ cs .:~ cc. !.:i:; !:! :'=~\!~ .. c1cl ·.~.:7::~· ;.: .. : .. \ ~.: I - .. : ~ 
I attended many International Congresses starting with the 
Congress in Lucerne, Switzerland in 1934. The highlight of 
every Congress was Anna Freud's papers and discussions. 

c: . r.~; .:_ yi::;ito/::'cctl'.::·; tou::s c: ... ~licl: ~'OU ~ :.~::..l·d/. /) t ~:iS3 j':-t;'i.ld: 

The same is true in hearing her speak on her lecture tours in 
U.S.A. (New York~ Topeka, San Francisco, Stockbridge, Cleveland, 
Washington', D.C.) 

, _'- :..:::: :;-",ol.ld Int." 'J::' : 
You probably have a complete bibliography of her work and also 
articles about her work, for instance, Dr. Seymour Lustman's 
article in the Psychoanalytic Study of the Child. 
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ANNA FREUD INDEX 

ntributor: Dr. Anna Maenchen, (Berkeley) 

· Were you one of the very first child-analysts to train with 
Anna Freud? Can you name any others contemporary with your
self? (If to do so, would offend living persons, I shall 
understand). . \ 

No, I do not think that I was one of the first child-analysts 
trained with Anna Freud. The others (Marianne Kris, Jenny 
Waelder Hall, Edith Buxbaum, Editha Sterba and others) 
started before me. In the early twenties I was in personal 
analysis with Anna Freud which later turned into training 
analysis. I married in 1927 and left with my husband for 
3 years. In 1930 - 31 I resumed my training this time at 
the Berlin Institutude (1930 - 1933) after which time we 
returned to Vienna because of Hitler's getting into power. 

Presumably you would have attended the well-known 'Child 
Analysis Seminars ' conduc'~ed in Vienna from c.1926. Can 
you say who attended regularly? 

I do not know which seminars you mean; there was a seminar 
for young analysts calle~ jokingly a child seminar and there 
was of course also a child analysts seminar in Vienna 
conducted by Anna Freud and devoted to presentation of child
analytic cases. I did join the Child Analysis seminar held 
in the waiting room of Freud's house in Berggasse 19 during 
1933 - 1938. The others there were: Marianne Kris, Jenny 
Waelder Hall, Edith Buxbaum, Editha Sterba, May O'Neil 
Hawkins, Erik'Homburger Erikson, Frits Redl, D Jackson, 
Willie Hoffa (I think) and many American colleagues in 
training in Vienna at that time. 

• Which older analysts referred, somewhat disparagingly, to 
these seminars as 'Infant Seminars', implying a youthful 
state of learning on the part of members attending? 

I do not remember who of the older analysts referred "some
what disparagingly" as "Infant Seminars J1

• This must have 
referred to the seminar of young analysts. 

When did you emigrate to th~ U.S.A.? 

I emigrated from Vienna to the U.S.A. in the spring of 1938 
~ months after Nazi's invasion of Austria on March 13th of 
that year). I settled with my family in the San Francisco 
Bay Area, part of which is Berkeley_ 

'" ' .. 
, " . 
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Contributor: Ar~eliese Schnurmann, 
Lie. es Scienoes Sociales (Geneva), corresponds to B.A. 

1. Year of Bi:rth: 1908 2. Town/Place born:Xarlsruhe, Germany. 

3. Year and circumstance of first encounter with psychoanalytical 
ideas: 

In the early thirties (before the advent ot Hitler). 
1 was then studying Sociology at the University of 
Frankfurt gm Main. Psyohoanalytical ideas were disoussed 
in seminars. 

4. First encounter-with Anna Freud: 
Date: Some time during 1942 
Circumstances: I was at tke time working tor the 
W.V.S. (Women's Voluntary Service) as an assistant nurse
in a hospital for evaouated ohildren in Shottermill 
nr. Haslemere, Surrey. There I got very interested in the 
psychology of ohildren. When I heard through friends of the 
Hampstead War Nurseries I visited Anna Freud, hoping that 
I would be able to work there. 

5. Involvement with Hampstead War Nursery: 
Year(s): 1942/45 Role: Trainee 
How I became involved: see above. Subsequent to my meeting 
with Anna Freud, ~tarted work with the Hampstead War Nurseries 
in November 1942. -

\ 

6. Aotivities in period 1945-1947: . 
Studies at L.S.E. and Institute ot Education (Univ.London) 

;. 

7. When did you train with Hampstead C~ild-Therapy Training Course? 
& (optional question): Can you name any fellow-students 
oontemporaneous with yourself? 
lfwaa one of t.he~ t~rst.~group of stu.dents, training for the 
Hampstead Oild-Therapy Course. (starting 1947) 
My fellow-students were: Mrs. Joanna Benkendort (n~e Kohler) 
Miss Alice Goldberger,Mrs. I~ Bennett Gwynne-Thomas, 
Mrs. Hanpa Xennedy,(nee Engl), Mrs. Lily Neurath (deceased) 
Mrs. Lizzy Rolniok t (neeWallentin), Mrs. Sara Rosenfeld, 
nee Kut (died 1973J. 

~ 

8. (optional question) Persons with whom your aotual-analytical 
training was undergone: 

Personal analysis with: Dr. Kate Friedlander (. fik...) 
Mr. C.D. Gomperts. (~J 

Lecturer8j~"t, -s-upervisora, seminar-leaders: 
(I am not sare whether this list ~ quite correot or complte) 
Mrs. Dorothy Burlingham, Dr. L. Frankl, Dr. X. Friedlander,/4~~) 
Miss Anna Freud, t~S Ilse Hellman-Noach, Mrs. HedWig Hoffer. :f.i~ 
Dr,. Barbar,," ,Lantos,)Mrs .. ~argarete Ruben~'\Miss Ruth Thomas, '1 

___ IJ~!Lliecl.~~~G.J...:.W"Q. r 2. • __ ._________ ___________ __----
9. Date at whioh you beoame a staff-member 01' new Hampstead Clinic 

(after 1952) , 
I am not quite certain about thiS, ~as treating children at 
12 Maresf1eld Gardens from July 1952. One case was still '~ 
training case, the second one was not. 

10. Where and how often, did Miss Freud hold seminars for workers 
in Eduoation and Child Guidance in 1946 period? 
This question loan not fully answer. There were still- ~e11eve 
regular meet1ngs- at 5, Netherhall Gardens all through 1946. 
I read the paper you referred to there in December. 
'Pp.,.hAnA M'rA - Y.-nnAlh" wi' 1 'hA A'hl A +." O'i VA '''1"111 i nT'n,..",o+i nn 
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Subject: OR. -:rQSEPHING Sr~oss (Pa.edia,i1iciau) 

1. ~c~r of bir~h: 

4. Occcsion CJ.1d 

l ..L': ll-V~t: i> 
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Appendix XII. 

O;R!ning Remarks: Anna Freud's Membership Paper to Vienna Psa..Societr • 

. )(eme Herren und Dament 

Xchnehme schon seit einer Reihe von Jahre~ Ihre Gastfreundschaft in Anspruch, 

babe mich aber bisher Docm durch keine Ar~ von Ultarbeit bei Ihnen bemerkbar 

gemacht. Nun weiss ich 2m8.r aus guter Quelle, dass die Vereinigung em solches 

1II1titiges Zusehauen ihrer Gaste iJIl allgemeinen nich't. billigi;. Aber ich meine, 

ich ware auch heute noch bei meinem Verhalten geblieben,wenn !bre Strengen 

Begeln nicht jedem,der sich um die Jlitgliedschaft: bei Ilmen iewirbt,auch 

'VOrschreiben wiirden, vorher etwas von sich horen zu lassen. So ist also meiD. 

.ADsuchen um. Aufnahme in die W~ener Vereinigung der BelIeggrund und gleichzei tig 

di~ Entschuldigung meines heutigen Vortrags. 

Imago, (1922),8,311. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

for several y.ears I have enjoyed your hospitality, though I have DO~ presented 

rmy contribution here so far. I moy troD a very good source that the Socie't7 

is Dot veX'1l keen on inactive guests who only.- observe. I suppose I might have 

continued to be inactive if your strict: rules and regulations had not demanded 

a direct. contribution from anyone apply,dng tor membership. Thus,~ application 

for membership of the Vienna Society,; is the J:lotivation as well as the excuse 

for Sf lectur_ tod~. 

(Transl.. assisted by Gertrud Daml) 

(unauthorised translation). 
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Appendix XIV. 

Child Therapists Trained at Hampstead,1947 - c.1970. 

Therapist, 

Mrs E.M.Anderson 

Mrs P.Antonis 

J4rA.Barron 

Miss A.Bene 
Mrs H.Benjaminl 
Mrs Jii,]enkendorf 

Mrs M.Berger 

Jlr H.M ven 

Mrs L.Biven 

Mrs M.Rradley 

Miss A.M.J3ry: 

Mra M.BUl.'gner 

Mr D.Campbell 

'Jlra M.Caplan 

Mias B.Carr 

Mrs P.Cohen 

Mias A.Colonna 
Mr C.Corrie 

Mrs E.Dansky, 

Location 

London 

• 
" 
It 

It 

Cleveland, Ohio 

London 

It 

Berke~eJr,Calif. 

l3'oaton,Vass, 

London 
It 

New'Y[ork 

California 

London 

Conn. ,U.S.A 

Miami, Florida 

Cal$fornia 

Miss E.Daunton Clayaland, Ohio 

Miss R.Edgcllmbe London 

Miss I.El.lain It 

Miss E.Furst New York 

Mrs M.Flumerfelt Bethseda,Md. 

Mrs L. Tischler 

Mrs I.Freud 

llrs E.Furman 

lJrs A.Gavshon 

Miss A.Gehr 
Mrs lC.Gilbert 

London 
It 

Cleveland, Ohio 
London 

Ann Arbor,JJich. 
Los Altgeles 

Miss A.Goldberger Londom 
Mrs B.Gordon " 
Mr lC.Guettler Sweden 
Mrs I.Gwynne-Thomas Kansas 
lIr T.B.Hal"°';nup London 
Mr C .Heinicke Los Angeles 

Mrs •• Hodgson Banbur,y,Oxon. 
Mr A.Holder London 

Mrs A.Hurry It 

JlrS R.Joffe " . ' ' .. '. -' ~ .. 

Therapist 

lira C .Kearney.' 

lira H.Kennedy," 

JIr E,Koch 

Kiss E.Landauer 

Kiss C .Legg 

J(r T.W.Lopez 

Jlrs S .A.LUlldberg 

IIr A.Lussier 

lira V.J4achtlinger 

tiss R.Markowi tz 

)Irs E.M.Mason 

I4rs S .Mason 

IIr D.Mee:rs 

lfrs B .Mehra 

Mrs B.Modal 

JIr J ,NoVick 

Jlrs K,Novick 

Location 

Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Landon 

Cleveland,Ohio 

New York 

Ann Arbor ,ttich. 

lin York 

Ann Arbor ,Uich, 

14DDtreal 

Berlin 

Los .ADgeles 

London 

Ann Arbor ,Mich, 

Washington D.C. 

London 

• 
It 

• 
Kiss R.Oppenheimer Baltimore ,Md. 
Mrs B.Oxford Rugby, Warwicks. 

!Irs I.Paret 

Miss R.PI1tzel 

Jliss P.Radford 

Ilrs S .Ramsden 

lliss K.Rees 

Stanford, Calif' • 

London 

• 

New York 

Mrs U.Robinson LODdon 

Mrs A.Rolnick Cleveland, Ohio 
Dr B.Rosenblatt Uass.,U.S.A 
IIrs F ,salo LcmdOD 

Mrs A.M. Sandler It 

Miss A.Schnurmann 

IIr I.Sherrick 
• 

Ann Arbor,Mich. 
Kra t.t.Singer 
JIrs M.Sprince 
IIrs J.Stevens 
II1ss N .Stewart 
Mr P.Totzek 

JIrs P.Tyson 
JIrs L~Leibman 
JIr W.Wheeler 
IIfr P. W;'SC'M 
M:1ss D, 'Ilills 

Cambridge ,England 
London 

Wellington,N.Z. 
Westem Australia 

Frankfurt 

Londoa 
Valibu,Calit", 

Los ~les 
'-o.,c!o .. 
LODdaa 


